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Abstract
This thesis develops the algorithmic foundations for applying automated plan-
ning techniques to program robots to assemble discrete spatial structures. Ben-
efitting from the robot’s capacity for moving, positioning, and holding elements
precisely, robotic assembly aims to neutralize the cost and time impact of increas-
ing demand for non-standard, customized designs using programmable robotics
and automated process. Programming robots to assemble structures requires us to
reason about the construction sequence and the robotic motions. The critical plan-
ning challenge is satisfying both stiffness constraints that limit the deformation of
the structure and geometric constraints that ensure the robot does not collide with
the structure. Current planning approaches either require a significant amount of
human intervention or do not scale to the numeric scale and geometric complexity
demanded by construction. As we shift frommass production in manufacturing to
mass customization in construction, we need versatile planning tools that can adapt
to different structural typologies, off-load tedious human programming work, and
involve human expertise when relevant.

This thesis addresses this need by proposing a unified algorithmic framework to
formulate and solve assembly planning problems. Our investigations are grounded
on three broad classes of assembly planning problems: (1) spatial extrusion, (2)
pick-and-place assembly, and (3) robotic assembly with multiple tool changes. For
each class of assembly problems, we propose scalable, efficient planning algorithms
and test themwith simulated and real-world case studies. This thesis demonstrates
howalgorithmic planning can provide uswith amuch smoother transition between
an assembly design and its final execution on the robot. Based on these sound foun-
dations of the "forward-evaluation" of robotic constructability in various contexts,
we finally attempt to "close the loop" - deriving ametric tomeasure constructability
and use it to guide the performance-driven exploration of a discrete design catalog.

Thesis Supervisor: Caitlin T. Mueller
Title: Associate Professor ofArchitecture andCivil andEnvironmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis develops the algorithmic foundations for applying automated planning

techniques to program robots and other automated or semi-automated systems to

systematically assemble discrete spatial structures.

Throughout the history of humankind, construction has been an endeavor that

relies on master builders’ craftsmanship and intuition to produce one-off solutions

[Fit89]. However, due to the increasing demands for housing from urban expan-

sion, construction needs to bemore flexible, economical, and environmentally friendly.

Due to the decline of craftsmanship in modern society, such an experience-based

and relationship-based construction model does not respond well enough to such

demands. One direction for improvement is to increase automation in construction,

and more specifically, applying robotic systems to construction work and the fabri-

cation of architectural elements. Benefitting from the robot’s capacity for moving,

positioning, and holding elements precisely, robotics-based assembly promises to

substantially improve construction in the built environment. It offers advantages

such as speed, quality, material efficiency, worker safety, and eventually, cost re-

duction. In addition, robotic construction opens up new fabrication possibilities

beyond automating manual processes, leading to an expansion of design possibil-

ities and formal expressions.

However, to this day, the commercial use of industrial robots is still mostly lim-

ited to repetitive tasks in a controlled manufacturing environment that can be pro-
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grammed manually in advance. For the main customers of industrial robots, e.g.

the automobile industry, employing a few technicians to spend hours or days man-

ually programming the robot to assemble, weld or paint a single product works out

economically since the same program would be executed on the assembly line for

thousands or millions of times. In such mass production contexts, the robots are

adapted to fulfill the needs of a high-volumemarket, delivering high reliability and

productivity. Implementing a flexible manufacturing process that can respond to

design changes swiftly comes at a high cost and is thus rarely needed and touched

upon in the manufacturing industry [Bro07].

However, the construction industry comeswith inherent complexity that makes

a direct transfer of mass production techniques in manufacturing impossible. In

construction, high-performing structures are designed specifically for each job site

and condition. The load resistance and expressiveness of the structure come from

the diversity of components’ geometry and configurations. Such diversity means

that hiring technicians to solve the programming problems for each part is not eco-

nomically feasible since each program might only be executed a few times, instead

of thousands of times as in the manufacturing setting. Thus, as we transition from

mass reproduction in manufacturing to mass customization in construction, the

economic and time costs coming from the technical difficulty of generating a de-

tailed sequence of robotic instructions start to dominate. This process of program-

ming the robots to achieve a high-level goal like assembling a product is termed

planning. Automating the planning process so that it can respond to the foremen-

tioned diversities swiftly and intelligently remains the fundamental challenge to be

solved before robotic techniques are widely adopted and their impacts are broadly

felt on real construction sites.

Our objective is to build planning tools that closely connect design and robot

assembly. Such tools should be equipped to give designers immediate feedback

on whether a design is feasible for being assembled by robots while they are still

developing the design in a CAD environment. Furthermore, such tools should be

able to present useful information back to the designers on how to improve the de-
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sign if it is not feasible initially. Thus, these planning tools can go beyond being

simply a "reality-check" tool, to become a "design-guidance" tool through which

machine-related fabrication logics and constraints can become design drivers in

the development of an architectural project.

1.1 Motivation

This research is motivated by the challenges and opportunities which has emerged

in recent years, as researchers and practitioners continue to push the boundary of

fabrication possibilities of robotically assembled geometries.

1. Complex assembly is hard to plan for, and the current approaches fall short.

Planning for robotic assembly requires considering both geometric constraints

to ensure robots respect collision and kinematic constraints, as well as struc-

tural constraints so that at each step, the partial construction is structurally safe.

Existing solutions in architecture rely on a lot ofmanual trial-and-error efforts

and often lead to a lot of manual backtracking that renders these approaches

ad-hoc and inflexible to design changes.

2. Current planning algorithms cannot fully address the unique challenges

in robotic assembly. Despite the exciting algorithmic development in the

robotic planning community over the years to automatically plan for both ab-

stract robot actions and detailedmotions, its adoption in automated construc-

tion remains low. This is partly due to these advanced algorithms requiring

domain-specific knowledge to encode the planning problems at hand to an ab-

stract format, which can be unfamiliar to many users in architecture. In addi-

tion, construction usually involvesmanipulating hundreds or even thousands

of objects in complex spatial arrangements, which is rarely tackled in stan-

dard planning algorithm benchmarks. Thus, assembly planning algorithms

need to be designed to be efficient and accessible specifically for construction

problems.
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3. Planning can reveal new ways to evaluate designs. The history of consid-

ering performance early in the design process usually is prefaced by the de-

velopment of quantification, calculation, and computer simulation of the per-

formance metric. Much progress has been made in the last decade to inte-

grate complex engineering simulations into design environments by pack-

aging complex analyses into user-friendly tools and plug-ins (e.g. [Pre13,

Sol22a, RPS+13]). Combined with state-of-the-art optimization and learning

machinery, diverse and high-performing design candidates have been uncov-

ered and used to guide the designers [Bro19, Dan20]. Construction, while

historically a completely manual process and hard to quantify, can now be

precisely planned and executed in the context of robotic automation, or more

generally, algorithmically planned construction. Thus, can we use construc-

tion to drive design decisions, turn infeasible into feasible, orminimize certain

objectives, e.g. the maximum displacement during construction?

1.2 Research questions

Building from thesemotivations, a single, broad research questionmotivates all the

work in this dissertation:

How can algorithmic planning expand the relevance and impacts of robotic as-

sembly?

In response to this question, aswell as the challenges and opportunities outlined

in the previous section, this dissertation tackles two axes of inquiry:

1. Canwedesign effective planning algorithms to streamline the design-to-robotic

assembly workflow?

2. Can assembly planners support constructability-driven design space explo-

ration?
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These questions are addressed by proposing new planning and design evalua-

tion strategies by leveraging recent advances in computational planning techniques

and by marrying them with knowledge from construction engineering. Our in-

vestigations are grounded on three broad classes of assembly planning problems,

namely (1) spatial extrusion, (2) pick-and-place assembly, and (3) robotic assem-

bly with multiple tool changes. For each class of assembly problems, we start off by

formulating the problem into an abstract, mathematical form so that it can be ana-

lyzed using an algorithmic lens. Then, we make algorithmic contributions to pro-

pose planning strategies to address the specific challenges and lead to scalable, ef-

ficient planning algorithms. Simulated and real-world case studies illustrate these

approaches and demonstrate how we can obtain a much smoother transition be-

tween an assembly design and its final execution on the robot, resembling our ex-

perience with other existing digital fabrication machines like 3D printers and CNC

machines. Based on these sound foundations of the "forward evaluation" of robotic

constructability in various contexts, we finally attempt to "close the loop" - deriv-

ing ametric to measure constructability and use it to guide the performance-driven

exploration of a discrete design catalog.

1.3 Research scope

In this thesis, we approach assembly planning in its general form without restrict-

ing the input shapes to any specific category or typology. The definition of a dis-

crete spatial structure broadly includes all 3D structures that consist of individual

elements connected via structural joints and behaves as a system when a load is

applied.

In terms of robot setup, we make the following assumptions:

1. Offline, long-horizon planning: we consider detailed, long-horizon plan-

ning to fully specify the robots’ behavior during the entire construction pro-

cess. In all the real-world verifications presented in this thesis, the planning is

performed offline before execution, and the plan is executed in an open-loop
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fashion. The robots are assumed to work in a deterministic and structured

world, which means that the environment will behave exactly as specified in

the computed plan.

2. Robot dynamics ignored: we only compute robotic paths instead of trajecto-

ries, meaning that we do not explicitly address the system’s dynamics. The

control of the robot is assumed to be executed with position-based control,

implemented by the industrial robot controllers in use.

Assumption 1 is made to ensure that the planning considers the entire construc-

tion process rather than a short control horizon. This assumption adheres to today’s

prevalent use cases of construction robotics for the prefabrication of building com-

ponents. These prefabricated components will be transported to the construction

site and assembled into the already-built structure of the building [KCKH12]. In

these cases, the robots work in a structured factory setup, with little uncertainty

in the environment. Thus, the automated, long-horizon planning methods pre-

sented in this thesis can be directly deployed to such settings. However, while such

an assumption is practical to help leverage existing robotic technology, there are

many building processes that require components to be built in place and thus

require the robots to operate in a poorly structured and uncertain environment.

Research in this area, termed in-situ construction robotics, has tackled challenges

in short-horizon, robust planning and control [Gif18], sensorial tracking and esti-

mation [San18], and these robotic workflow’s integration into architectural design

[Dö18]. We argue that even under such contexts, the long-horizon construction

planning approach presented in this thesis is still essential and can be integrated.

The computed long-horizon plan can serve as a blueprint-like baseline uponwhich

the adaptive, feedback-driven sensing and control strategies can make local modi-

fications.

Assumption 2 is made to focus our investigation on planning problem’s geo-

metric and structural aspects without having the dynamics complicate the picture.

It is also because all the robotic systems we have access to are either fixed-based
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or mounted on a Cartesian-type gantry system, as in most prefabrication construc-

tion settings. However, for most mobile-based construction robot platforms, e.g.

systems with a robotic arm mounted on a non-holonomic mobile base [GSD+17],

or a legged robot [ZPC21], the system dynamics become another major constraint

that cannot be ignored. Such constraint is not explicitly addressed in this thesis’s

algorithmic treatment and physical demonstrations.

1.4 Thesis overview

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. This first chapter serves as the intro-

duction and gives the main problem statement, while also articulating the overall

research question that motivates and echoes across the remaining chapters.

In Chapter 2, a critical literature review is provided to contextualize the new

research presented in this dissertation. This review summarizes past research at-

tempts in construction robotics and assembly planning, scattered across the various

industrial and academic fields. The chapter highlights gaps in the existing literature

and further motivates the focus of this thesis.

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we describe scalable planning algorithms in the

context of sequence and motion planning problems, where one robot follows a

repetitive action pattern with a construction sequence undetermined. In Chap-

ter 3, we first present a rigorousmathematical formalization of robotic spatial extru-

sion planning problems and provide several efficient and probabilistically complete

planning algorithms. Then, in Chapter 4, we generalize the proposed algorithms to

solve the planning problems in pick-and-place assembly domains, despite that very

different materials and construction systems are involved. With the contributions

of these two chapters, we devise a unified yet efficient strategy to solve sequence

and motion planning problems.

In Chapter 5, we discuss formulation and planning strategies for more general

task andmotion planning problems arising in robotic construction, where the robot

needs to compose actions that follow a non-repetitive pattern to achieve a high-level
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assembly goal. In this chapter, a spatial timber assembly process is used as an illus-

trating example. This construction process requires a robot to swap tools in order

to switch between placing the beams and fixturing the joints. We establish a flexible

modeling protocol for architectural and construction process designers to convert

their high-level design intents to a computable plan skeleton, which can be solved

by a newly proposed solving technique by chaining multiple motion planning calls

effectively.

In Chapter 6, we investigate the questions of how automated planning tech-

niques can be used to formulate and compute a new measure of constructability

and how this new measure can be used to inform design. We propose new opti-

mal search algorithms to uncover optimal construction sequences for scaffolding-

free assembly of bar structures, which can be used to formulate an optimal con-

structability score of a given design. We present a case study to use this score to

evaluate and compare a design catalog.

In Chapter 7, we conclude the thesis by describing directions for future work

and reflecting on the thesis as a whole.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

This chapter presents a critical literature review that spans across several, seem-

ingly disjointed fields: performance-driven design in architecture (Section 2.1),

robotics in construction (Section 2.2), design and analysis for manufacturing (Sec-

tion 2.3), computational assembly analysis and design research in computer graph-

ics and computer-human interaction (Section 2.4), and automated planning (Sec-

tion 2.5). This chapter identifies and discusses specific developments in each of

these areas, and illustrates the need for further research that the work of this thesis

addresses.

2.1 Performance-driven design in architecture

An imperative for sustainability has been driving building designers and engineers

to more closely consider various building performance in response to the fact that

buildings account for a large portion of primary energy consumption (∼40% in the

United States), including significant amounts of embodied energy[WL17]. Com-

putational designmethods arewell-suited to support thesemuch-neededperformance-

driven design explorations. This section summarizes key work in this area.
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2.1.1 Design evaluation

The ability to evaluate design options using a quantitative measure is central to

performance-driven design. This usually involves running simulations, such as

structural or thermal, based on the geometric attributes of a design and summa-

rizing the analysis results to one or a fewmetrics characterizing how good a design

may be. Before the last decade or so, the tools used to run complex simulations

were far removed fromdesign software platforms for geometric design. These stan-

dalone, specialized analysis tools were not meant to enable a flexible exploration

of design variations. Instead, they were used as "reality-check" tools, used down-

stream of varying the design. In addition, these tools usually come with a steep

learning curve and high costs, adding yet another layer of friction between archi-

tects and engineers.

While this paradigm still prevails, many simulation tools that are lightweight

and easy-to-use have been integrated into existing 3Dmodeling software likeRhino3D

[Rob22]. These tools are designed to be used for non-expert users and are closely

linked to other geometricmanipulations in the samedigital environment. However,

despite these advances and the increased accessibility of simulation in early-stage

design, many drawbacks associatedwith engineering simulation remain. Themost

consequential one is the speed of the simulations. The objective of integrating per-

formance feedback early on in the design process is to help designers converge on

better solutions. Slow feedback results in fewer explorable designs; it also frustrates

the design process by preventing real-time user experiences. Accelerating simula-

tion speed can generally be achieved by either improving the existing algorithms or

taking advantage of parallel or GPU-accelerated computation (e.g. [JR19]). How-

ever, these options are not easily achievable by non-experts, including design users.

In contrast to these strategies, a data-driven method called surrogate modeling

uses performance data obtained by running high-fidelity analyses on a number of

different design options to learn a regression function that provides an approximate

model of the performance function of interest. The key advantage of this method
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lies in the speed of prediction of the regression models: they tend to be orders of

magnitude faster than the original simulations used to train them. Even though the

field of surrogatemodeling is established as early as 1951 andhas evolved into ama-

ture field of research [FSK08], the introduction of surrogate modeling to problems

related to the built environment is fairly recent. [Mue14] uses ensemble regression

methods to predict the performance of structural concepts and uses these models

to accelerate performance feedback for optimization and design space exploration.

There are also attempts at training surrogate models that may be repeatedly used

across different structural design spaces [TBM16], including the recent attempt in

building transferrable graph neural networks on truss domains [WM21]. Taking

advantage of the recent advances in deep learning, [Dan20] proposes a workflow

to extend the surrogate models to the prediction of spatially distributed simulation

fields (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Field surrogate modeling (using a graph convolution network) for pre-
dicting topology optimization result of a shell [Dan20]. Images by corresponding
papers.

Beyond the traditional physics simulation models that are based on computa-

tionally solving partial differential equations, new performance scores and their

simulation tools are being developed to support new types of performances and

design paradigms. For example, availability evaluation aims to evaluate how a

structure can be built using reclaimed or recycled materials, driven by the circu-

lar economy principles. A review of recent computational strategies for circular

design can be found in [HADWM21].
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2.1.2 Design space formulation

Computational design methods aim to generate diverse design outcomes and di-

rectly connect those options to performance simulation. This allows the genera-

tion of numerous possibilities from a single system. The set of all possible designs

that can be generated from a given system, is called the design space. The genera-

tive system, depending on its constructs, can be summarized into three categories:

parametric model, form-finding model, and shape grammar.

Parametric model Parametric design formalizes the concept of design space as a

map from design variables, i.e. numerical parameters, to a particular design sam-

ple, which can be evaluated according to one or multiple criteria of interest (see

Figure 2-2 for an example). Popularity of built-in visual programming platform

like Grasshopper3D on Rhinoceros 3D [Rob22] makes such practices widely acces-

sible [Ted14].

Figure 2-2: The design space of a weight minimization problem of a seven-bar truss
parameterized by two variables. Images by [MO15].

However, in contrast to more traditional, analog ways of design modeling, such

as sketching and physical model making which allows almost infinite freedom,

codifying design into a parametric framework does dramatically restrain the de-
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sign possibilities. First, it is well known that morphing geometry is much easier

than morphing topology. Second, the process of formulating a design space it-

self is an art. Creating a diverse and interesting parametric design space demands

proficiency in computational literacy and tools. Recent efforts propose to mitigate

this problem by usingmachine learning techniques to create low-dimensional, syn-

thetic design spaces from datasets [Bro19, Dan20, ODM21].

Form-finding Form-finding is a forward process in which parameters are explic-

itly controlled to find an "optimal" geometry of a structure that is in static equilib-

rium with a design loading [ABVW14]. Examples of form-found shapes include

networks of hanging chains, stone arches, the fins and tensioned fabric of an um-

brella, etc. This typical method is categorized separately from the generic paramet-

ric model from the last section because a specific type of structural performance

is built into the form-finding process, and the design parameters are not directly

connected to the final geometric shape. Typical design variables include topologies

of a base grid, boundary conditions, and other physical parameters. With these de-

sign variables, designers have little direct control over the resulting shape, but can

only "play" with the parameters until the desired shape is reached. Computational

form-finding has a long history in engineering literature, aiming to reproduce the

physical experiments of finding the equilibrium positions, e.g. finding the form of

a funicular shell by a hanging network [Sch74, KO05, VB12]. Computational form-

finding has been successfully applied to a variety of systems, like tensile structures

[Bar99], compression-only funicular structures [BH14], bending-active structures

[AB01], etc. (examples in Figure 2-3). Projective dynamics is a generalmethod that

bridges the finite-element method and position-based dynamics to create a form-

finding tool that is adaptable to a wide range of applications and simple to imple-

ment yet robust [BML+14]. Its integration into the popular CAD system Rhino3D

[Rob22] opens up the ideas and methods of form-finding to a wider audience and

more applications than ever before [Pik22]. However, the tool does not necessarily

guide the designer towards more efficient structures for the chosen construction
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system, and it does not provide intuition on how to find structures that are closer

to the design intent.

One method, in particular, stands out for providing users with more control

over the final shape. Thrust network analysis (TNA) combines visualization from

graphics statics and the force density method to create a form-finding tool that

provides designers with an editable force diagram [BO07]. By redirecting the flow

of forces on the diagram, designers can create features like creases and ridges. TNA

has been implemented as a popular design tool RhinoVault [RLB12], serving as

a basis for the design of numerous successful masonry vaults in practice and in

the design studio (Figure 2-3-(2)). Recent research looks into the wider design

possibilities offered by topological patterns of the base grid [ORM+19]. Systems

with similar characteristics that negotiate design intent and equilibrium through

certain protocols include combinatorial equilibriummodeling, where graph theory

is used to control the qualitative behavior of funicular structures [OOS16], and 3D

graphic statics [Lee18].

Recent developments in form-findingmove towards giving designersmore con-

trol by coupling form-finding with an outer optimization layer that minimizes the

distance between the form-found shape and the user-provided shape. Readers are

referred to [Cuv20] for a comprehensive review on form-finding, including itsmost

recent advances.

Figure 2-3: Examples of form-finding techniques: (1) tensile structures found by
force density method with different force density values on the same base grid
[Sch74]; (2) Form and force diagram and the resulting funicular network found
by Thrust Network Analysis, implemented by RhinoVault [RLB12]; (3) Polyhedral
reciprocal form and force diagram using 3D graphic statics [Lee18]. Images by
corresponding papers.
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Shape grammars A rule-based, grammatical system works by defining an ini-

tial state upon which a set of defined rules are iteratively applied and expanded.

These procedurally generated design spaces are often much richer than the para-

metric design spaces with a fixed number of design variables. By relying on a fixed

set of rules that can be flexibly applied, they are well suited for the generation of

diverse and truly surprising solutions. Its application in design of patterns [Sti77],

houses [SM78, KE81], and structures [SC99, MO13, LMF16, Clo18] have proven it

a powerful tool for computational design ideation and brainstorming (examples in

Figure 2-4).

Figure 2-4: Examples of shape grammars: (1) procedural generation of Chinese
ice ray pattern [Sti77]; (2) performance-driven grammatical generation of trusses
- rules and resulting designs [SC99]; (3) Pedestrian bridges randomly generated
using a structural grammar [MO13]. Images by corresponding papers.

However, because grammatical design spaces jump out of the mathematical

framework of a mapping between parameter space and shape space, they are noto-

riously hard to control. Precisely because it has a variable number of parameters,

its application has been limited in practice. However, in recent years, plugins like

WASP [Ros22] have re-invigorated interest in grammatical systems.

2.1.3 Design space exploration

Parametric design is appealing and useful to designers because it allows them to

explore design variations by applying numerical changes to the design variables.

This is typically achieved by playing with sliders, the most popular user inter-

face for numerical manipulation in most parametric environments. When fast per-

formance feedback is available, designers can quickly explore regions of the de-

sign space through random and educated guessing. While this is straightforward
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for small design spaces, interacting with many sliders quickly proves difficult and

daunting for large ones, especially when non-trivial performance metrics are in-

volved. To enable faster, more systematic, and more effective searches of large de-

sign spaces, many strategies have been proposed to automatically generate, record,

and compare design options. Existing design exploration methods can be largely

categorized into sampling and optimization methods. Comprehensive reviews on

existing efforts in performance-driven design space exploration techniques can be

found in [Mue14, Bro19, Dan20]. Augmented by these performance-driven explo-

ration techniques, designers are empowered to explore diverse, high-performing

subspaces of the originally overwhelmingly vast design space.

2.1.4 Reflections

Recent advancements in computational performance-driven design have equipped

designers with powerful tools to design efficient structural forms. However, since

structural efficiency is achieved by the precise alignment of load demand and ma-

terial capacity, efficient forms usually come with geometric complexity that resists

the standardization that is pervasive in the construction industry today. We are at

the stage where our abilities to generate high-performing designs go far beyond

what the current construction paradigm can fabricate and build.

In the current construction practice, the only way designers can get information

on constructability beyond using their own intuition is to wait until the design is

finalized and get an evaluation from the contractor. In some cases, even when de-

signers invent novel construction solutions to better materialize their designs, the

contractor might refuse to cooperate with the proposed technologies that are un-

familiar to their expertise and retreat to the standardized solutions that they know

and trust. The designers’ sense of powerlessness with respect to control over the

construction process is best exemplified by the design and construction of the fa-

cade of theQatarNational ConventionCenter. The building is designed by architect

Arata Isozaki and its iconic, tree-like facade was designed by structural engineer
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Matsuro Sasaki (Figure 2-5-1). Sasaki used topology optimization, an advanced

computational method to find optimal material distributions to sustain loads, to

generate the geometry. The structurewas conceived to be built with a layer of sand-

wiched, stressed skin, consuming a fairly small amount of materials compared to

standardized solutions. Furthermore, in his book, Sasaki detailed his thinking on

how the construction should be executed, including the construction sequence(s)

(Figure 2-5-2).

Figure 2-5: The design of the Qatar National Center’s facade. (1) picture of the
finished structure, photo credit to Nelson Garrido; (2-3) the detailed construction
sequence and the sandwiched skin conceived originally by Matsuro Sasaki, image
from [MS08].

However, the contractor, Victor Buyck Steel Construction, asserted that Sasaki’s

design and construction proposal was infeasible to be fabricated and transported.

Instead, the facade was built from a series of straight, octagonal steel elements,

with a non-structural cladding affixed to the enormous beams [JB17] (see Figure 2-

6). The result was unideal in terms of sustainability - the final construction only

delivers the appearance of an optimized structure, but in fact, it was built using

conventional, prismatic elements that fail to truly capture the original intent of the

designers. The final built structure not only undoubtedly performs differently than

Sasaki’s initial optimization intended, but also consumes much more material. Al-

though the contractor is not the only one to be blamed for such an outcome, their

resistance to exploring new construction solutions together with the designers pro-

vides a perspective from which we can see the reason for the current stagnated

development in the construction industry.

The current closeness of the construction trademakes evaluations of constructabil-

ity opaque and depends heavily on the specific contractor’s intuition, experience,
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Figure 2-6: The prismatic steel core and the non-structural cladding used to mimic
the original optimized structural skin. Images by Victor Buyck Steel Construction.

and imagination. Such relationship-based ways of evaluating whether a design

is buildable deprive the designers of the opportunities to make decisions early on

in the design process to address construction-related concerns and related perfor-

mances, since they do not have a way to simulate, plan, and quantify the construc-

tion process. We need a more systematized way to plan and execute construction

in order to reduce cost and risk, especially when fabricating complex building com-

ponents demanded by efficient structural forms.

Automation is believed by many to be a promising step towards this future of

construction. It is conceived to be able to improve accuracy and reduce the risk and

uncertainty that might come out of human labor when fabricating complex geome-

tries. Furthermore, automation has the potential to change the economy of bespoke

fabrication, neutralizing the impacts on both time and cost. As an important branch

of development in construction automation, robotic construction concerns the use

of programmable robots to automate construction tasks. In the next section, we

provide a historical review of the development of construction robotics in the last

40 years.
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2.2 Robotics in construction

The historical development of construction robotics can be grouped into two stages:

the first from 1980 to 2000 focuses on the use of machines for standardization to in-

crease productivity, and the second from around 2010 to the present day focuses on

the use of robots for customization. A timeline that summarizes key research from

1980 to today is presented in Figure 2-7. In the first stage of development, driven

by a managerial mindset and developed by mostly construction process engineers,

the design considerations come subservient to the specific building typologies im-

posed by the employed automated construction technology. In contrast, the second

stage of development is driven by designers and architects. They adopt a new ap-

proach that applies robotic systems not only as means for automation of construc-

tion work but for design exploration. This section summarizes key research that

emerged from these two stages and argues that automated planning is an impor-

tant, underdeveloped area of research that is critical for expanding the relevance

and impacts of construction robotics.

2.2.1 Productivity-driven construction robotics (1980-2000)

The early attempts of introducing robots to construction were part of a general

agenda to rationalize and industrialize the building industry, driven by increased

demand for housing in the post-war boom years between 1950 and 1970. With the

"robot boom" in the general manufacturing industry in the 1970s, people see apply-

ing robots to construction as the logical next step to boost productivity in this sector

[BL14]. The first traceable research efforts in construction robotics started in 1978

in Japan as a collaboration among universities, robot manufacturers, and general

contractors [Has00]. Since then, applying robotics and automation in construction

has been continuously attracting interest, evidenced by the founding of the Interna-

tional Association for Automation and Robotics in Construction (IAARC) in 1990.

The association’s annual symposia proceedings, which originated in 1984, give a
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Figure 2-7: A timeline that summarizes key research of construction robotics in the
last 40 years. (1) SSR-1 fireproof spraying robot [YUNY84]; (2) robotic masonry
construction system BRONCO [PDKG96]; (3) Automated Building Construction
System (ABCS) [IH06]; (4) 3D printing construction system Contour Crafting
[Kho04]; (5) robotic brick stacking [Tob15]; (6) robotic fiber winding [WSS+13];
(7) robotic spatial extrusion for creating a mesh mould [HL14]; (8) robotic milling
[KSM+15]; (9) robotic hot wire cutting [SFN+16]; (10) mobile robotic brick stack-
ing [Dö18]; (11) cooperative robotic assembly of steel bar structures [PGM+17].
Images by timeline compilation made by the author. Individual images are cred-
ited to corresponding papers.

comprehensive overview of the research devoted to this area1.

In contrast to programmable machines for manufacturing, e.g. CNC machines,

industrial robots were primarily conceived as handling and assembly tools from

their onset. At the time, Japan’s restrictive foreign workers’ policy, mingled with

a shortage of skilled labor and an aging workforce, generated an active need for

increasing productivity in construction. Thus, early research in this area is geared

towards substituting the human workers on site with robots. Robots are conceived

to perform specialized tasks, such as distributing materials, fitting equipment to

ceilings, setting interior walls, welding steel members, painting, etc.

In 1984, one of the largest Japanese construction giants, Shimizu Construction

Company, released the Shimizu Site Robot-1 (SSR-1) that performs fireproof spray-

ing [YUNY84] (Figure 2-8-1). While demonstrating the feasibility of applying robots

for on-site construction work, SSR-1 was too large to be transported and the con-

1https://www.iaarc.org/publications/
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trol of the robot was so complex that it required specialized operators to attend to

it all the time. Although SSR-1 was developed on a commercially available robot

arm, the development focused on customizing and optimizing the robotic device to

perform specialized tasks. Along this line of task specialization, multiple construc-

tion companies developed mobile robotic devices for surface finishing of concrete

slabs, which came towidespread use in practice [TSA+86, KFI88, KY89] ((Figure 2-

8-2,3)). Many of these specialized machines lacked the flexibility to be applied to

construction tasks other than their predefined processes. The level of autonomy

is also relatively low in these robotic devices, with the majority of them requiring

teleoperation from humans [TWS03].

Figure 2-8: (1) SSR-1 fireproofing spray robot [YUNY84, Yos06]; (2) Mark-II con-
crete surface finishing robot [TSA+86]; (3) Surf Robo concrete surface finishing
robot [KFI88]. Images by corresponding papers.

Alongside single-purpose construction robots, integrated construction systems

were developed to create a factory-like, structured environment on the construc-

tion site. In the 1980s, multiple Japanese construction firms developed these sys-

tems for robotic construction of high-rise buildings, including Obayashi Corpora-

tion’s Automated Building Construction System (ABCS) [MOOS00, IH06] (Fig-

ure 2-9), the Big-Canopy system [WFIS00], and the Shimizu Corporation’s Manu-

facturing System by Advanced Robotic Technology (SMART) [YM98a]. These ver-

tically moving construction factories provided a fully enclosed and systematized

working envelope within which robots could perform diverse construction tasks,

such as automated welding of steel frames, placing of prefabricated concrete floor
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panels, and placing of interior and exterior wall panels. The construction platform

could be raised to complete the next floor. The core themes of these integrated

systems are standardization and prefabrication. For example, the wall panels pro-

cessed by the SMART system feature special joints that are specifically designed

for the robotic system [Mae94, YM98b]. In addition, the working platform limits

the building to certain vertical configurations and thus limits the design freedom

and possibilities for the design to respond to surrounding conditions. Remarkably,

these early integrated systems envisioned not only the robotic machinery on the

building site but also a complete information system to streamline the workflow

from planning to construction. This concept of an integrated information man-

agement system was referred to as Computer-Integrated Construction (CIC). CIC

was conceived as a centralized, digital approach to assist contractors, including the

logistical planning of resources (e.g. material supply, machine and operator as-

signment), the setting up of the machines on site, and the development of operator

interfaces (e.g. planning and simulating robot actions and on-site robotic control)

[YM98b, BA08, GBG00].

Figure 2-9: (1) Cross-section of the ABCS; (2) Conceived building procedure of
ABCS; (3) Inside View of the Super Construction Factory (SCF). Images by [IH06].

As an alternative to stationary robotic systems, the EURoboticAssembly System
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for Computer Integrated Construction (ROCCO) [GBG00] (Figure 2-10-(1-2)) and

the Bricklaying Robot for Use on the Construction Site (BRONCO) [PDKG96] (Fig-

ure 2-10-(3)) were among the earliest projects that developed semi-autonomous

robotic systems for the construction site. These large-scale robotic systems were

conceived for the automation of block assembly according to a given building plan.

Equipped with hydraulically actuated arms and an external laser tracking system

for aiding the self-alignment of the assembled blocks, the prototypes of both sys-

tems demonstrated their abilities on a real-world scale. However, by the end of their

research cycle in 1990, neither of themwas commercially successful. Technical bar-

riers included the complex handling of dimension tolerances and repositioning of

the giant robot system on site. Furthermore, small or medium-sized construction

firms, which make up 80% of the industry, were hesitant from investing the esti-

mated amount of 250,000 EUR for a specialized machine designed to perform only

one specific task - the layering of bricks [Ste02] (in German, summarized in English

in [Tob15]-Chapter 3.2).

Figure 2-10: (1-2): the EU Robotic Assembly System for Computer Integrated Con-
struction (ROCCO) [GBG00]; (3) the Bricklaying Robot for Use on the Construc-
tion Site (BRONCO) [PDKG96]. Images by corresponding papers.

Soon after its peak in the 1990s, R&D on robotics in construction declined. The

explosion of the Japanese economic bubble played a big part in this, as the country

was the largest driving force in developing robotic solutions for the building indus-

try. In addition, the failure of success stories in robotic integration in the building

industry left the big stakeholders and investors disillusioned, realizing that they

were over-expecting. Eventually, both of these aspects lead to strongly reduced in-

vestment in research activities [BA08]. Meanwhile, researchers started to look at
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other domains to apply automation techniques, not limiting them to robotic solu-

tions. Recent research published in ISARC and the journal of automation in con-

struction features applications of all hot-topic technologies to the construction in-

dustry, including AR/VR, cloud-computing-supported management, blockchain-

based bidding systems, and machine learning-based risk estimation and manage-

ment systems, to list a few.

2.2.2 Design-driven construction robotics (2010-now)

The last decade haswitnessed a renewed interest in the field of robotics in construc-

tion. The first wave of development was predominantly driven by construction en-

gineers and contractors, where the architectural and structural designers had little

say in the process. In contrast, in the current wave, the disciplines of architecture

and design take on a fundamentally different perspective. The research focus is

not on imitating and automating the manual construction process but instead to

transform and rethink construction’s relationship with design via digital tools. To-

gether with the recent advancements in digital design tools, robots offer a media

onto which new constraints and novel design logic are projected and derived.

In contrast to the 1980s to 1990s’ R&D attempts in developing the machines

themselves to perform specialized tasks, "the second go at robotic construction" uti-

lized the versatility of standard industrial robots to achieve customized construc-

tion tasks that follow specific design intentions [Bec10]. These newly developed

tasks can be broadly put into four categories: assembly-based, transformative, sub-

tractive, and additive.

Figure 2-11 summarizes the 12 years of research in architectural robotics, with

data drawn from major, related conference proceedings and journals: Associa-

tion for Computer Aided Design in Architecture (ACADIA, annual), Computer-

Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia (CAADRIA, annual), Education and

research in Computer Aided Architectural Design in Europe (eCAADe, annual),

Robotic Fabrication inArchitecture, Art, andDesign (RobArch, bi-yearly from2012),
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Fabricate (tri-yearly from 2011), and the journal of Construction Robotics (founded

in 2017). Due to the space limitations, a few key pieces of research from each cate-

gory are summarized below, but this summary by nomeans covers the vast amount

of literature published in the last decade.

Summary of Architecture Robotics Literature from 2009 to 2021
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Figure 2-11: Summary of architectural robotics literature from 2009 to 2021. Con-
tributions from ACADIA, CAADRIA, eCAADe, RobArch, Fabricate and the journal
of Construction Robotics with keywords that contain "robot" are categorized and
counted. The observed peaks in total publications that happened every other year
starting from 2012 are due to the hosting of RobArch conferences. The data from
ACADIA 2021 is missing because the proceeding is not published online at the
time of this thesis’s writing. The RobArch 2020 conference was canceled due to the
global COVID-19 pandemic and thus not counted. Statistics graphmade by the au-
thor.

Additive process Our classification of additive manufacturing (AM) processes

is broad, encompassing all processes that transform and deposit materials from a

spool or feed and solidify the material in designated spatial configurations. This is

a more inclusive definition of AM compared to the more widely used, traditional

definition of AM that almost only refers to 3D printing [GRS15]. Existing research

in additive processes can be further classified into five sub-categories: layer-based

printing, spatial printing, spraying, welding, and winding. Figure 2-12 shows rep-

resentative projects from the four sub-categories below.
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Figure 2-12: Examples of robotic additive processes. From left to right: (1) layer-
based concrete printing [ABY+20]; (2) Spatial printing [HCTM18]; (3) Welding
[AMG+18]; (4) Spraying [EJLFGK20]; (5) Winding [WSS+13]. Images by corre-
sponding papers.

• Layer-based printing techniques create volumetric form by depositing mate-

rials through a nozzle in a layer-by-layer fashion. By mounting an extrusion

head on an industrial robot system, the robotic printing system overcomes

the size limit set by gantry machines. Existing projects explore the design-

build potential offered by a direct translation from design to fabrication, facil-

itated by the relative ease of slicing a volume into layers, which can be directly

translated to robotic programs. Existing research has explored a wide range

of printing materials, including but not limited to thermoplastic elastomer

[KO13, MVTT17, TCFM16], carbon-reinforced concrete [KEKD19], ceramic-
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clay [FKM14, RMS17, MB16], natural composite [DHV+18], foam minerals

[BSZD22], glass [Web20, GD22] and concrete [BVMB18, AYB+19, GDB+19,

ZZY21]. With proper reinforcement, multi-shell printed volumes are con-

ceived to be used directly as walls from the early days of the technology’s

introduction to construction [Kho04]. Single-shell printed parts can be used

either directly as final architectural products, or as molds for concrete casting

[JBD+17, BLFS+20, BDZD21], or as parts of a multi-material print [KEKD19].

Recent research has shifted toward applications of mobile robots or cable

robots to further expand the workspace [DDL+22, IDH+17], novel extrusion

techniques in curved layers [MBD20a], and newdesign possibilities by apply-

ing more advanced geometric techniques [BVMB20]. Concrete, as a widely

used building material, has been given special academic and industrial re-

search attention. With the establishment of the Digital Concrete conference,

recent research focuses on concrete mixture design, fresh state behavior, and

mechanical behavior in the context of 3D printing concrete [BBCK22]. Layer-

based printing is the second most researched category, summed up to a total

of 73 publications from 2009 to 2021, second to 85 in the cutting/sculpting

category.

• Spatial printing involves extruding material (e.g. thermoplastic or concrete)

along linear or curved paths in space, typically to form a mesh or grid struc-

ture, using robotic motions. In recent years, robotic spatial extrusion has

been presented as an alternative to layer-based AM for discrete truss struc-

tures, with advantages both in terms ofmechanical properties [TMG+18] and

speed of construction [OLK+13, HL14, Mat22, Bra22]. However, in most of

the previous work, the flexibility of the robots has mostly been used to fa-

cilitate complexity in shape (as opposed to topology): morphed grids with

repetitive zigzag topologies have been shown to be useful both for formal

variation [HWT+15, YMYZ16, SLU17, CZY19, PM20a] or structural efficiency

[TMG+18]. In many examples of this line of work, the robot follows a man-
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ually assigned zigzag end effector path with limited variation in the end ef-

fector direction. To enable spatial extrusion of a much broader class of truss

topologies, recent research from the author and colleagues started to investi-

gate the extrusion sequence and motion planning problem, introducing var-

ious planning techniques to find both the printing sequence and robotic mo-

tions [HZH+16, YHL+16, HCTM18, HGM18]. Thermoplastic extruded truss

structures are conceived as moulds for bespoke concrete components [HL14]

or foam walls [Bra22], pavilion installations [CZY19, Bra22, SLU17], small-

scale protocols for studying complex sequence andmotion planning involved

in robotic assembly [HGT+21], and pedagogical tools for design [Gra15]. In

addition to thermoplastic extrusion, we also put the slip-form concrete casting

technique into this spatial extrusion category. Already awidely adopted cast-

ing approach in infrastructure construction, recent research in robotic slip-

form casting focuses on utilizing the combinations of robotic movement and

an actuated dynamic formwork mounted as an end effector to create complex

concrete forms that cannot be achieved efficiently otherwise [LF16, YLX19,

Sza20]. Printing in tank techniques are developed to overcome certain mate-

rial’s incapability to solidify on their own to stand in the air, with attempts in

urethane rubber [HSG+17] and concrete [HDB+20].

• Welding refers to additive processes that involve steel as the production ma-

terial, where the manufacturing process can be either layer-based or spatial.

This sub-category is separated out due to its special material property and

specialized machine setup requirements. Due to the rather expensive and

involved hardware requirements, this direction is not as widely explored as

the other categories of additive processes (Figure 2-11), limited to contribu-

tions from institutions that have collaborations with industrial steel produc-

tion companies. Recent research looks into mobile robotic platform design

for practical implementation on construction sites [DS18], Wire Additive Arc

Manufacturing (WAAM) for creating spatial connection details [Ari22], and
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direct printing of volumetricmetal structures in a layer-wise fashion [WDK14,

FLE+20, MX322].

• Spraying (profiling) is one of the oldest envisioned application of robotic

construction that can be traced back to SSR-1 (Section 2.2.1). Modern in-

vestigations focus on using robotic movement for creating visually appeal-

ing sprayed artifacts [BMS13], mud spraying from drones [CBVS20], and

more systematic study of the complex-to-simulate plaster material behavior

in this process [EJLFGK20]. In addition to plaster, shotcrete spraying, also

termed shotcrete 3D printing, is gaining attention as a new way to fabricate

lightweight spatial structures made by reinforced concrete [HLK19].

• Winding involves using robots to control the placement of fiber materials

from a spool. Pioneered by developments from the Institute for Computa-

tional Design and Construction of the University of Stuttgart, core-less fila-

mentwinding techniques have been explored anddemonstrated in architectural-

scale prototypes [WSS+13, PDS+14, PKD+15, DZB+19] In [VBD+15], an in-

flated pneumatic was iteratively reinforced through the robotic placement of

carbon fiber, allowing the membrane to slowly transition into a stable com-

pression shell. [RTB+19] proposes to use carbon-fiber wound webs as ceil-

ing structures. Various mobile robotic systems are used for spatial winding

to get around the reachability limitation of arm-based systems [Mir16, PE17,

YM19, VFP+20]. Recently, a robotic fiber winding process was established,

where a robot arm interfaces with a Cartesian machine to expand the tradi-

tional planar or surface-based winding pattern to a spatial configuration to

form a spatial truss structure after curing [DEKW+20], with associated de-

sign strategy explored [EKWM20]. Wound fiber has been conceived to serve

as structural stiffening to constrain the form of an inflated shell [PBSM16],

formwork for thermoformed surface [Wan20], and formwork for shotcrete

applications [SRLL20].
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Subtractive processes use robots to control the removal of material, conceived

as a direct extension from Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines to ex-

tend their allowable dimension and fabrication flexibility. Subtractive processes

can be largely put into two classes depending on the type of tools used for material

removal: cutting/sculpting and milling. The robotic subtractive technologies are

fairly mature these days, with extensive study from academia and successful ap-

plications in real building production. Representative works in this area are shown

in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13: Examples of robotic subtractive processes. (1) robotic abrasive wire
cutting [SFSM18]; (2) milling [KSM+15]. Images by corresponding papers.

• Cutting/sculpting processes involve procedures that separate a piece of ma-

terial into parts. Existing developments involve equipping robots with var-

ious types of cutting tools, e.g. hot wire cutting, abrasive wire cutting, and

knife cutting, to cut a variety of materials, e.g. foam blocks, clay, and stone.

This is the most researched category, summed up to 85 publications in to-

tal from 2009 to 2021 (Figure 2-11). Single and multi-robot hot wire cut-

ting has been studied in depth, including analysis of wire deformation dur-

ing cutting and related design integration [SFN+16, Rus17]. Hotwire cut

foam blocks are used as molds for casting non-standard concrete shapes or

used as structural elements as part of pavilion installations [YMD14, SM14,
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WMF16, SMDAV16]. Due to the easiness of deployment in the studio, robotic

hot wire cutting has been used extensively as a teaching tool for the edu-

cation of robotic fabrication technology and related design thinking [BK13,

BLPL14]. Robotic abrasive wire cutting (RAWC) is developed as an alterna-

tive to robotic hot wire cutting to avoid the hard-to-control sagging effect of

the hot wire [SFSM18]. RAWC has been successfully deployed in real archi-

tectural projects, pioneered by the Danish construction robotics companyOd-

ico [SF17]. Robotic bandsaw cutting has attracted significant attention in its

application in wood processing, used to produce ruled wood panels [WC16,

ZLB+20] and trim raw wood log [SVM+17, LA20, AHM+20]. Additional

applications of RAWC include freeform ceramic brick production [RWS+21,

AB17]. Robotic cutting has been applied to process hardermaterials like stone

[ASD+17] and steel (e.g. plasma cutting [DKR+20]). Robotic clay sculpt-

ing is conceived to produce cheap casting molds [SP13a] and stylized artistic

objects [DHM14, MDS+21]. Similar sculpting techniques have also been ap-

plied to achieve complex concrete surfaces [BCWZ18] and geometric patterns

on foam columns [CELM14]. Robotic chiseling is conceived to automate the

production of stylized surface finishing, to compensate for the rapid decline

of craftsmanship in this longstanding historical technique. Existing works

develop adaptive control strategies (preprogrammed or machine-learned) to

achieve the desiredfinishing effect, including attempts on sandstone [KTT20],

stone [SBB+16, SBSS20] and wood[BH19]. Recently, driven by the demand

for renovation of existing buildings, research starts to investigate using robots

to disassemble old wall plasters [LHVBC17, DCEF+17].

• Milling processes remove material by equipping robots with a spinning drill

bit or wheel. Applications of robotic milling technology showed up in almost

all wood-related robotic fabrication projects. A summary of major projects

that involve robotic milling in recent years can be found in [MSK16, Wei16].

As an almost mature technology, robotic milling processes have been success-
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fully applied towood constructions of impressive architectural scale [WAGM20,

LLB+20]. Robotic milling enables the fabrication of custom, complex wood

panels and joints [KSM+15, Pag17, TKH19, JP20, RLW21]. For some profes-

sional carpenters, the fabrication time and cost efficiency of robotic milling

promote a renaissance of crafts that are hard to be reproduced manually to-

day [Sch20]. Whilemilled foam formwork for casting (e.g. [KZN+20]) is seen

by many as too time-consuming for practical applications, custom formwork

that only requires a few milling actions have been devised [dAVS18]. Milled

detailed geometry can be used to enhance acoustic performance [RCJW16].

Recent research looks into more intuitive control interfaces for carpenters

[PSR21], AR-baseddesign-fabrication integration [HOL21], and an automatic

workflow that connects raw-wood scanning, automatic joint generation and

robotic milling path planning [Ves21].

Transformative processes involve using robots to manipulate materials into dif-

ferent shapes by various physical processes without adding or removingmaterials.

Existing works include thermo-forming, sheet force-forming, bending, and other

more specialized processes. Figure 2-14 illustrates representativeworks in this area.

• Thermo-forming processes involve using robots to apply heat to melt the

plastic surface, so it can change shape locally or globally. Existing efforts in-

clude using robotically wound formwork to aid the thermoforming process

[Wan20] and using a robot to heat the surface locally and use air pressure to

inflate and mold the surface [SJ19]. However, it is hard to control the preci-

sion of these thermo-forming processes, and thus existing fabrication results

are all fairly small, limited to model and pavilion demonstrations.

• Sheet force-forming uses one or multiple robots to apply pointed force to

locally deform sheet materials, creating complex trace patterns. The most

prevalent and precise method is the double-point incremental forming that
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Figure 2-14: Examples of robotic transformative processes. (1) thermo-forming
[SJ19]; (2) sheet force-forming [NZN+17]; (3) bending/folding [SE16]; (4) other
transformative processes: e.g. reconfigurable concrete casting [THM19]. Images
by corresponding papers.

involves a pair of robots, one for supporting and then the other pushing [BKK13].

This technique has been shown to have the ability to create parametric sur-

faces with great complexity [KN14]. Single-point incremental forming uses

a single robot to push on a sheet of material that is fixed on its boundary

[TPBVM21, Wei17]. Compared to double-point incremental forming, this

technique is easier to set up but is harder to precisely control the results.

[CDPR20] uses this technique to create space-filling curves. Detailed finite-

element analysis has been performed to obtain precision of the forming pro-

duction [NSN+16]. [NCSS21] investigatemacro andmicro tool pathing strate-

gies to counteract the buckling effect during forming for creative repurposing

of reclaimedmetal sheets. Materials that are less ductile thanmetal, like plas-

tic panels, can be pre-processed to make the force-forming process easier, e.g.

laser-cut [Wei14] or heated [ZWT21]. [RAP14] uses robotically pressed clay
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to make reusable formworks. Tool profiles other than the most widely used

ball-like tool have been experimented with, e.g. bead [FHL14] and wheel

[RN18]. A variation of robotic force-forming involves using CNCmachines to

pre-cut patterns and the pressed by controlled robotic motions to form para-

metrically designed, nuanced surface patterns [KG13, BBC12b]. This tech-

nique has been applied in practice to create customized facade panels on an

amazingly big scale2.

• Bending processes include having robotic arms directly bend bars [SJ16] or

interact with CNC wire benders [PM11, PMM+13, FGS17]. Plastic bars are

usually preheated before bending can be applied [LWS+20,GHRV18]. [COSS13]

use two bending robots to create a differentiated reinforce rebar network.

[BLPL14] discusses bending and folding of aluminum sheets or acrylic rods

for high-rise building model making. Robotic curved-crease-folding tech-

niques are explored by pre-cutting metal sheets and then having one or mul-

tiple robots fold them [LVK11, SE16, WGZ+19].

• Other transformative processes include various new fabrication processes

that cannot be grouped into the three sub-categories above. [DD13] shapes

iron-based material by robotic manipulation of magnetic fields. [KTGW14]

deforms polymer during its curing process. Various techniques of robotic

manipulation of concrete casting formwork have been researched, including

robotically manipulated fabric [CKS16, YLL19], robotically pushed pin-fields

[APTP16, VS18, FT14] and re-positionable cylinder casting devices precisely

manipulated by a robot arm [THM19].

Assembly processes use robots to pick and place building elements into specified

positions. When elements are not identical or custom connection joints need to

be fabricated, these assembly processes are often coupled with cutting/milling to

produce the required geometries before assembly. Existingwork can be categorized

2For example, see works from Zahner: https://www.azahner.com/
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into stacking and spatial assembly, depending on whether a layer-based building

sequence based on height can be applied to the assembly processes.

Figure 2-15: Examples of robotic assembly processes. Left to right: (1) brick-
stacking by a mobile robotic platform [Dö18]; (2) multi-robot assembly of steel
structures [PGM+17];. Images by corresponding papers.

• Stacking includes processes that the robot places elements in a layer-by-layer

fashion, where elements can be connected either by pure contacts and fric-

tion or other types of connection details (see Section 2.4.1 for different types

of joint details). To many, the first robotic brick wall stacking work, pub-

lished in 2006 by Bonswetch et al., marked the start of the modern investi-

gation of architectural robotics [BKGK06, BK07]. This work later grew into

a complete set of work that investigates the relationship between paramet-

ric design and robotic brickwork [Tob15] and eventually led to the founding

of a practice specialized in automated solutions for bespoke brickwork3. Be-

cause the reachability space of robots is usually much bigger than the objects

being assembled, path planning problems in stacking processes can usually

be solved by design-specific heuristics (see Section 2.2.2 below). Thus, the

technical barrier to using robotic stacking to realize complex design proto-

types is relatively small, making it the 4th most popular category of research,

in a total of 61 papers from 2009 to 2021 (Figure 2-11). Robotic stacking

has been used as a protocol to study how to open up the fabrication process

to allow design intervention [DRR13, Jef16, SBT16, JA18] and a pedagogi-
3ROB technologies: https://rob-technologies.com/
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cal tool for teaching parametric design and basic robotic fabrication princi-

ples [BK13]. The robotic stacking technique can enable detailed control of

a massive number of identical elements to be organized in a global way to

give macro artistic expressions [KS13, AKGK16, PJP+19, XLG19]. Custom-

made grippers and joining machinery for automation have been investigated

[VVB+14, NKKS21]. Recent investigations look into incorporating various

vision components to enable a close-loop control strategy to enhance the ro-

bustness of the process [DH19, TKC20, CYJ21]. Mobile robot platforms, as-

sociated sensor techniques, and integrated design strategy for brick stack-

ing have been studied [Dö18]. In-situ construction of dry-stone by an au-

tonomous hydraulic excavator is researched, combining on-the-fly identifi-

cation and structural planning of newly found stone elements [JWM+20].

[DSM13] studies robotic pouring of spiky elements, which form into aggre-

gations with self-organized stability. [AL21] proposes a fabrication process

that combines granular jamming with strategically placed, continuous rein-

forcement for precise and reusable fabrication of jammed structures.

• Freeform assembly concerns the robotic assembly of more freeform, spatial

structures that do not necessarily follow the layer-by-layer construction se-

quences as in stacking. Robotic spatial assembly usually uses standard el-

ements that are cut to custom length and utilizes the overall configuration

of these elements to achieve the intended complexity, instead of relying on

the diversity of each element. In these cases, the structure being assembled

creates a populated workspace for the robot to maneuver within, so the plan-

ning problem becomes much harder [DHS+19]. Spatial assembly gives new

light to constructing structurally efficient, geometrically complex structures

that are hard to build manually [SAE+16]. Integrated robotic solutions that

automate the cutting, drilling, holding, and assembling of timber elements

have been demonstrated [EGK17, TAH+19, XHP20]. Beyond the dominant

timber and steel bar systems, there are attempts in timber plates [RWH+17]
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and other more specialized element design [BA20, Cla20]. Connections be-

tween elements become especially important in spatial assembly because of

the heterogeneous spatial configurations of the elements. Design, analysis

and fabrication methods have been researched in-depth for steel [Ari22] and

wood [WKB+16, KAGK17]. [LAT+21] devised remotely-controlled, high-

force robotic clamps to cooperate with a robotic arm to overcome challenges

of robotic timber joint assembly, such as providing large assembly forces and

correcting misalignment. [PGM+17] investigates a multi-robot assembly sys-

tem that uses one robot as a structural support agent and the other as the

assembly agent. The mutual constraining relationship between the design

of a spatial truss system, its structural performance, and the existence of a

feasible assembly sequence and robot trajectories is researched in [Par19],

leading to sequence-driven design logic. Similar cooperative assembly-and-

support strategies are applied in the construction of full-scale vault structures

without any scaffolding [WK18, PHW+20]. Applications of motion planning

tools to mitigate the problem of finding collision-free robot trajectories are

researched in [GPR+18]. [Gan20] investigates the impact of assembly se-

quences on construction tolerances. The "design-as-you-build" process inves-

tigates how the geometric collision constraint of the robot influence a sequen-

tial design process [BTAP20, AMS+20]. An iterative design strategy based on

robotic stochastic assembly and a learning-based vision system has been de-

veloped to generate spanning structures [WK19]. [BAP22] uses graph rigid-

ity theory to identify stable assembly and disassembly sequences for dual

robot construction without scaffolding. Other works investigate equipping

the robot with tactile sensors for more intuitive robot programming [SB19]

and enabling human-robot interaction during construction [WBS+19].

Other processes include robotic fabrication processes that cannot be put into the

fourmain categories above, e.g. robotic needle felting [MNP19], weaving [BBVM16],

stitching [SKM16], wrapping fiber-reinforced polymer for formwork [ZOL21]. Be-
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yond fabrication, architectural robots are used to conduct daylight study [KPB+14],

augment 3D projective video making [Öz14, Pou19], and interactive installation

[Pia14]. See Figure 2-16 for a sample of works.

Figure 2-16: Examples of distributed robotic processes. Left to right: (1) felting
[MNP19]; (2) weaving [BBVM16]; (3) stitching [SKM16]; (4) robotic platform for
daylight studies [KPB+14]. Images by corresponding papers.

Distributed agents Compared to dominant robotic arm systems that are designed

and built tomimic human, distributed systems offer a newparadigm through orga-

nized construction behavior of many much smaller, agile and low-payload agents.

Existing investigations include termite-inspired robots making brickwork collab-

oratively [WPN14], aerial robots for tensile structure construction [Mir16] and

brickwork [WAC+12], UAV teams that transport specifically designed panels to

construct pavilion [WYA+19], a heterogeneous robot team for filament winding of

spatial tensile structure [YM19], and robotic swarms that fabricate by each pulling

fiber and resin andwinding around its own body to build spatial tubular structures

[KCB+19]. Recently, learning techniques are proposed to enable mobile robots to

manipulate natural materials with variable properties [KŁH+22]. Light-weight

robot teams are conceived to interact with indoor fabric to create an adaptive textile

system [WYAM20]. [LWW+19] proposes distributed system that uses the timber

material itself as part of its locomotion system. [JARCG19] proposes distributed

robot systems that can transport and place cuboctahedral unit-cells. Cable robots

are conceived as a higher-payload and efficient alternative for arm-based systems

for construction tasks with aerial clearance [SPM+16, DIC+19, CCC+18]. More
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speculative work envisioned that a robot swarm itself forms a reconfigurable ar-

chitecture [AJNP16]. [Mel17] proposes a planning strategy for agents to infer the

global structural state from local force measurements.

Figure 2-17: Examples of distributed robotic processes. (1) aerial robot winding
[Mir16]; (2)winding [YM19]; (3) discrete cellular structure [JARCG19]; (3) timber
assembly [LWW+19]. Images by corresponding papers.

Programming tools In all of these robotic fabrication processes above, researchers

encounter a similar programming problem: how to generate a sequence of com-

mands to control the robot to achieve certain tasks while ensuring that it do not col-

lide with itself and objects in the workspace. Modern industrial robots come with

vendor-specific programming languages to write machine code to control their be-

havior. These programming languages (e.g. the KRL language for KUKA robots

and the RAPID language for ABB robots) often feature built-in commands like Lin-

ear movement (LINE orMoveL) that instructs the robot to follow a path that keeps

its end effector in a straight line in theworkspace or Jointmovement (PTP orMoveJ)

that moves the robot in the shortest path in the joint space from its current config-

uration to a target joint configuration. Although these programming languages

are regarded as "high-level" by the robot manufacturers since users do not need to

worry about the low-level torque control, the offered programming paradigm does

not guarantee to generate collision-free robot commands. In contrast to Cartesian

machines like 3D printers, where there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the machine code and machine behavior, the interpretation of robot programs is

not that straightforward, because of the complex kinematic chain involved in these
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high degrees of freedom manipulators. The program interpretation depends a

lot on the inverse kinematics and path interpolation routines implemented inside

the industrial robot’s controller, which are not exposed or well-explained to the

users. This means that the users must rely on vendor-provided simulation tools

to visualize and check the entire, continuous path behind the sequence of robot

commands specified. Under this paradigm, a typical programming process for a

generic robotic task usually takes the following steps:

1. Decide on a sequence of high-level robotic actions to be performed.

2. Specify path points (also called target positions) for the robot’s end effector

to trace for each robotic action.

3. Weave in IO commands for controlling the end effector (e.g. open or close the

gripper, turn on or off printing extruder) in between the key path points.

There are a lot of programming tools developed in architectural robotics to simplify

the design-to-robot-program process following the steps above, by embedding tool

path simulation directly into the parametric CADenvironment likeGrasshopper3D

[Rob22]. These tools can be robot-vendor specific [Paw13, BBC11, WSF22, Com22,

EG14] or support arbitrary robot models [Sch12, CyL19, Sol22b]. Many of these

programming tools have abilities to directly upload the generated program to the

controller, further expediating the execution cycles. Other research aims to aug-

ment these programming tools with the abilities to control and interface with pe-

ripheral devices, e.g. custom-made end effectors controlled byArduino board [BBC12a]

or vision devices [SAS17, LZZ+21b] Alongside these generic programming tools,

there are also programming tools designed for specific fabrication processes, for ex-

ample, milling [Sim16], brick stacking [BBH13], high-rise building model making

[LGK13], and robotic spatial extrusion [SRJG17].

However, because these programming tools are following the "programworkspace

path points first, simulate second" promoted by the robot vendors, much extra ef-

fort is needed from the users to dry-run their programs andmake sure the execution
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does not contain collisions, out-of-range joint values, and joint singularities. The

users often need to use ad-hoc heuristics to devise planning tricks to address these

problems, like generating a guiding curve or inserting reset configurations to help

the robot unwind itself or hover away from collisions (e.g. see [SAE+16, EGK17]).

While these ad-hoc planning strategies are technically feasible to be applied to de-

signs and fabrication processes with a repetitive pattern, for example, spatial extru-

sion of lattices with layers of zigzag patterns [HL14, HWT+15, Bra22], planning the

robot motion is much more nuanced for designs with arbitrary topologies. These

ad-hoc solutions do not have any guarantee of the feasibility of the generated pro-

grams and are hard to generalize beyond the targeted design typologies. This slow

and cumbersome planning workflow deviates from the initial purpose of having

such a design-fabrication workflow: to forge a smooth and direct transition from

digital design to real-world machine materialization; instead, the current process

often requires a complete re-program for the robot whenever the target geometry

has a small change.

Among all the fabrication categories summarized in this section, planning for

spatial assembly is the most difficult. This is because the in-progress assembly cre-

ates an increasingly populated space for the robot to maneuver within, and ad-

hoc planning strategies need to be devised separately for each of the hundreds

of elements. This challenge motivates some attempts in the community to use

motion planning algorithms to automatically find collision-free robot trajectories

[PGM+17, Gan20]. However, assembly planning involves solving the construction

sequence and robotmotions simultaneously, which is a hybrid, discrete-continuous

search space that is very hard to explore computationally. Existing solutions usu-

ally separate the sequence planning andmotion planning, creating a rigid planning

hierarchy that cannot backtrack if failures are encountered in the later planning

stages [HZH+16, HCTM18, HGM18].

Alongside the programming tools that are designed for generating programs

before the execution, other paradigms of human-robot interaction are proposed,

e.g. haptic programming [SB19] and proxy for teleoperation [Pay11]. New control
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tools for teleoperation of existing constructionmachines are proposed, e.g. demoli-

tion machines [LBC21]. New network protocols are proposed for communications

between robot controllers and external clients [Sch15] and for general network in-

frastructure on construction sites [DDB21].

2.2.3 Reflections

Robotics-based construction promises to substantially improve construction in the

built environment, offering benefits such as speed, quality,material efficiency, worker

safety, and eventually cost reduction. In addition, robotic construction opens up

new fabrication possibilities beyond automating manual processes, leading to an

expansion of design possibilities and formal expressions. Recent years have finally

started to see these decade-old promises come to fruition, primarily in the form of

impressive prototypes, proof-of-concept, and demonstrator projects at the "pavil-

ion" scale, showing the potential of robotic fabrication and assembly in architecture.

On the other hand, new businesses have started to emerge that propose robotic so-

lutions for construction, for example, the robotically 3D printed freeform building

facades by Branch Technology4, the automated construction planar roof truss by

House of Design5, and robotic assembly of rebar cages by Toggle6. Addressing the

planning challenges is an important step toward bridging the vast geometric pos-

sibilities demonstrated in academic projects and their adoption by the industry. As

detailed in Section 2.2.2, the currently prevalent way of programming the robot for

the fabrication of bespoke geometries involves hours of human labor that is not scal-

able and cost-effective. Although this ad-hoc, heuristic-driven planning paradigm

is already a step forward from the manual, planning-by-teaching paradigm that is

widely adopted in the automated manufacturing industry, an automated planning

paradigm is a key for expanding the relevance and impacts of these technologies

on the construction site.

4https://branchtechnology.com/
5https://thehouseofdesign.com/
6https://www.toggle.is/
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By categorizing work in architectural robotics in the past 12 years, we see a

clear trend of research focusing on four fabrication categories, with the cutting

and sculpting category topping with 85 papers, followed by layer-based printing

(73 papers), stacking (61 papers), andmilling (59 papers). For these top four cate-

gories, effective heuristics exist to solve the robot programming problems involved.

We believe the under-development of freeform assembly (only 27 papers) that is

critical for the production of high-performing long-spanning systems, is due to the

technical challenges of the assembly planning problems.

If we look at the development history of other, more mature digital fabrication

technologies like Computer Numerical Control (CNC), we observe a similar de-

velopment trajectory that starts from manual planning, then ad-hoc planning, and

finally automated planning. Figure 2-18 illustrates the research plan outlined by

the early CNC pioneers at MIT, where the manual labor required in programming

the machines is gradually reduced by the invention of more advanced, automated

planning algorithms [Lla15]. Almost 55 years after this proposal, originally devel-

oped for wartime manufacturing needs and heavily sponsored by the military, au-

tomated CNCmachines have become the foundation of themodernmanufacturing

industry and later become easily accessible in small-scale fabrication shops around

the world. Augmented by the development of 3D printers in the last decade, de-

signers are equipped with powerful fabrication technologies to make customized

parts with an ever-shortening time between design and fabrication. The software

that converts the input design geometry into detailed, executablemachine code, e.g.

the slicing software for 3D printing, has played an important role in such design-

to-fabrication smoothness. This thesis develops automated planning techniques

for robots to re-create such success in automated construction and aims to open up

new design-build potentials that have never been shown possible before.
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Figure 2-18: Research plan envisioned by the early research pioneers at the Elec-
tronic Systems Laboratory from the department of electrical engineering at MIT in
the 1950s. The plan projected three research stages that go through manual plan-
ning, ad-hoc, case-by-case planning, and automated planning, gradually shorten-
ing the distance between designers and manufacturing processes through auto-
mated planning techniques. This image is scanned from [Lla15], with the original
print from MIT Archives, Douglas T. Ross papers, MC 414, box 220.

2.3 Design and analysis for manufacturing

The exploration of the relationship between designing and making started from

the first day of humans building tools and artifacts. In contrast to the compu-

tational age in the last 40 years when much knowledge is embedded and codi-

fied into algorithms and software, most of the historical knowledge about design-

ing and making is passed down across generations of craftsmen and -women by

training apprentices via visual examples and oral directions, with little written

record[Sen08, Fit89]. When new material and fabrication technologies emerge, it

took individual ingenuity to expand the boundary of existing design stereotypes.

The reciprocal relationship between new fabrication techniques and design lan-

guages is best exemplified by the design evolution of chairs (Figure 2-19). For ex-

ample, the lightweight Thonet bentwood armchair comes out of the German fur-

niture maker Michael Thonet’s mastery of wood steaming and bending techniques
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(Figure 2-19-2). The modernist era featured sleek, cantilevered designs made pos-

sible by the advancement in steelmanufacturing (see, for example, the tubular Brno

chair by Mies Van Der Rohe that features a sinuous tubular steel frame that makes

its guests appear to defy gravity Figure 2-19-2). Later, advances in plastic and fiber-

glass technology developed during the Second World War made Charles and Ray

Eames’s famous DAR design possible.

Figure 2-19: Design evolution of chairs. Left to right: (1) American Queen Anne
side chair, John Elliott, 1750. Image from 1stdibs.com; (2) Thonet bentwood arm-
chair, Michael Thonet, 1830. Image from 1stdibs.com; (3) Tubular Brno chair, Lud-
wigMies VanDer Rohe, 1929. Image fromKnoll. (4) DAR, Charles and Ray Eames,
1948. Image from vitra.com. (5)Masters chair, Philippe Starck and Eugent Quitllet,
2009. Image from flinders.nl.

In construction, the intertwined trajectory of design and manufacturing capa-

bilities can be observed by looking at the evolution of structural joints (Figure 2-

20). Starting from the intricate integral wood joints made by Japanese craftsmen

in the pre-industrialization era (Figure 2-20-1), connection details evolved from

massively producible, standardized die-casted ball joints (Figure 2-20-2) to more

complex, bespoke joints made by 3D printing (Figure 2-20-(5,6)).

In mechanical engineering, design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA)

aims to establish design procedures and rules-of-thumb to guide designers and

engineers to include assemblability and cost considerations in their design process

[BDK10]. Although these principles are useful especially for inexperienced design-

ers, their adoption in practice leaves too much flexibility and the evaluation of final

design outcomes is subjective, depending heavily on the engineer’s experience. Re-

cent advancements in this field go toward further codifying some of these aspects
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Figure 2-20: Design evolution of structural connections : (1) traditional Japanese
wood joinery displayed in the Takenaka Carpentry Tools Museum. Image from
[Bro16]; (2)Mero node system [Men75]. Image from [SJ11]; (3) Node details from
the IBM Padiglione Itinerante for IBM’s traveling exhibition. Image from [Fou17].
(4) Connection details of zipper trusses at the John W. Olver Design building. Im-
age from [CAS]. (5-6) Robotically fabricated Takenaka connector [MX320] and 3D
printed connector [GHR15].

into computational algorithms. Such codification not only offers an objective and

quantifiable way to evaluate a design’s performance concerningmanufacturing but

also opens up the possibilities to connect such evaluations to an optimization rou-

tine to find better-performing designs. In this section, we provide a short overview

for recent work in design for additive manufacturing (Section 2.3.1) and assembly

planning of mechanical parts (Section 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Design for additive manufacturing

Additive manufacturing (AM) enables the fabrication of complex geometries that

are not possible with traditional machining techniques. This has raised the need

for new design methods that can leverage the new, increasingly complex manu-

facturing possibilities [TMV+16]. Much research effort has come into formulating

and quantifying the constraints that comewith AM (see Section 2.4.2.1 for details).

Topology optimization (TO) is often suggested as a design-for-AMmethod since it

has the potential to generate new, high-performing design solutions. It is a free-

form design approach that does not require a pre-conceived notion of material

layout, and the resulting solution is obtained by running a numerical optimiza-

tion process minimizing target objectives like stiffness or volume, subject to certain
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constraints. Existing research in combining TO and AM includes eliminating over-

hangs [GG16], allowing design with multiple materials [WT16], designing porous

infill [WAWS17], addressing nozzle size restrictions [Car20], etc. Readers are re-

ferred to [LGC+18] for a comprehensive review of work in this area.

2.3.2 Assembly planning for mechanical parts

There is a large body ofwork in assembly planning ofmechanical parts, dating back

to the 1980s and 1990swith the influentialwork byHomemdeMello [DMS90],Wil-

son [Wil92], and others [DFW87, Wol89]. The primary concerns in these works

were to find an assembly sequence from a given CAD file that satisfies low-level

constraints such asmutual blocking relationshipduring assembly,mating constraints,

and assembly tolerances. The methods involved focus on the product itself, with-

out considering the constraints brought by operators that perform the assembly

(human or robot). This might be a valid assumption for this domain since the en-

vironment and assembly robot can be specifically engineered for the task.

The key contributions in the area of classic assembly planning include: (1) the

mathematical formulation of assembly planning problems under certain assump-

tions (2) the proposal of several compact and efficient representations of intermedi-

ate assembly states and (3) theoretical characterization of the computational com-

plexity of the involved problems. Interested readers are referred to [Jim13, GM15,

BB16] for a more detailed and extensive review. However, most of the literature in

this domain considers only geometric constraints: an assembly plan is defined as

valid if there is no collision when assembling each part. Other constraints that are

especially important for robotic assembly in construction, like collision constraints

that ensure the existence of robotic assemblymotions and structural constraints that

limit deformation or stress, have been ignored in these works. This thesis shows

that new formulations and planning techniques need to be proposed to address

the new challenges brought by these additional constraints.
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2.4 Computational assemblydesign and analysis in com-

puter graphics and human-computer interface

The computer graphics research community has extended research in computa-

tional design and analysis methods for discrete assembled structures and their fab-

rication. In this section, we provide an overview of work in this area, following

the general taxonomy of literature presented in [WSP21], which provides a recent,

more detailed review on design and fabrication methods for complex assemblies

in graphics. The literature in this area has a lot of potential impacts on architecture

and construction. I believe that these potentials have not been fully realized due

to a lack of community overlap. This section is an attempt of bridging this gap by

providing a critical review of key research.

This section is organized into two parts: Section 2.4.1 for computational analy-

sis for assemblies which makes the foundation for quantifiably evaluating certain

performances related to an assembly, and Section 2.4.2 for computational design

strategies for assembly. We end the section by providing some reflections on the

relationship between this research and architectural design and construction.

2.4.1 Computational analysis of assemblies

Given an assembly with part geometries, computational analysis methods evalu-

ate various aspects of the assembly, including joint analysis, assembly planning,

structural mechanics of the whole assembly and efficiency for packing the parts.

Joint analysis A joint provides the connection among elements so that they can

behave as a system when external loads are applied. Joints can be classified as

permanent and non-permanent joints. Typical permanent joints include adhesive

materials (like glue and mortar), or mechanical connectors (like screws or rivets).

Widely used in load-bearing structures, permanent joints provide guarantees of

structural stiffness. In contrast, non-permanent joints enable easy disassembly and

reassembly and facilitate easy storage andmaintenance. Non-permanent joints can
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be categorized into external joints and integral joints, depending on whether the

joint geometry is integrated into each individual part. Figure 2-21 provides exam-

ples for each of these joint types. To satisfy the needs of joining specific parts, cus-

tomized, 3D printed external joints have been designed [MMZ18]. More research

attention has been turned to the integral joints, which have a long tradition inwood

joinery [Fai13].

Figure 2-21: Examples of joint types. Left to right: (1) permanent welded joint
[AMG+18]; (2) non-permanent, external joint [MMZ18]; (3-4) non-permanent, in-
tegral joint [YKGA17, LYUI20]. Images by corresponding papers.

The joint analysis attempts to computationally identify if the joints facilitate con-

nectivity among parts via a part graph [FSY+15], relative mobility among adjacent

parts by solving infinitesimal motions through a linear system [WM92], or analyz-

ing joint strength by finite element analysis [YCXW17].

Assembly planning Complementing the research efforts from themechanical as-

sembly planning literature (Section 2.3.2), graphics research in assembly planning

aims to go beyond finding a feasible assembly sequence for a better-performing or

user-preferred assembly plan. Figure 2-22 provides some examples for research in

this direction. Various practical algorithms are developed to find sub-optimal so-

lutions, e.g. using various heuristic-driven greedy algorithms [APH+03, DPW+14,

MSY+15, WPGM16, HZH+16]. Agrawala et al. presented a computational frame-

work to automatically generate assembly instructions, given assembly object geom-

etry, orientations, and optional grouping and ordering constraints on the object’s

parts [APH+03]. Moving towards assembly on an architectural scale, Deuss et

al. studied the physical construction of self-supporting structures with masonry
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blocks by leveraging external cables to help identify self-supported partial con-

structions [DPW+14]. Computational assembly strategy of reciprocal frame struc-

ture [MSY+15] and disassembly strategy of masonry structure [BBW15] has also

been investigated.

New research questions related to assembly planning arise when people try to

augment traditional layer-based 3Dprinterswithmore degrees of freedom. WirePrint

[MIG+14] proposes an efficient way to print wireframemeshes, where edges in the

mesh are directly extruded in 3D space. Compared to traditional 3Dprinted objects,

WirePrint generates the wireframe of a model by slicing it horizontally and filling

each slice with zigzagging filaments. This approach constrains the types of meshes

that can be printed. To improve flexibility, Peng et al. introduced a 5-DOF printer,

whichmodifies a standard delta 3D printer by adding two rotation axes to the print

bed [PWMG16]. Wu et al. presented a printing sequence planning algorithm for

this 5-DOF printer [WPGM16]. They separated the consideration of collision con-

straint and connectivity constraint and use a heuristic constraint removal technique

to identify a subgraph in the full constraint graph to balance the existence of fea-

sible extruder orientations and printing sequences. Recently, Dai et al. extended

the degrees of freedom by having a stationary extrusion head and a rotatable print-

ing bed held by an industrial robot and presented shape decomposition algorithms

to handle volume-to-surfaces and surfaces-to-curves decomposition, while taking

into account the support and robot constraints [DWW+18].

Huang et al. worked on an extrusion sequence planning problem for robotic

spatial printing [HZH+16]. They mounted a 3D printing extruder on an indus-

trial robot and extrude plastic directly in 3D space. They considered the printing

sequence planning problem as a constrained search problem and developed a con-

strained graph cut algorithm to divide the input wireframe into subgroups. This

divide-and-conquer strategy makes the search more tractable, but the robot’s kine-

matics and collision constraints are not considered in the search.
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Figure 2-22: Examples of assembly sequencing work in computer graphics: (1)
assembly instruction generation [APH+03]; (2) cable-assisted self-supporting ma-
sonry assembly [DPW+14]; (3)WirePrint [MIG+14]; (4)meshes printed by a 5-dof
wireframe printer [WPGM16]; (5) robotic fabrication of spatial frames [HZH+16].
Images by corresponding papers.

Structural mechanics Finite-element-based elastic simulation of continuum bod-

ies has become a mature computational technique and has been widely applied

in the industry from visual effects to stress prediction of mechanical parts [SB12].

These FEA-based techniques can simulate the stiffness of a system, usually predict-

ing the displacements and stress of the system. In contrast, for an assembly con-

sisting of rigid parts, stability analysis is required since the parts are joined by non-

permanent joints and thus do not behave like an elastic body under loads. Two

types of stability are defined mathematically and solved computationally in the lit-

erature: static equilibrium and global interlocking.

A static equilibriummeans that there exists a network of interaction forces among

elements that can balance the external forces acting on each part, i.e. the net torque

and force on each part is zero [WOD09]. Thus, an assembly’s equilibrium can be

formulated as a linear system with inequality constraints on the internal forces.

This method is called the rigid block equilibrium (RBE) method. The strength of

the RBEmethod is that it allows for a penalty formulation, which provides the users

with the localization of unstable regions as meaningful structural hints, and thus

enables different design options [WOD09]. One limitation of such a method is that
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it might falsely predict stability in certain sliding failure cases [YKGA17]. A vari-

ational static analysis method is proposed to amend the RBE method to exclude

physically unrealizable forces in the sliding failure cases [YKGA17]. In addition,

an extension of RBE is recently proposed to address equilibriumwith frictionwhen

complex, non-planar interface geometry is involved [KIT+22]. [SPV+16] proves

that a small modification to the linear elastic FEM makes it equivalent to the RBE

method on static analysis problems.

In an interlocking assembly, there is only one moveable part, called the key,

while all other parts as well as its subset of parts are not moveable relative to one

another by their geometric arrangements [SFCO12]. The test for global interlocking

tries to identify if there exists a motion that can take out any part(s) without any

collision. An assembly is considered to be interlocking if such a take-out motion

does not exist. There are two ways to test for global interlocking: (1) a direction-

blocking graph-based method that considers sequential translational motion only

[WSP18]; (2) an inequality-based method that includes infinitesimal rigid-body

motions [WGZ+19], based on solving the non-penetration linear inequalities in a

rigid body system [KSJP08]. However, these two methods can only assert whether

an assembly is stable (a yes or no answer), but cannot give a quantitative measure

of how stable it is. Borrowing ideas from tilt analysis for measuring a masonry

structure’s stability under lateral acceleration [Och02, Och02], [WGZ+19] gener-

alizes the classic tilt analysis and proposes an algorithm to compute the measure

based on the RBE theory.

Packing efficiency Packing is a classic problem in computational geometry and

operational research, to place as many objects as possible in a given container with-

out mutual collisions. In general, the packing problem is proven to be NP-hard

[LMM02], but due to its practical relevance, extensive research efforts have been

devoted to practical algorithms for solving 2D and 3D problems. 2D packing prob-

lems show up in applications like texture atlas layout [LFY+19], artistic primi-

tive layout [RRS13], primitive packing on freeform 3D surfaces for architecture
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[SHWP09] or personal fabrication [CML+17]. 3DAssembly packing involves pack-

ing elements of a given assembly in a given container, useful for saving spaces

for storage and transportation, improving manufacturing efficiency [CZL+15] and

minimizing cutoff material waste [KHLM17]. Existing work on assembly packing

minimizes a variety of objectives, including the packed state’s height [CZL+15],

underlying free volume [VGB+14, Att15], while making sure that there is no col-

lision among elements in the packed configuration and there exists a valid assem-

bly plan for the packed state [YCL+15]. Proposed algorithms to solve the assem-

bly packing problem can be divided into two categories: iterative and global. It-

erative approaches place the given assembly elements one by one into the con-

tainer while minimizing certain objectives using certain heuristics [VGB+14, Att15,

CZL+15, KHLM17]. Global approaches try to find poses of the assembly elements

in the packed state by solving a global optimization problem. Existing methods in-

clude optimization with random multi-restart [YCL+15] and a hybrid continuous-

discrete optimization scheme [MCHW18]. Readers are referred to [CKPT17, LTO+20]

for a comprehensive review in literature of packing.

Figure 2-23: Examples of packing: (1) art primitive packing [RRS13]; (2) tile decors
packing [CML+17]; (3) Packing for zero-waste furniture design [KHLM17]; (4-
5) Assembly packing for 3D printing [Att15, YCL+15]. Images by corresponding
papers.
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2.4.2 Computational design of assemblies

Computational assembly design methods are classified into two categories: design

for fabrication 2.4.2.1 and design for performance 2.4.2.2.

2.4.2.1 Design for fabrication

Existing design-for-fabrication techniques aim to facilitate the use of certain fabri-

cation techniques, addressing the fabrication methods’ limitations and constraints.

Existing work proposes shape decomposition and approximation algorithms of a

given 3D volumetric shape, converting them into assemblies to address these fab-

rication constraints.

Discrete shapedecomposition for 3Dprinting andCNCmilling 3Dprinting can

fabricate complex objects with fine details but has some well-known limitations:

• The maximum size of the printed object is usually limited by the machine

size.

• A support structure is needed for objects with overhangs.

• The printing process is slow, and the printing material is expensive.

• It’s hard to obtain high surface finishing quality in 3D printing objects.

Muchworkhas focused ondeveloping techniques that improve the user-specified

object for support, surface finishing, etc. [LEM+17]. In contrast, assembly-based

techniques try to address these limitations by decomposing a 3D shape into multi-

ple printable parts. While the original 3D shape is the target geometry that users

care about the most, the shape decomposition itself also leaves its aesthetic mark

on the finished product and thus should be conceived as an essential part of the

design. Following the seminal work of [LBRM12] to address the size limitation

of 3D printing, multiple papers use clipping plane-based methods to minimize

the total amount of support required for printing the parts [YYT+17, WQZ+18,

KFW19, HLZC14]. Recent work devise decomposition algorithms for 3D printers
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that have more degrees of freedom, further reducing the number of supports re-

quired [GWYN19, WDF+20].

Figure 2-24: Examples of design for 3d printing: (1) shape decomposition to over-
come printing size limitations [LBRM12]; (2) shape decomposition for support-
free printing [WQZ+18]; (3) shape decomposition for hiding cutting seams
[FAG+20]. Images by corresponding papers.

Besides the packing-efficiency-driven shape decomposition strategies that are

summarized in Section 2.4.1, research efforts went into improving the final appear-

ance of 3D printed assemblies. Existing research includes placing cutting seams in

self-occluded areas of the model [LBRM12, FAG+20] or making the cutting seams

alignwith the surface details [YCL+15]. Tominimize the staircase effect coming out

of the layer-based printing technology, some approaches decompose an object into

multiple parts and find optimal printing direction for each part [HBA13, WZK16,

WDF+20]. Beyond decomposition-based methods, other methods use adaptive

layer height [WCT+15] or curved, non-horizontal slices [ERP+19] to alleviate the

staircase effects. Readers are referred to [LEM+17] for a comprehensive review in

this direction.

As a subtractive manufacturing technique, CNC milling requires that the rota-

tory tool have access to all the surfaces of the shape. Among all the milling ma-

chine types, 3-axis CNC milling is the most prevalent, inexpensive, and easiest-to-

use one. Since the milling bit is translated along a Cartesian system, the machin-

able shape is limited to height-field blocks, which are solids with a flat base and a

height-field surface defined along the direction orthogonal to the base. To address

this limitation, height-field decomposition methods aim to cover the outer surface

of the input shapewith a set of overlapping-free height-field blocks. Unfortunately,

this height-field decomposition problem is proven to be NP-hard [FM01], because
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of the gigantic discrete-continuous search space that includes the number of blocks,

the base configurations, axes, and the height-field surface of each block. Existing

attempts include two-step approaches that first define the number of blocks, bases

and axes and then solve for height fields [ACP+14, FCM+18]. Other methods for-

mulate the problem as an optimization problem and use a certain hierarchy to find

solutions, usually involving first generating patches, then optimizing the patches

via discrete optimization procedures, and finally resolving the collision among the

blocks [HMA15, MLS+18]. Recently, shape segmentation methods for 4-axis CNC

milling are proposed as well [NTM+21].

Figure 2-25: Examples of height-field decomposition methods:(1) Two-step ap-
proach based on polycube mapping [FCM+18]; (2) Optimization-based approach
[MLS+18]. Images by corresponding papers.

Shape approximation for laser cutting Compared to manufacturing techniques

that produce volumetric objects, laser cutting can only produce 2D shapes with

polygonal contours. The low cost, fabrication speed and precision of laser cut-

ting make it the most accessible digital fabrication technology for prototyping and

production. Design for laser cutting aims to abstract or approximate a given 3D

shape with 2D planar parts. In these assemblies, joining 2D laser-cut parts to form

a steady assembly is a challenging, and often physically daunting task due to the

limited contact area among the planar parts. Connection can be made by using

additional connectors [CSLM13] or wires [RA15], by gluing overlapping foldable

paper strips [Leu18], or by creating integral joints among parts [WSP18]. For laser-

cut parts with a certain thickness, creating integral joints among parts is the most

effective way of connection, which not only stabilize the assembly but also simplify

the assembly process by providing geometric features to help alignment.
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Laser-cut parts can bedesigned as abstract approximations of a volumetric shape

or a surface. Popular in toys and sculptures, laser-cut parts intersectwith each other

in 3D space to form a spatial assembly, offering a coarse, yet effective way to convey

the essential geometric features (Figure 2-26-(1)). Computational tools are pro-

posed for designing shape abstractions [MSM11, MUS14, HBA13] and designing

furniture that includes rigidity and assembly constraints [SP13b] and waste min-

imization objectives [KHLM17]. In the architecture domain, [Sas07] was the first

to propose using the CNC-cut panels with friction-only joints to assemble houses

without the need of screw or glue (Figure 2-26-4). Recently, laser-cut paper ribbons

can be composed to approximate a volumetric shape with locally varying compli-

ance [SIS21].

Ribbon-shaped slices can be composed to form a hollow assembly that approx-

imates a surface. Existing efforts include using (1) long, curved slices with pre-

fabricated halved joints [CPMS14]; (2) short, straight slices joined with additional

connectors [RA15]; (3) bent, woven ribbons [VZF+19, RPC+21].

Shell-like assemblies are designed to approximate a closed 3D surface for quick

and low-res fabrication. Different from the previous types, each part in the assem-

bly acts like a mesh face, resulting in a geometrically water-tight surface (Figure 2-

26-3). Finger joints are widely used for such shell-like assemblies [CSLM13, CS16,

BSK+19]. Finally, origami patterns can be embedded in the design and used as

laser cutting patterns, resulting in a spatial, economic assembly that does not need

a complex, discrete assembly process [MKB, LPR20].

Figure 2-26: Examples of shape approximation method for laser cutting: (1) vol-
umetric shape abstraction with spatial assembly [MSM11]; (2) surface abstraction
with sparse assembly elements [CPMS14]; (3) surface abstraction with shell as-
sembly [CSLM13]; (4) the instant house, made out of CNC-cut plywood panel and
assembled with friction-only joints without screw or glue [Sas07]. Images by cor-
responding papers.
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Design formixed fabrication Mixed fabrication aims to combinemultiplemanu-

facturing technologies to assemble a single product, combining each technology’s

strengths or mitigating their drawbacks. Existing research focuses on computa-

tional methods that automatically generate geometries of parts and joints formixed

fabrication. One common goal for such design methods is to fabricate large ob-

jects at a lower cost and higher speed. One class of work aims to combine coarse

laser-cut internal polygonal bases and 3D printed external shell for fine-grained

details [GZN+15, SDW+16, CLF+18]. Recently, [WJVS21] considers using recycled

material as infills for 3D printing, making fabrication not only faster but also more

environmentally friendly. The other class ofwork involves joining custom-cut, stan-

dardized element like rods [TPCS16, CZS+19, Jac19] or recycled objects [KSW+17]

with 3D printed joints to form complex spatial structures.

Figure 2-27: Examples of mixed fabrication: (1) cost-effective large object fabrica-
tion combining laser cutting and 3D printing [SDW+16]; (2-3) Truss fabrication
with 3D printed joints [Jac19, KSW+17]. Images by corresponding papers.

Design for X-fab There is also a growing number of work in computational de-

sign for material systems and fabrication techniques that are less standard and

cannot be put into the categories covered above. This includes but not limited to

fabric concrete formwork [ZFS+19], wire mesh [GSD+14, LLZ+20], wire-bending

[LFZ18,MLB16], molding [MPBC16, NAI+18, SJG19], shape approximation by de-

velopable [SGC18, IRHS20] and zippable patches [SPS18], thermo-forming [SPG+16],

acoustic-effect driven milled glass surfaces [KEN+13, STTP14], quilting [LBDA21,

LLG+21], and garment design workflows [NAH+18, Kas22]. Closer to architec-

ture, computational techniques have been developed to support the design and

rationalization of free-form architectural surfaces [PEVW15, LZZ+21a] inflatable

structures [STK+14, PIC+21], auxetic shells [Luk19], and deployable structures
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[PKI+19, RKP+22]. Finally, [Pee16] provides methods for designing and fabricat-

ing machines that make.

2.4.2.2 Design for performance

Design for stiffness When an assembly’s parts are connected bypermanent joints,

it behaves like a continuum body when external loads are applied to it. Design-

for-stiffness methods help designers to minimize the elastic energy stored by the

structure under load, thus also minimizing displacements. [ZPZ13] proposes a

method to help designers identify the weakest part of the object and strengthen it.

[LSD+16, UMK17] consider shape optimization under load uncertainties. An in-

verse elastic shape design method to achieve the target shape after deformation is

proposed in [CZXZ14]. Reinforcement design strategies are proposed to stiffen a

design for materials that are weak in tension [SZB18, GPZ20]. [JTSW17, AJL+19]

propose stiffness and volume optimization methods for trusses.

Figure 2-28: Examples of design for stiffness: (1) inverse elastic design of rest
shapes [CZXZ14]; (2) shell rib reinforcement design [GPZ20]; (3-4) truss opti-
mization [JTSW17, AJL+19]. Images by corresponding papers.

Design for equilibrium When an assembly’s parts are connected only by con-

tact forces, static equilibrium is maintained by pure compression force, counter-

balancing external force, mainly gravity. RBE method (see Section 2.4.1) can not

only test if a given assembly is in equilibrium under known external force, but also

provide a measure of the assembly’s infeasibility to be in equilibrium when it fails

the test. Thus, optimization algorithms can be applied to navigate a given paramet-

ric designmodel to drive this infeasibilitymeasure to zero [WOD09,WSW+12]. An
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interactive tool is devised to design assemblies in equilibrium by decomposing a

shape into parts with planar cuts, with visualization of unwanted tensile forces to

guide the users [FMB15]. Inspired by Thrust Network Analysis [BO07], the graph-

ics community proposes geometry processing techniques to approximate a given

free-form surface with self-supporting, compression-only assemblies [VHWP12,

PBS13, MHS+19].

Figure 2-29: Examples of design for equilibrium: (1) gradient-based parametric
assembly optimization for equilibrium [WSW+12]; (2) Approximating free-form
surfacewith a self-supporting assembly [PBS13]. Images by corresponding papers.

Design for interlocking Designing interlocking assemblies is challenging because

it requires addressing two conflicting properties at the same time: interlocking

and disassemblability. Interlocking means the entire assembly is in equilibrium

under arbitrary external force if the key part is held in place. Disassemblability

demands at least one collision-free plan to separate the parts. The design problem

can be classified into shape decomposition methods and joint planning problems,

depending on the inputs. When the input is a target shape, the computational de-

sign of interlocking assembly can be formulated as a shape decomposition prob-

lem. Existing works attempt to limit the search space by restricting to a specific

type of interlocking: recursive interlocking [SFCO12]. Given a voxelized 3D shape,

this method iteratively extracts pieces while enforcing local interlocking conditions

[SFCO12, SFLF15, TSW+19]. When the input is a set of initial parts without joints,

designing interlocking assemblies can be formulated as a joint planning problem.

The goal is to plan and construct a set of predefined joint types on the given parts
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to make them interlocking. Existingwork extends the recursive interlocking idea to

plan joints for plate furniture [FSY+15, SFJ+17]. Recent work unifies the treatment

of the shape decomposition and joint planning problems based on a directional

blocking graph representation, enabling the algorithm to search over the full space

of interlocking configurations and supporting a wide range of overall assembly ge-

ometries [WSP18].

Figure 2-30: Examples of interlocking structures: voxelized puzzle, plate structure,
furniture, and frame structure. Images by [WSP18]

Design for X Finally, design-for-Xmethods aim to expand the geometric possibil-

ities of a certain type of assembly by answering the question: "Given any shape, how

can we approximate it with an XXX assembly?" Existing research investigates de-

signing assembles that are built by specific types of tiles, like LEGO blocks [TSP13,

KKL14, LYH+15], topological interlocking blocks [WSIP19], or customized inter-

locking voxel tiles [ZB16]. In addition, other research tries to answer the question:

"How canwemodify the user-input shape so that it can have certain functionality?"

Existing attempts include usingmicro-structures to control the global elastic behav-

ior of objects [SBR+15, PZM+15], design assemblies for nesting [Jac17], shape op-

timization for desired metallophone sounds [BLT+15], designing mechanisms for

creating animated mechanical characters [CTN+13], and creating spinnable toys

from arbitrary input geometries [BBWSH17].

2.4.3 Reflection

Research in computer graphics and human-computer interface features advanced

algorithms to address design-related problems for various aesthetic and functional
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Figure 2-31: Examples of : (1) "Legolization" of a given shape [LYH+15]; (2) topo-
logical interlocking assembly that is stable under different orientations [WSIP19];
(3) controlling global elastic behavior through micro-structure design [PZM+15];
(4) computational design of animated mechanical characters [CTN+13]. Images
by corresponding papers.

objectives. Its impacts have gone far beyond the domain of animations and the vi-

sual effect industry, with increasing relevance from applications in manufacturing

and architecture. In graphics literature, design problems are usually formulated

as optimization problems with objectives and constraints expressed as quantifiable

energies. This thesis aims to devise automated planning techniques that can facil-

itate a measure of constructability so that it can be used in a design optimization

framework. In the next section, we review existing efforts in the field of automated

planning and highlight why existing research is not adequate as a satisfactory so-

lution for the planning of robotic construction tasks.

2.5 Automated planning

There has been an interest in automated planning since the earliest days of robotics,

which concerns the development of algorithms to decide what sequences of com-

mands the robot should execute to accomplish some goals [FN71]7. The first class

of planning problems, called motion planning, is to move the robot from one con-

figuration to another configuration without colliding with the objects in the world.

Motion planning is first formulated by [LPW79] as a search for paths in the robot’s

configuration space, which is a continuous, bounded space with dimensions repre-

senting the controllable joints of the robot. Collision-free robot motions are impor-

7Part of this section is adapted from the literature review chapter of the author’s master
thesis[Hua18].
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tant but do not enable robots to interact with the world. For the robot to, for exam-

ple, move objects by picking them up and placing them, planning needs to encom-

pass a much bigger state, which includes objects that the robot is manipulating, the

grasp it is using, and the poses of other collision objects. To keep the search algorith-

mically feasible, planning for robotic manipulation (technically known as multi-

modalmotionplanning) is best viewed as a hybrid discrete-continuous search prob-

lem of selecting a finite sequence of discrete action types (e.g. which objects to

pick and place), continuous action parameters (such as object poses to place and

grasps), and continuous motion paths. The artificial intelligence (AI) community

has addressed problems of planning in very large discrete domains [GNT04]. Task

planning (or action planning) refers to the composition of a sequence of symbolic

actions to achieve certain high-level goals (e.g. the detailed coordination of fac-

tory production and shipment to deliver goods to customers). Research in task

andmotion planning (TAMP) aims to combine the AI approaches to task planning

and the robotics approach to motion planning to derive automated planning sys-

tems that can reason both symbolically for discrete, "high-level" robot actions and

geometrically for continuous, "low-level" robot motions. Among all the planning

problems above, TAMP is the most computationally difficult in theory [DKLP16]

and requires algorithmic sophistication to derive usable planning systems in prac-

tice. Figure 2-32 provides an overview of the relationship between all the planning

problems discussed above, based on the involved search spaces’ characteristics.

This section provides a brief overview of key research in automated planning.

This thesis draws on ideas from the vast literature in this area, including motion

(Section 2.5.1) and manipulation planning (Section 2.5.2), task planning from AI

(Section 2.5.3), and task and motion planning (Section 2.5.4). We end this section

with a reflection onwhy existing automated planningmethods are not sufficient for

robotic assembly in construction, which motivates the new research presented in

this thesis. Readers are referred to [GCH+21] for a recent, comprehensive review

on the TAMP-related research.
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Figure 2-32: Taxonomy of automated planning approaches based on their search
spaces’ characteristics. Image inspired by slides from Caelan Garrett.

2.5.1 Motion planning

The problem of planning motions for a robot with 𝑑 degrees of freedom can be

formulated as finding a continuous trajectory for a point representing the robot’s

configuration through the 𝑑-dimensional configuration space, subject to various

constraints. The simplest form of motion planning (MP) problems involves free-

space motion, in which the robot simply needs to move through the space without

colliding with itself and the environment.

Although the MP problem has been proven to be PSPACE-hard [Can88], there

exist efficient algorithmic approaches that are used widely in practice, with many

algorithms well implemented in open-source software like OMPL [SMK12]. The

twomost popular approaches are sampling-basedMP [KSLO96, LKJ01] and trajec-

tory optimization [RZBS09, KCT+11, SDH+14]. Despite their popularity in prac-

tice, both classes of algorithms are not complete, meaning that they cannot identify

infeasible problems. However, many sampling-basedMP algorithms can be shown

to be probabilistically complete, meaning that the probability of their failure to find

a solution converges to zero as running time increases, if such a solution exists.

[LaV06] provides a comprehensive overview of MP algorithms.

In constrained motion planning, the robot is subject to additional constraints

other than being collision-free, e.g. keeping its end effector in a straight line or

maintaining certain end-effector orientations. These constraints confine the fea-
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sible configuration space into a much lower-dimensional subspace. As a result,

naive sampling in the full configuration space will have a near-zero probability of

producing a feasible sample in the subspace, rendering many sampling-based MP

algorithms ineffective. The most general approach for constrained MP develops

sampling and connecting operations that project values onto the constrained sur-

face. See [KMK18] and [KMK19a] for a comprehensive survey on these techniques.

2.5.2 Manipulation planning

In manipulation planning, the goal is not only to move the robot without colliding

with objects in the environment, but also to contact, operate, and interact with ob-

jects in the world to achieve high-level goals. This problem has been addressed

from the earliest days of algorithmic motion planning [LP81, LPJM+87, Wil91].

Alami et al. pioneered the modern treatment of this problem, which involves con-

tinuous grasps aswell as continuous placements [ASL90, ALS94]. They introduced

the concept of manipulation graphs that breaks the problem of one robot moving

one object in a potentially complex environment into several problems of moving

between connected components of the combined configuration space where each

component shares the same grasp. A solution is an alternating sequence of transit

and transfer paths corresponding to the robot moving while its hand is empty and

the robot moving while holding an object. Siméon et al. [SLCS04] expanded this

work to amore realistic setting that requiresmultiple re-grasps, by usingprobabilis-

tic roadmaps [KSLO96] to approximate each component of the robot’s configura-

tion space. However, maintaining an explicit characterization of the free configura-

tion space can be prohibitively expensive in high-dimensional planning problems.

Hauser et al. identified a generalization of manipulation planning as multi-

modal motion planning, i.e. planning for systems with multiple modes, represent-

ing different sub-manifolds of the configuration space under constraints [HL10,

HNTH11]. The key insight in this approach is that, as in the manipulation graph,

one can conceptualize the planning process as alternating betweenmoving in a sin-
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gle mode, where the constraints are constant and switching betweenmodes. So the

solution requires being able to plan within a single mode and identifying configu-

rations where modes can change, which is in general specific to the task. Hauser et

al. provided a probabilistically complete algorithm to solve this type of problem

assuming that effective single-mode planners and mode-transition samplers are

available. However, this pure uni-directional sampling-based algorithm has trou-

ble solving high-dimensional problems, e.g. problems that involve more than tens

of objects. Barry et al. defined a bidirectional rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT)

search of the combined configuration space [BKLP13]. Recently, [SNF+17, VBR20]

extend these ideas to asymptotically optimal multi-modal motion planning.

Stilman et al. addressed a version of manipulation problems called navigation

among moveable obstacles (NAMO), where the robot must reach a specified lo-

cation among a field of moveable obstacles [SK08, SSKA07]. To solve monotonic

NAMOproblem instances, where each object can bemoved at most once, they plan

backward from the goal and use swept volumes to recursively determine which

additional object must be moved recursively. Van Den Berg et al. [BSK+09] pro-

vided a probabilistically complete algorithm for NAMO. However, the algorithm

assumes the ability to fully characterize the connected components of the configura-

tion space of the robot at each planning step, which is computationally prohibitive

for robotic configuration space with more than two dimensions.

Rearrangement planning is a special instance of pick-and-place planning where

all objects have explicit goal poses. These problems are very similar to robotic as-

sembly planning problems addressed in this thesis, where object goal poses are

specified in the input design model. Extending existing work on NAMO [SSKA07]

to non-monotone problem instances, Krontiris and Bekris provided an algorithm

that constructs a probabilistic roadmap (PRM) in the combined configuration space

[KB15, KB16]. To overcome the inefficiency caused by backtracking search, they

proposed a faster approximation by performing a topological sort on a constraint

graph between objects using minimum removal paths (MCR) [Hau12, Hau13].

The use of the PRM recovers completeness for problems that could not be solved by
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a greedy backtrack search planner, but the lack of search guidance forces the plan-

ner to explore many arrangements. Dogar et al. propose an algorithm for multi-

robot grasp planning using a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) formulation

[DSBR15]. They use re-grasp, a domain-specific operation, to remove constraints

in the constraint graph, balancing between solvability and the number of re-grasps

performed.

2.5.3 Task planning

The AI community has had a long-standing focus on planning in discrete domains

with very large state spaces but made tractable by using representations and algo-

rithms that exploit the underlying structures of the domains. [GNT04] provides a

comprehensive discussion of task planning from the AI perspective, and [KM20]

surveys task planning in robotics.

The simplest formulation of AI planning is to specify the problem by four com-

ponents: (1) a set of states, (2) a set of transition rules that describes legal changes

to the state, (3) an initial state, and (4) a set of goal states. The objective for a plan-

ner is to find a plan that consists of a sequence of transitions that advances the initial

state into a goal state. The problem can be reduced to a graph traversal problem,

where the vertices are states, anddirected edges are transitions, and solved by using

standard graph-search algorithms. However, the state spaces considered are very

large, and the branching factor of each transition is massive. Thus, one focus of AI

planning is to devise functional and compact representations of the planning prob-

lems. To better benchmark the algorithms, the AI planning community worked on

defining languages for specifying the problems, for example, SAS+ [BN95] and

the most widely used Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [McD91].

PDDL can be seen as a transition system where state variables are Boolean facts.

Operating upon these shared, universal problem-definition languages, the AI plan-

ning community has developed domain-independent algorithms that can operate

on any problem expressed in these formats, without any additional information
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about the problem. When expressed in these formats, the problem descriptions

become factored and thus make it easier for generic search algorithms to take ad-

vantage of their combinatorial structures. For example, many efficient algorithms

solve a relaxed, simplified version of the original problemfirst and use the solutions

as heuristics to estimate the distance to the goal state [Hel06].

The basic formulation of task planning is purely discrete. Numeric planning

aims to extend task planning to support real-valued variables such as fuel and bat-

tery charges. Several numeric planners extend discrete task planning algorithms

by adding heuristics that obtain more accurate estimates by separating the treat-

ment of numeric and Boolean variables [Hof03, CFL13]. While most of these plan-

ners are limited to problemswith linear or polynomial dynamics [Hof03, BGMG15,

CFLM16], some planners can handle non-polynomial dynamics by discretizing

time [PFL+16] or support convex dynamics by requiring a convex decomposition

of the robot’s configuration space [FGWK18]. Although these planners have many

use cases, they cannot be directly applied to robotic problems because they assume

the set of actions is finite.

Another method for extending the capacities of PDDL planners is semantic at-

tachments [DEK+09, Dor15]. Semantic attachments are functions computed by an

externalmodule, which include condition-checkermodules that test Boolean action

preconditions and effect modules that modify numeric state variables. In robotics

domains, semantic attachments can be used to, for example, model reachable kine-

matic conditions that are defined on an external geometric representation of the

state that is not directly accessible to PDDL planners. Planning Modulo Theories

(PMT) [GLFB12] generalizes semantic attachments by supporting the composi-

tion of several modules through custom first-order theories. However, like many

numeric planning techniques above, these techniques are still limited to domains

with a finite set of actions. In the robotics context, this means that they can only

handle domains that are pre-discretized, where a finite set of object poses, object

grasps, and robot configurations are pre-defined manually to be considered by the

planner.
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2.5.4 Task and motion planning

Recent work in task andmotion planning (TAMP) combines discrete task planning

(Section 2.5.3) and continuous motion planning (Section 2.5.1) to simultaneously

plan for discrete objectives as well as robot motions. TAMP aims to enable robots

to operate in applications such as cooking, which require discrete choices of which

objects to grasp or cook as well as continuous choices of which joint angles and

object poses can physically perform each task. Readers are referred to [GCH+21]

for a comprehensive survey in TAMP.

A key challenge in TAMP is that often physical constraints such as collision,

kinematic, and visibility constraints can restrict which high-level actions are fea-

sible. The pioneering work aSyMov system conducts an interleaved search at the

symbolic and geometric levels [CAG09]. Their approach can be viewed as using

the task planner as a heuristic to guide the motion planning approach. Plaku and

Hager took a similar approach but used a task-planner-derived heuristic to bias

the sampling instead of guiding the search [PH10]. However, since the task-level

planner does not know about geometry, its value as a heuristic is limited.

Lozano-Pérez and Kaelbling introduced the Hierarchical Planning in the Now

(HPN) approach, a regression-based symbolic planner that uses generators that

perform fast approximatemotion planning to select geometric parameters [KLP11].

Garrett et al. gave an algorithm for planning in hybrid spaces by using an approx-

imation of the planning problem to guide the backward generation of successor

actions to be considered in the forward search [GLPK15]. Both of these two ap-

proaches require an inverse model to specify the generators to be compatible with

their backward searches.

The FFRob algorithm of Garrett et al. samples a set of object poses and robot

configurations and then plans with them using a search algorithm that incorpo-

rates geometric constraints in its heuristic [GLPK18a]. An iterative version of the

algorithm has been proposed to have a probabilistically complete guarantee and

exponential convergence. Their recent work generalizes this strategy of iteratively
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sampling and searching from pick-and-place domains to domains with arbitrary

conditional samplers [GLPK18b].

[PSSA12] and [dSPGA13] useHierarchical TaskNetworks (HTNs) [EHN94] to

guide the search over plan skeletons, which are discrete action sequences with un-

bound continuous variables, using knowledge about the task decomposition. The

search over plan skeleton backtracks when it is unable to bind the free variables of a

skeleton. Lagriffoul et al. proposed a constraint-satisfaction approach to interleave

the symbolic and geometric searches and focus on limiting the amount of geomet-

ric backtracking [LDB+14]. They generate a set of approximate linear constraints

on robot configurations and object poses that allow them to efficiently determine

which assignments are feasible and rule out many useless branches and thus sig-

nificantly limiting backtracking. Viewed from a constraint satisfaction perspective,

their approach can be thought of doing backtrackingwith a forward checking of the

kinematic constraints and a fixed value ordering. Lozano-Pérez and Kaelbling took

a similar approach but leveraged constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) operating

on discretized variable domains to bind free variables [LPK14].

Erdem et al. planned at the task-level using a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver,

initially ignoring geometric constraints and then attempting to produce motion

plans satisfying task-level actions [EHP+11]. If an induced motion planning prob-

lem is infeasible, the task-level description is updated to indicate motion infeasi-

bility using a domain-specific diagnostic interface. Dantam et al. extended this

approach by formulating task and motion planning problem more generally as a

SatisfiabilityModulo Theories (SMT) problem [TDKKCEK16]. They used an incre-

mental constraint solver to add motion constraints to the task-level logical formula

when a candidate task plan is found. Their approach adjusts to motion planning

failure automatically and allows previously failed motion planning queries to be

reconsidered. The algorithms proposed in [EHP+11, TDKKCEK16] both assume a

priori discretization of all continuous values apart from configurations. Srivastava

et al. [SFR+14] remove this restriction by using symbolic references to continu-

ous parameters. Lagriffoul and Andres proposed to use Answer Set Programming
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(ASP) [Lif08] to enable a richer failure explanation mechanism at the interface be-

tween symbolic and geometric search spaces [LA16]. They used a domain-specific

interface to bind values for symbolic references and update the task-level descrip-

tion when none is available.

Toussaint et al. used a nonlinear constrained optimization to solve for values

that satisfy constraints andminimize the costs along a plan skeleton [Tou15]. They

incorporated this optimization into a higher-level forward search over plan skele-

tons called Logic-Geometric Programming (LGP), which also prunes branches in

its search using a hierarchy of bounds on the nonlinear programs. In addition to

geometric constraints, their approach has also demonstrated the ability to plan in

the presence of dynamical [TAST18] and forceful constraints [THD20]. Recently,

Hartmann et al. applied LGP-based techniques to plan the construction sequence

and motions of multiple robot agents [HOD+20, HOD+21], marking the first few

attempts at applying TAMP techniques in solving construction-related planning

problems.

Recently, Garrett et al. proposed PDDLStream that extends the PDDL plan-

ning language (see Section 2.5.3) to support a generic, declarative specification for

specialized sampling procedures that are treated as black-boxes, which allows the

system to express and solve a wide variety of planning problems [GLPK20]. Such

a modularized system can be extended to planning with learned models of skills

[WGKLP21], planning in partially-observable domains by reasoning in belief space

[GPL+20], and planning with imperfect understandings of the world by incorpo-

rating state-of-the-art perceptual tools in the planning model [CFK+22].

2.5.5 Reflections

Robotic assembly is a subclass of the generic planning problems considered by

TAMP. Although existing TAMP research has demonstrated effective planning al-

gorithms that can handle hybrid reasoning at both symbolic and geometric levels,

their applications in robotic construction are still quite limited. The reasons are
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two-fold. First, many TAMP systems require the users to formulate their planning

problem in the format of symbolic states and actions (e.g. [GLPK20]) or objec-

tives and constraints for nonlinear optimization (e.g. [Tou15]), both of which are

formalisms rarely used in the architectural community. Second, a key challenge

in robotic assembly for construction is that they often require manipulating many

more objects, which leads to substantially longer planning horizons. Solutions to

most TAMP benchmarks involve fewer than 30 high-level actions while many con-

struction problems may require assembling several hundreds of elements [Lag16].

This thesis attempt to address these challenges by providing the formalization and

solving techniques of robotic assembly planning with repetitive (Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4) and non-repetitive plan skeletons (Chapter 5).

2.6 Conclusions

This literature review has highlighted the breadth of methods related to the design

and automated construction of structures. We observe that our current compu-

tational design capabilities have exceeded what the current construction paradigm

can offer. While construction robotics promises a cost- and time-effective paradigm

for buildingdiverse geometries demandedby efficient structures, the technical chal-

lenge of planning is limiting the potential and impacts of this technology. In manu-

facturing and computer graphics, functional objectives and fabrication-related con-

straints are formulated inmathematical forms, so they can be included in algorithm-

driven design methodologies. Finally, automated planning literature offers ad-

vanced algorithms to plan both robot’s high-level actions and low-level motions

to achieve certain goals, but these ideas have not yet been applied to generalized

robotic assembly problems.

To broaden the impacts of robotic assembly in construction, we need better plan-

ning tools. Existing planning methods either generate robot programs that do not

have any guarantee that they will work, or it takes too long and too much human

labor to generate. An ideal planning tool should have the following characteristics:
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• Being able to generate robot programs that are guaranteed to work.

• Off-load tedious, unnecessary human programming work.

• Be versatile for diverse types of assembly tasks.

• Involve human expertise when relevant.

To build such a planning tool, existing work in each area covered in this chapter

is encouraging, but still has important shortcomings that limit their adoption and

effectiveness. These shortcomings echo the challenges outlined in the introduction

and the contributions of this thesis seek to address them. This dissertation has

several specific goals:

• Provide a unified formulation of robotic assembly planning with a repetitive

plan skeleton and devise scalable planning algorithms to solve the assembly

sequence and robot motions without any human intervention. Work in this

area is presented first for robotic extrusion in Chapter 3 and then generalized

to pick-and-place assembly in Chapter 4.

• Provide a computational workflow for architectural and construction process

designers to communicate intent and knowledge to robotic task and motion

planners. Work in this direction targets general-purpose robotic assembly

planning with non-repetitive plan skeletons and is presented in Chapter 5.

• Demonstrate the use of planning algorithms to derive a constructability mea-

sure and use this measure to drive structural design exploration. Chapter 6

presents work in this area.
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Chapter 3

Scalable sequence and motion

planning for robotic spatial extrusion

We start our investigation in algorithmic planning of robotic assembly in the do-

main of robotic spatial extrusion. This chapter lays down the mathematical foun-

dation of planning for robotic extrusion of large and complex models, resulting in

scalable planning algorithms without any human intervention1.

3.1 Introduction

Spatial frame structures are used extensively in architecture to represent objects

that cannot be easily captured by surfaces or volumetric solids (e.g. the Klein bot-

tle in Figure 3-1). These structures are useful due to their high strength-to-weight

ratios [TMG+18, HCM18]. Extrusion-based methods, such as 3D printing, can ef-

fectively fabricate these geometrically and topologically complex structures. Most

existing printing systems deploy a 2.5D strategy where melted materials are ac-

cumulated layer upon layer along a fixed direction. These systems are unable to

print general 3D frame structures due to their inability to print in arbitrary direc-

tions. Robotmanipulators have proven to be viable alternatives for fabricating these

structures due to their additional capabilities afforded by extra degrees-of-freedom
1A version of this chapter has been published in [GHLPM20].
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(DOFs) [HL14, YHL+16, TMG+18, PM20b]. However, robotic spatial extrusion

has only been applied in limited capacities due to the planning challenges imposed

when fabricating large, irregular structures. The robot must respect both collision

and kinematic geometric constraints present inmanipulation tasks, and each partial-

structure must respect structural constraints that ensure feasible construction. In

extrusion planning, a stiffness constraint, which prevents significant structural de-

formation, is the primary structural constraint. Existing algorithms both require

strong human guidance to solve these problems [HGM18] and lack completeness

guarantees [WPGM16, HZH+16].

Figure 3-1: Left: Real-world Klein bottle extrusion (246 elements). Right: Simulated
duck extrusion (909 elements).

We present an algorithmic treatment of extrusion planning that focuses on its

mathematical form, probabilistically complete algorithms, and algorithms that scale

empirically. We identify a dichotomy between satisfying geometric and structural
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constraints; stiffness most significantly impacts decisions at the beginning of con-

struction while collisions most significantly limit actions towards the end of con-

struction. In isolation, forward search is most effective for stiffness constraints but

backward search is most effective for geometric constraints. We provide algorithms

that efficiently plan in the presence of both constraints by globally performing a

greedy backward search, using forward reasoning to bias the search towards stiff

structures. The contributions of this paper are:

1. A formalization of robotic spatial extrusion in the presence of stiffness and

geometric constraints;

2. Efficient and probabilistically complete forward and backward state-space

search algorithms;

3. Prioritization heuristics that guide both stiffness andgeometric decision-making;

4. An investigation of the failure cases of these methods;

5. Validation of our methods both on long-horizon simulated and real-world

extrusion problems.

3.2 Related work

Most existing work on extrusion planning only addresses planning for a free-flying

end effector. Wu et al. gave an algorithm for planning without stiffness constraints

that considers a fixed discretization of end-effector orientations. It performs back-

wardpeeling [WPGM16] and computes a partial-ordering of elements that respects

collision constraints. Then, it orders elements in a manner that preserves connec-

tivity and the partial ordering. However, this procedure is incomplete because it

rigidly commits to a single partial ordering. Huang et al. proposed a constrained

graph decomposition algorithm to guide the extrusion sequence search [HZH+16];

however, their algorithm is also incomplete. Gelber et al. presented a complete

forward search algorithm for a 3-axis printer that minimizes the deformation of a
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structure [GHB18]. Choreo is the first extrusion planning system using a robotma-

nipulator [HGM18]. Choreo decomposes extrusion planning into a sequence plan-

ning phase, where it plans each extrusion, and a transit planning phase, where it

plans motions between each extrusion. Because of this strict hierarchy, Choreo is

incomplete as it is unable to backtrack in the event that transit planning fails to

find a motion plan. Choreo performs a forward search during sequence planning,

using constraint propagation to prune unsafe end-effector orientations. To make

sequence planning tractable, Choreo requires a user-generated partial ordering on

elements.

Task andMotion Planning (TAMP) involves planning both the high-level objec-

tives as well as the low-level robot motions required to complete a multi-step ma-

nipulation task [SFR+14, TL17, GLPK18b]. For extrusion planning, the high-level

decisions are the extrusion sequence, and the low-level motions are the extrusion

and transit trajectories of the robot. A key challenge of extrusion planning when

compared to typical TAMP problems is that its planning horizon is often substan-

tially longer. Solutions tomost TAMPbenchmarks involves fewer than 50 high-level

actions [LDG+18], while extrusion problemsmay require over 900 extrusions (Fig-

ure 3-1). At the same time, extrusion planning is less general than TAMP in several

ways: 1) there is a single goal state 2) the robot’s configuration is the only con-

tinuous state variable 3) every solution is an alternating sequence of movements

and extrusions of a known length. Similar to how specializing to pick-and-place

subclasses of TAMP enables the design of efficient algorithms [KB15, HSK+18], we

take advantage of these restrictions and structural properties to develop efficient

algorithms that scale to large problems.

Extrusion planning can framed as Multi-Modal Motion Planning (MMMP) [?,

HNTH11], motion planning subject to a sequence of mode constraints 𝜎 on the fea-

sible configuration space of the robotℳ(𝜎) ⊆ 𝒬. Often times,ℳ(𝜎) might be a

lower-dimensional submanifold of an ambient space 𝒬. A critical component of

MMMP is identifying transition configurations 𝑞 ∈ 𝒯 (𝜎, 𝜎′) ⊆ (ℳ(𝜎) ∩ℳ(𝜎′)) be-

tween modes 𝜎, 𝜎′, which allow for a discretemode switch from 𝜎 → 𝜎′. Hauser and
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Ng-Thow-Hing provide an algorithm for MMMP that performs a forward state-

space search through the space of modes [HNTH11]. They prove that their al-

gorithm is probabilistically complete [KKL98, LaV06], namely that it will solve any

robustly feasible [KF11] MMMP problem with probability one. However, their al-

gorithm blindly explores the state-space, which is intractable for the problems we

consider.

3.3 Extrusion sequencing

We begin by formulating spatial extrusion planning in the absence of a robot. A

frame structure is an undirected geometric graph ⟨𝑁,𝐸⟩ embedded within R3. Let the

graph’s vertices 𝑁 be called nodes and the graph’s edges be called elements 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑁2

where𝑚 = |𝐸|. Each node 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 is the connection point for one or more elements

at position 𝑝𝑛 ∈ R3. Each element 𝑒 = {𝑛, 𝑛′} ∈ 𝐸 occupies a volume within R3

corresponding to a cylinder of revolution about the straight line segment 𝑝𝑛 → 𝑝𝑛′ .

A subset of the nodes 𝐺 ⊆ 𝑁 are rigidly fixed to ground and thus experience a

reaction force. Each element 𝑒 = {𝑛, 𝑛′} can either be extruded from 𝑛→ 𝑛′ or

𝑛′ → 𝑛. Let directed element �⃗� = ⟨𝑛, 𝑛′⟩ denote extruding element 𝑒 = {𝑛, 𝑛′} from

𝑛→ 𝑛′. We will use the set 𝑃 ⊆ 𝐸 to refer to a set of printed elements, representing

a partially-extruded structure. Let 𝑁𝑃 = 𝐺 ∪ {𝑛, 𝑛′ | {𝑛, 𝑛′} ∈ 𝑃} ⊆ 𝑁 be the set of

nodes spanned by ground nodes 𝐺 and elements 𝑃 . Extrusion planning requires

first finding an extrusion sequence, an ordering of directed elements �⃗� = [⃗𝑒1, ..., �⃗�𝑚].

We will use 𝜓 to denote the undirected version of �⃗�. Let �⃗�1:𝑖 = [�⃗�1, ..., �⃗�𝑖] give the

first 𝑖 elements of �⃗� where 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚.

3.3.1 Stiffness constraint

The key structural invariant that must hold throughout the extrusion process is a

stiffness constraint requiring themaximal nodal deformation to be below a given tol-

erance. Each element experiences a self-weight load due to gravity, which causes

the structure to bend. If the displacement is too large, elements might not suc-
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cessfully connect at the intended nodes. We approximate uniformly-distributed

self-weight loads by applying half the load at each end of the element and us-

ing the fixed-end beam equation for moment approximation [GT97]. The defor-

mation of all the nodes is calculated using finite element analysis of linear frame

structures [MGZ99]. For a 3D frame structure, each node has six degrees of free-

dom (DOF) (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦, 𝑢𝑧, 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, 𝜃𝑧), which correspond to the translational and rota-

tional nodal displacements in the global coordinate system. Using linear basis

functions and the local-to-global frame transformation, we can derive the beam

equation to link the nodal load to nodal displacement in the global coordinate sys-

tem [MGZ99] 𝐾𝑒

(︁
u𝑛,u𝑛′

)︁𝑇
= f𝑒. Then, by concatenating all nodal DOF into a

vector u = (..., 𝑢𝑥,𝑛, 𝑢𝑦,𝑛, 𝑢𝑧,𝑛, 𝜃𝑥,𝑛, 𝜃𝑦,𝑛, 𝜃𝑧,𝑛, ...) for 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 , the system stiffness matrix

𝐾 is assembled using:

𝐾𝑖𝑗 =

{︂ ∑︀
𝑒∼(𝑖,𝑗)𝐾𝑒(e-dof(𝑖), e-dof(𝑗)) if 𝑖 ∼ 𝑗

0 otherwise
(3.1)

where 𝑖 ∼ 𝑗 indicates that the nodal DOFs 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 6|𝑁 |} are connected by an

element, 𝑒 ∼ (𝑖, 𝑗) indicates that element 𝑒 connects DOFs 𝑖, 𝑗, and e-dof(𝑖) gives

the corresponding index of the DOF 𝑖 in the local element system. The support

condition specifies a set of fixed nodal DOF indices {𝑠1, · · · , 𝑠6|𝐺|} ⊂ {1, · · · , 6|𝑁 |}.

The assembled system stiffness equation 𝐾u = F is rearranged in the form:

⎛⎝𝐾𝑓𝑓 𝐾𝑓𝑠

𝐾𝑠𝑓 𝐾𝑠𝑠

⎞⎠⎛⎝u𝑓

0

⎞⎠ =

⎛⎝Ff

Fs

⎞⎠ (3.2)

The submatrix 𝐾𝑓𝑓 is positive definite (PD) if all elements are transitively con-

nected to a ground node. Then, the nodal displacement under the structure’s load

can be obtained by solving the following sparse PD linear system: 𝐾𝑓𝑓u𝑓 = F𝑓 .

Let the procedure Stiff(𝐺,𝑃 ) test whether a partially-extruded structure 𝑃 with

ground nodes 𝐺 satisfies the given maximum displacement tolerance.

Definition 1. An extrusion sequence �⃗� = [�⃗�1, �⃗�2, ..., �⃗�𝑚] is valid if {𝑒 ∈ 𝜓} = 𝐸 and
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∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚}. Stiff(𝐺, �⃗�1:𝑖) and 𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑁�⃗�1:𝑖−1
where �⃗�𝑖 = �⃗�𝑖 = ⟨𝑛𝑖, 𝑛′

𝑖⟩.

3.4 Robotic extrusion

We consider extrusion planning performed by a single articulated robot manipu-

lator with 𝑑 DOFs. Let 𝒬 ⊂ R𝑑 be the bounded configuration space of the robot

where 𝑞 ∈ 𝒬 is a robot configuration. The robot executes continuous trajectories

𝜏 : [0, 1] → 𝒬 where 𝜏(𝜆) ∈ 𝒬 is the robot’s configuration at time 𝜆 for 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1].

The robot must adhere to its joint limits as well as avoid collisions with itself, the

environment, and the currently printed elements. Let𝑄 : 𝑃 → 𝒬 be a function that

maps a set of printed elements 𝑃 ⊆ 𝐸 to the collision-free configuration space of

the robot 𝑄(𝑃 ) ⊆ 𝒬. When no elements have been printed, 𝑄(∅) is the collision-

free configuration space of the robotwhen only considering environment collisions,

self-collisions, and joint limits. Each additionally printed elementweakly decreases

the collision-free configuration space, i.e.

𝑃 ⊆ 𝑃 ′ =⇒ 𝑄(𝑃 ′) ⊆ 𝑄(𝑃 ). (3.3)

To ensure 𝜏 can be safely executed given printed elements 𝑃 , ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]. 𝜏(𝜆) ∈

𝑄(𝑃 ). Finally, let 𝑓𝑝(𝑞) = 𝑥𝑝 ∈ R3 and 𝑓𝑜(𝑞) = 𝑥𝑜 ∈ SO(3) be the forward kinematic

equations for the position and orientation of the end effector when the robot is at

configuration 𝑞.

3.4.1 Extrusion

The robot extrudes material at the position of its end effector while executing an

extrusion trajectory 𝜏𝑒, which prints the continuous curve 𝑙(𝜆) = 𝑓𝑝(𝜏(𝜆)). Thus,

element �⃗� = ⟨𝑛, 𝑛′⟩ can be extruded by following a trajectory 𝜏�⃗� if ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]:

||𝜆𝑝𝑛 + (1− 𝜆)𝑝𝑛′ − 𝑓𝑝(𝜏𝑒(𝜆))|| = 0. (3.4)
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To prevent the end effector from colliding with the element while it is being ex-

truded, the orientation of the end effector 𝑥𝑜 is constrained be within the hemi-

sphere 𝑋𝑜(�⃗�), the set of orientations opposite to the direction of 𝑝𝑛 → 𝑝𝑛′ :

𝑋𝑜(⟨𝑛, 𝑛′⟩) = {𝑥𝑜 ∈ SO(3) | (𝑝𝑛′ − 𝑝𝑛)⊺(𝑥𝑜 · [0, 0, 1]⊺) ≤ 0}.

Additionally, we enforce that the end-effector orientation 𝑥𝑜 remains constant while

extruding the element, ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1], ||𝑥𝑜 − 𝑓𝑜(𝜏(𝜆))|| = 0 to prevent the extruded

material from inducing a twisting force. In practice, we also require the robot to

perform retraction motions that move into and out of contact with the extruded

element without extruding any material. Let 𝜌 ≥ 0 be an end-effector retraction

distance hyperparameter. Then, the retraction position for node 𝑛 at end-effector

orientation 𝑥𝑜 is: 𝑟(𝑛, 𝑥𝑜) = 𝑝𝑛 + (𝑥𝑜 · [0, 0,−𝜌]⊺). Thus, the end effector moves

from 𝑟(𝑛, 𝑥𝑜)→ 𝑝𝑛 before extruding �⃗� and from 𝑝𝑛′ → 𝑟(𝑛′, 𝑥𝑜) after extruding �⃗�.

We will treat retraction as a component of an extrusion motion. See Figure 3-2 for

a visualization of each motion type.

3.4.2 MMMP formulation

Viewing extrusion planning under this lens of MMMP is valuable for understand-

ing the geometry of the problem and its impact on completeness. Extrusion plan-

ning has two mode families, parameterized mode forms. A single transit mode (de-

noted as 𝛼) governs the robot’s movement while not extruding [?, SLCS04]. The

only active constraint is trivially that 𝑞 ∈ 𝒬. Any probabilistically complete motion

planner PlanMotion, such as a Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) [LaV98,

KSL+19], can be used to plan within transit modes.

An extrusion mode 𝜎�⃗� = 𝑥𝑜 ∈ 𝑋𝑜(�⃗�) governs the robot’s motion while extruding

element �⃗� = ⟨𝑛, 𝑛′⟩ by starting at point 𝑝𝑛 and ending at 𝑝𝑛′ . Here, 𝑥𝑜 is a con-

tinuous coparameter that defines the end-effector orientation constraint. Because of

the position and orientation constraints on the end-effector,ℳ(𝜎�⃗�) ⊂ 𝒬 is a (𝑑−5)-

dimensional submanifold of the ambient space𝒬. As typical in constrainedmotion
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Figure 3-2: Transition, retraction, and extrusion motions for two elements.

planning, we enforce that any trajectory 𝜏 operating subject to mode 𝜎 stays within

an 𝜖-neighborhood ofℳ(𝜎) [Sti10]. Let 𝛿(𝑞,ℳ(𝜎)) = inf𝑞′∈ℳ(𝜎)||𝑞 − 𝑞′|| be mini-

mumdistance fromconfiguration 𝑞 toℳ(𝜎) and 𝛾(𝜏,ℳ(𝜎)) = sup𝜆∈[0,1]𝛿(𝜏(𝜆),ℳ(𝜎))

be the maximum distance from trajectory 𝜏 toℳ(𝜎). We enforce that the maxi-

mum constraint violation 𝛾(𝜏,ℳ(𝜎)) is below a given 𝜖 > 0. Any probabilistically

complete single-mode constrained motion planner [Sti10, BSK11, KMK19b] Plan-

Constrained can be used to plan within extrusion modes. Finally, let 𝒯 (𝛼, 𝜎�⃗�) =

{𝑞 ∈ 𝒬 | 𝑓𝑝(𝑞) = 𝑝𝑛, 𝑓𝑜(𝑞) = 𝑥𝑜} denote the set of unidirectional transition configura-

tions from the transit mode to extrusion mode 𝜎�⃗�, and 𝒯 (𝜎�⃗�, 𝛼) = {𝑞 ∈ 𝒬 | 𝑓𝑝(𝑞) =

𝑝𝑛′ , 𝑓𝑜(𝑞) = 𝑥𝑜} denote directed transition configurations from extrusion mode 𝜎�⃗�
to the transit mode.
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3.4.3 Extrusion problems

Definition 2. An extrusion problem Π = ⟨𝑁,𝐺,𝐸,𝒬, 𝑞0⟩ is defined by a set of nodes

𝑁 , ground nodes 𝐺, elements 𝐸, configuration space 𝒬, and configuration 𝑞0 ∈ 𝒬

specifying both the initial and final robot configuration.

Definition 3. For a given error threshold 𝜖 > 0, a solution to an extrusion problem

Π is a valid extrusion sequence �⃗� = [�⃗�1, �⃗�2, ..., �⃗�𝑚] (Definition 1), a sequence of

extrusionmode coparameters �⃗� = [𝜎�⃗�1 , ..., 𝜎�⃗�𝑚 ], and an alternating sequence of𝑚+1

transit and𝑚 extrusion trajectories 𝜋 = [𝜏𝑡1 , 𝜏�⃗�1 , ..., 𝜏𝑡𝑚+1 ] such that:

• 𝜏𝑡1(0) = 𝜏𝑡𝑚+1(1) = 𝑞0

• ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚}.

– 𝜏𝑡𝑖(1) = 𝜏�⃗�𝑖(0)

– ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]. 𝜏𝑡𝑖(𝜆), 𝜏�⃗�𝑖(𝜆) ∈ 𝑄(𝜓1:𝑖−1)

– 𝛾(𝜏�⃗�𝑖 ,ℳ(𝜎�⃗�𝑖)) < 𝜖

• 𝜏�⃗�𝑚(1) = 𝜏𝑡𝑚+1(0)

• ∀𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]. 𝜏𝑡𝑚+1(𝜆) ∈ 𝑄(𝐸).

3.5 Algorithmic tools

We present state-space search algorithms for solving extrusion planning problems.

States 𝑠 = ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩ ∈ 𝒫(𝐸) × 𝒬 consist of the set of currently printed elements and

the current robot configuration where 𝒫(𝐸) denotes the power set of 𝐸. The initial

state is 𝑠0 = ⟨∅, 𝑞0⟩ and the goal state is 𝑠* = ⟨𝐸, 𝑞0⟩. The Progression algorithm

(Section 3.7) performs a forward search from 𝑠0 → 𝑠*, and the Regression algo-

rithm (Section 3.7) performs a backward search from the goal state 𝑠* → 𝑠0. Both

Progression and Regression perform a greedy best-first search [RN16] guided by

a priority function 𝑘(𝜂) defined over search nodes 𝜂. On each iteration, the search

node 𝜂 in the open list 𝑂 that minimizes 𝑘(𝜂) is expanded.
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The key trade off when designing these algorithms is the impact on satisfying

stiffness and geometric constraints when searching forwards versus backwards.

For each constraint in isolation, it is advantageous to search from the most con-

strained state to the least constrained state. At a less constrained state, the planner

hasmore options andmay prematurelymake a decision that limits the legal options

later in the search. In contrast, the forward or backward branching factor is gen-

erally small at the most constrained state, limiting the availability of poor choices.

Additionally, if the constrainedness either provably or empirically decreases over

time, the pool of optionswill grow as the difficulty decreases. Our algorithms lever-

age this principle, to search in directions that reduce the presence of dead ends, be-

cause in many extrusion problems, escaping dead ends can require an enormous

amount of backtracking due to the long planning horizon. We begin by developing

common infrastructure for both the Progression and Regression algorithms.

3.5.1 Sampling extrusions

The key subroutinewithin each algorithm is SampleExtrusion (Algorithm1), which

leverages PlanConstrained to sample extrusion plans for an element 𝑒. First, it

samples a start node 𝑛1 based on the currently printed nodes 𝑁𝑃 . This governs the

extrusion direction �⃗� = ⟨𝑛1, 𝑛2⟩. Next, it samples an extrusion mode coparameter

𝜎�⃗� = 𝑥𝑜 using SampleOrientation. This orientation produces the initial end-effector

pose ⟨𝑝𝑛1 , 𝑥𝑜⟩ and final end-effector pose ⟨𝑝𝑛2 , 𝑥𝑜⟩. Then, we use SampleIK, an in-

verse kinematics procedure, to sample robot configurations 𝑞1, 𝑞2 that are kinematic

solutions for these poses. Finally, we call PlanConstrained to find a trajectory from

𝑞1 → 𝑞2 that satisfiesmode constraints 𝜎�⃗� anddoes not collidewith printed elements

𝑃 .

3.5.2 Deferred evaluation

Standard state-space searches evaluate all feasible successor states 𝑠′ = ⟨𝑃 ∪{𝑒}, 𝑞′⟩

when expanding a state 𝑠 = ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩. For extrusion planning, this requires planning
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Algorithm 1 Extrusion Sampling Algorithm
1: procedure SampleExtrusion(𝑒, 𝑃 ; 𝑖)
2: 𝑛1 ← sample({𝑛 ∈ 𝑒 | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑃 })
3: {𝑛, 𝑛′} ← 𝑒
4: 𝑛2 ← 𝑛′ if 𝑛1 = 𝑛 else 𝑛
5: 𝑥𝑜 ← SampleOrientation(𝑛1, 𝑛2)
6: 𝑞1 ← SampleIK(𝑝𝑛1 , 𝑥𝑜); 𝑞2 ← SampleIK(𝑝𝑛2 , 𝑥𝑜)
7: return PlanConstrained(𝑞1, 𝑞2, 𝑥𝑜, 𝑃 ; 𝑖)

both an extrusion trajectory 𝜏𝑒, where 𝑞′ = 𝜏𝑒(0), and a transit trajectory 𝜏𝑡 from

𝑞 → 𝑞′ for each remaining candidate element 𝑒 ∈ (𝐸 ∖ 𝑃 ). In the worst case, the

number of successor (i.e. the branching factor) could be 𝒪(|𝐸|). This is exacer-

bated due to the fact that SampleExtrusion and PlanMotion are both computa-

tionally expensive due to collision-checking. To mitigate this problem, we adopt

a deferred evaluation [Hel06, RH09] strategy by planning extrusion and transit tra-

jectories after popping a search node off the open list instead of before pushing the

node on the open list. To enable this, search nodes in the open list are state and ele-

ment pairs 𝜂 = ⟨𝑠, 𝑒⟩where 𝑒 serves as “action type” that specifies the next element

to be extruded. This strategy dramatically reduces computation time, particularly

in a greedy search, because it often avoids checking the feasibility of printing each

successor element. Once a feasible successor 𝑠′ is identified, the yet-to-be evaluated

successors are deferred until the greedy search backtracks.

3.5.3 Heuristic tiebreakers

Because search nodes are state and element pairs, the priority function 𝑘(𝑠, 𝑒) can

take the next element 𝑒 into consideration. Wepropose priority function 𝑘(⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒) =

⟨𝑟(𝑃 ), ℎ(𝑒)⟩ that first orders search nodes by the number of remaining elements 𝑟(𝑃 ) =

|𝐸 ∖ 𝑃 | and lexicographically breaks ties using a heuristic function ℎ(𝑒) defined on

each individual element 𝑒. By prioritizing search nodeswhere few elements remain

to be planned, the search greedily explores the state-space in a depth-first manner.

Because all successor states 𝑠′ of state 𝑠 have the same number of remaining ele-

ments 𝑟, the heuristic tiebreaker decides the order in which successors are consid-
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ered. This local ordering can have strong global effects on the sequence of partially-

extruded structures considered. We consider four implementations of ℎ(𝑒): (1)

Random, (2) EuclideanDist and GraphDist, and (3) StiffPlan.

3.5.3.1 Random heuristic

The Random tiebreaker is a baseline where ties are broken arbitrarily. It orders ele-

ments by assigning each a value sampled uniformly at random ℎ(𝑒) ∼ 𝑈(0, 1).

3.5.3.2 Distance heuristics

TheEuclideanDist andGraphDistheuristics prioritize elements that are close to ground,

each according to a particular geodesic. The EuclideanDist heuristic computes the

Euclidean distance from the midpoint of element 𝑒 = {𝑛, 𝑛′} to the ground plane.

When the ground plane is the xy-plane, this is simply the z-coordinate of the ele-

ment’s midpoint ℎ𝑒(𝑒) = (𝑝𝑛 + 𝑝𝑛′)/2 · [0, 0, 1]⊺. The GraphDist heuristic computes

the minimum graph distance from any ground node 𝑛 ∈ 𝐺 to the midpoint of el-

ement 𝑒 within the weighted frame geometric graph ⟨𝑁,𝐺⟩, where the weight of

edge 𝑒 = {𝑛, 𝑛′} is the Euclidean distance ||𝑝𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛′||. We precompute these dis-

tances upfront once by calling Dijkstra’s algorithm starting from the set of ground

nodes 𝐺. Intuitively, both of these heuristics guide the search through structures

where the element load force has a short transfer path to ground because these

structures are often stiff. Additionally, these heuristics improve the sample com-

plexity of SampleOrientation because they often ensure end-effector orientations

opposite to the z-axis remain feasible.

3.5.3.3 Stiffness heuristic

The StiffPlan heuristic solves for a valid extrusion sequence �⃗�, ignoring the robot,

and uses the index 𝑗 of each element 𝑒 in the sequence (�⃗�[𝑗] = 𝑒) as its value

ℎ𝑠(𝑒) = 𝑗. Intuitively, because �⃗� is known to be stiff, it attempts to adhere to �⃗�

as closely as possible subject to the additional robot constraints. We compute a
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valid extrusion sequence �⃗� using a greedy forward search that is equivalent to Pro-

gression in Algorithm 3 if all robot planning is skipped. We use the EuclideanDist

heuristic ℎ𝑒 (Section 3.5.3.2) as the tiebreaker for this search.

Algorithm 2 gives the pseudocode for PlanStiffness that implements the Stiff-

Plan heuristic. It performs a greedy forward search similar to Progression in algo-

rithm 2, with the exception that the search is finite and does not involve the robot.

It uses the EuclideanDist heuristic ℎ𝑒 (section 3.5.3.2) as its tiebreaker. PlanStiff-

ness is complete and will solve the extrusion sequencing problem in a finite (but not

necessarily polynomial) amount of time. In the event that PlanStiffness returns

None, the extrusion planning problem is proved to be infeasible.

Algorithm 2 Stiffness Planning Algorithm
1: procedure PlanStiffness(𝑁,𝐺,𝐸)
2: 𝑂 = [⟨⟨|𝐸|, ℎ𝑤(𝑒)⟩, ∅, 𝑒, [ ]⟩ for 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 if 𝑒 ∩𝐺 ̸= ∅]
3: while 𝑂 ̸= [ ] do
4: ⟨𝑟, _⟩, 𝑃, 𝑒, �⃗� ← pop(𝑂)
5: 𝑃 ′ ← 𝑃 ∪ {𝑒}
6: if not Stiff(𝐺,𝑃 ′) then
7: continue ◁ No successors
8: �⃗�′ ← �⃗� + [𝑒]
9: if 𝑃 ′ = 𝐸 then
10: return {�⃗�′[𝑗] : 𝑗 for 𝑗 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚}} ◁ Solution
11: for 𝑒′ ∈ (𝐸 ∖ 𝑃 ′) do
12: push(𝑂, ⟨⟨𝑟 − 1, ℎ𝑤(𝑒

′)⟩, 𝑃 ′, 𝑒′, 𝜓′⟩)
13: return None

The EuclideanDist, GraphDist, and StiffPlan heuristics each perform a forward

computation from ground to produce their values. As we will see in Section 3.7.2,

moving in a forward direction proves to be advantageous for satisfying the stiffness

constraint. Finally, these heuristics can be seen as applying “soft” partial-ordering

constraints that steer the search but do not limit completeness. This is in contrast to

the hard partial-ordering constraints in prior work [WPGM16, HZH+16, HGM18]

(Section 3.2).
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3.5.4 Persistence

The procedures SampleExtrusion andPlanMotionuse sampling-based algorithms

and thus are are unable to prove infeasibility. As a result, both procedures must be

reattempted indefinitely and with an increasing number of samples 𝑖. In order to

ensure that Progression and Regression are probabilistically complete, they both

are persistent [GLPK15] searches, meaning that they repeatedly expand each search

node in a round-robin fashion. Let 𝑖 ≥ 0 denote the number of times a search node

has been expanded. We implement persistence by simply using the pair ⟨𝑖, 𝑘(𝑠, 𝑒)⟩

as the key for search nodes in the open list𝑂. This ensures that the search nodewith

the fewest attempts is always expanded first. After a search node is expanded, it

is re-added to the search queue 𝑂 with priority 𝑖 + 1. This search node will not be

re-expanded until all other nodes in 𝑂 have been expanded 𝑖 times.

3.6 Progression

Algorithm3displays the pseudocode forProgression. Let 𝜋 be the currently planned

trajectories for a search node. After popping a state ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩ and next element 𝑒 from

the open list 𝑂, Progression first checks whether the new structure 𝑃 ′ = 𝑃 ∪ {𝑒}

is stiff, taking advantage of the computational cheapness of Stiff. If not, the search

node can be pruned altogether. Otherwise, SampleExtrusion samples an extrusion

trajectory 𝜏𝑒 for element 𝑒. The initial configuration 𝜏𝑒(0) then becomes the goal for

a transit motion that is found using PlanMotion. If 𝑃 ′ = 𝐸, then the structure is

fully printed, and all that remains is for the robot to return to 𝑞0. Otherwise, all

remaining elements 𝑒′ ∈ (𝐸 ∖𝑃 ′) are added to𝑂 as successor search nodes. Finally,

search node ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒 is re-added to𝑂with sampling timeout 𝑖+1 to be re-expanded

in the future (Section 3.5.4). In Appendix A.2 - theorem 3, we prove Progression

is probabilistically complete.

Progression is geometrically sensitive to the extrusion sequence 𝜓. By equa-

tion 3.3, when elements are added to 𝑃 = {𝑒 ∈ 𝜓}, the collision-free configuration

space 𝑄(𝑃 ) weakly decreases, causing SampleExtrusion and PlanMotion to be-
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Algorithm 3 Progression Algorithm
1: procedure Progression(𝑁,𝐺,𝐸,𝒬, 𝑞0;ℎ)
2: 𝑂 = [⟨0, ⟨|𝐸|, ℎ(𝑒)⟩, ⟨∅, 𝑞0⟩, 𝑒, [ ]⟩ for 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 if 𝑒 ∩𝐺 ̸= ∅]
3: while True do
4: 𝑖, ⟨𝑟, _⟩, ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒, 𝜋 ← pop(𝑂)
5: 𝑃 ′ ← 𝑃 ∪ {𝑒}
6: if not Stiff(𝐺,𝑃 ′) then
7: continue ◁ No successors
8: 𝜏𝑒 ← None
9: if ForwardCheck(𝐸,𝐺, 𝑃 ′; 𝑖) then ◁ Optional
10: 𝜏𝑒 ← SampleExtrusion(𝑒, 𝑃 ; 𝑖) ◁ Extrusion
11: if 𝜏𝑒 ̸= None then
12: 𝜏𝑡 ← PlanMotion(𝑞, 𝜏𝑒(0), 𝑃 ; 𝑖) ◁ Transit
13: if 𝜏𝑡 ̸= None then
14: 𝜋′ ← 𝜋 + [𝜏𝑡, 𝜏𝑒]
15: if 𝑃 ′ = 𝐸 then ◁ All printed
16: 𝜏𝑡 ← PlanMotion(𝜏𝑒(1), 𝑞0, 𝐸; 𝑖)
17: if 𝜏𝑡 ̸= None then
18: return 𝜋′ + [𝜏𝑡] ◁ Solution

𝑠′ ← ⟨𝑃 ′, 𝜏𝑒(1)⟩
19: for 𝑒′ ∈ (𝐸 ∖ 𝑃 ′) do
20: push(𝑂, ⟨0, ⟨𝑟 − 1, ℎ(𝑒′)⟩, 𝑠′, 𝑒′, 𝜋′⟩)
21: push(𝑂, ⟨𝑖+ 1, ⟨𝑟, ℎ(𝑒)⟩, ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒, 𝜋⟩) ◁ Persistence

come more constrained. In the worst case, 𝑃 may prevent some of the unprinted

elements𝐸∖𝑃 from admitting any safe extrusions. For example, Figure 3-3 demon-

strates that Progression becomes trapped in a dead end near the end of the horizon

because it printed the left tail of the Klein bottle (Figure 3-1) before the black diag-

onal element.

3.6.1 Forward checking for dead-end detection

In order to help Progression avoidmaking poor geometric decisions, we developed

a forward-checking (look ahead)Algorithm [HE80, Dec03] that is able to detect dead

ends earlier in the search. Intuitively, the robot must extrude every element in the

structure eventually. If there is ever an element that cannot be extruded given the

partially-extruded structure 𝑃 , then this state is a dead end. Thus, ForwardCheck

eagerly evaluates the viability of many successors. However, this acts oppositely to

deferred evaluation (Section 3.5.2), and thus achieves better dead-end detection at
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Figure 3-3: Left: The first state where Progression-EuclideanDist backtracks (black
elements are unprinted). Right: Regression-EuclideanDist finds a solution without
backtracking. In our structural figures, elements are colored by their index in a
planned extrusion sequence. Purple elements are printed first, red elements are
printed last, and black elements have yet to be printed.

the expense of worse computational overhead. As a compromise, we plan extrusion

trajectories for only the elements 𝑒 that can currently can be printed given 𝑃 , (i.e. 𝑒∩

𝑁𝑃 ̸= ∅). Intuitively, these elements are close in proximity to the printed structure

and thus are most likely to be affected by a proposed geometric decision.

Algorithm 4 displays the pseudocode for ForwardCheck. It maintain a global

cache of extrusion trajectories in order to reuse previously computed trajectories if

possible. Because ForwardCheck invokes SampleExtrusion, it cannot prove that a

search node is a dead end. Thus, ForwardCheck also uses the increasing sampling

timeout 𝑖 to search for longer extrusion trajectories. Figure 3-4 demonstrates an

instance where ForwardCheck detects, and thus avoids, a dead end early in the

search. The element with the pink sphere is the candidate element 𝑒 to be printed.

However, printing 𝑒 prevents the diagonal black element from being printable. As

a result, the search defers expanding 𝑒 at this time.

ForwardCheck performs a one-step look ahead to detect dead ends. However,
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Figure 3-4: Left: the first state where Progression-GraphDist backtracks (black ele-
ments are unprinted). Right: ForwardCheck detects that printing the element in-
dicated by the pink sphere prevents the diagonal black element from being safely
extrudable.

it might the case that while each element can be printed individually, a pair of el-

ements together cannot be printed. If so, ForwardCheck will not be able to detect

the dead end until much later in the search, such shown in Figure 3-5. Here, ex-

truding any black element prevents at least one other nearby element from being

safely printable. An arc-consistency look ahead that considers pairs [SF94] could

detect these cases at the expense of even greater expansion overhead.

Algorithm 4 Forward Checking Algorithm
1: procedure ForwardCheck(𝐸,𝐺, 𝑃 ; 𝑖)
2: cache← {𝑒 : [ ] for 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸} ◁ Global cache
3: for 𝑒 ∈ (𝐸 ∖ 𝑃 ) do
4: if 𝑒 ∩𝑁𝑃 = ∅ then ◁ Printable
5: continue
6: if any(Safe(𝜏𝑒, 𝑃 ) for 𝜏𝑒 ∈ cache[𝑒]) then
7: continue ◁ Reuse existing
8: 𝜏𝑒 ← SampleExtrusion(𝑒, 𝑃 ; 𝑖) ◁ Extrusion
9: if 𝜏𝑒 = None then
10: return False
11: cache[𝑒]← cache[𝑒] + [𝜏𝑒]

12: return True
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Figure 3-5: Left: the first state where ForwardCheck-GraphDist backtracks (black
elements are unprinted). Right: Regression-EuclideanDist finds a solution without
backtracking.

3.7 Regression

Regressionperforms a backward search from the goal state to the initial state [Nil14,

Wel94,McD91, GNT04]. Inmany planning domains, the goal conditions are under-

specified, and as a result, there are many goal states. Because of this, the initial

branching factor can be quite large. Furthermore, some goal states might not be

reachable from 𝑠0, creating more opportunities for dead-end branches [BG01]. Be-

cause extrusion planning has a single goal state 𝑠*, these problems are avoided.

Algorithm 5 displays the pseudocode for Regression. The key differences from

Progression in Algorithm 3 are that we negate −ℎ(𝑒) in order to expand elements

in the reverse order, the final extrusion configuration 𝜏𝑒(1) is the start of each tran-

sit motion planning problem, and trajectories [𝜏𝑒, 𝜏𝑡] are prepended to plan 𝜋. In

Appendix A.2 - theorem 3, we prove Regression is probabilistically complete.
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Algorithm 5 Regression Algorithm
1: procedure Regression(𝑁,𝐺,𝐸,𝒬, 𝑞0;ℎ)
2: 𝑂 = [⟨0, ⟨|𝐸|,−ℎ(𝑒)⟩, ⟨𝐸, 𝑞0⟩, 𝑒, [ ]⟩ for 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸]
3: while True do
4: 𝑖, ⟨𝑟, _⟩, ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒, 𝜋 ← pop(𝑂)
5: 𝑃 ′ ← 𝑃 ∖ {𝑒}
6: if not Stiff(𝐺,𝑃 ′) then
7: continue ◁ No successors
8: 𝜏𝑒 ← SampleExtrusion(𝑒, 𝑃 ′; 𝑖) ◁ Extrusion
9: if 𝜏𝑒 ̸= None then
10: 𝜏𝑡 ← PlanMotion(𝜏𝑒(1), 𝑞, 𝑃 ; 𝑖) ◁ Transit
11: if 𝜏𝑡 ̸= None then
12: 𝜋′ ← [𝜏𝑒, 𝜏𝑡] + 𝜋
13: if 𝑃 ′ = ∅ then ◁ All printed
14: 𝜏𝑡 ← PlanMotion(𝑞0, 𝜏𝑒(0); ∅, 𝑖)
15: if 𝜏𝑡 ̸= None then
16: return [𝜏𝑡] + 𝜋′ ◁ Solution

𝑠′ ← ⟨𝑃 ′, 𝜏𝑒(0)⟩
17: for 𝑒′ ∈ 𝑃 ′ do
18: push(𝑂, ⟨0, ⟨𝑟 − 1,−ℎ(𝑒′)⟩, 𝑠′, 𝑒′, 𝜋′⟩)
19: push(𝑂, ⟨𝑖+ 1, ⟨𝑟,−ℎ(𝑒)⟩, ⟨𝑃, 𝑞⟩, 𝑒, 𝜋⟩) ◁ Persistence

Figure 3-6: From left to right: 1) the unassigned substructure at the first state where
Regression-Random backtracks. 2) the first state where Regression-EuclideanDist
backtracks. The element deflection is colored from white to pink. The five most de-
formed nodes are red and their translational displacements are annotated in me-
ters 3) the first statewhereRegression-GraphDist backtracks 4)Regression-StiffPlan
finds a solution without backtracking.

3.7.1 Geometric constraints

Regression can be seen as deconstructing the structure by sequentially removing ele-

ments. From equation 3.3, removing an element weakly increases the collision-free

configuration space 𝑄(𝑃 ). Thus, the robot is the most geometrically constrained

at the beginning of the search, limiting which elements can be initially extruded.
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As a result, Regression’s options with respect to geometry increase as the search

advances, preventing it from being trapped in a geometric dead end. To motivate

using backward search to efficiently satisfy geometric constraints, we analyze a sim-

plified geometry-only version of the extrusion problem that both omits stiffness and

transit constraints as well as assumes a given set of possible extrusion trajectories

𝑇 . Given these simplifications, extrusion planning simply requires identifying a

totally-ordered subset of 𝑇 that extrudes each element exactly once. We consider a

modified version of Regression in Algorithm 5 for extrusion-only problems. Triv-

ially, for all inputs, let Stiff(𝐺,𝑃 ) = True and PlanMotion(𝑞, 𝑞′, 𝑃 ; 𝑖) = [𝑞, 𝑞′]. Ad-

ditionally, SampleExtrusion(𝑒, 𝑃 ; 𝑖) = sample({𝜏𝑒 ∈ 𝑇 | Safe(𝜏𝑒, 𝑃 )}) arbitrarily selects

a safe trajectory 𝜏𝑒 ∈ 𝑇 for element 𝑒 if one exists. Otherwise, sample returnsNone.

Under these conditions, Regression will solve feasible problem instances in poly-

nomial time (see theorem 1 in Appendix A.1).

3.7.2 Stiffness constraints

Although Regression makes geometric planning easier, it increases the difficulty

of satisfying the stiffness constraint. At the beginning of the backward search,

there are many elements that can be removed without violating the stiffness con-

straint. However, later in the backward search (closer to the structure’s supports),

there are fewer opportunities for supporting the structure, making the searchmore

likely to arrive at a dead end caused by stiffness. Figure 3-6 image 1) shows the

remaining-to-be-printed structure at the first dead end encountered by Regression-

Stiffness. As can be seen, arbitrarily removing elements sparcifies the structure and

reduces its structural integrity. To combat this, we use the heuristic tiebreakers in

Section 3.5.3 to bias the search to remain stiff.

To understand the impact of these tiebreakers, we experimented on the extru-

sion problems in Section 3.8, comparing the success rate of the Progression and

Regression algorithms when only the stiffness constraint is active (i.e. ignoring the

robot). For Progression, this is equivalent to PlanStiffness in Section 3.5.3.3. We
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performed 6 trials per algorithm, heuristic, and problem. Each trial had a 5 minute

timeout. Figure 3-7 displays the success rate of each algorithm. Progression was

able to find an extrusion sequence for all problems, regardless of the heuristic. Re-

gression failed around 40% of the time when randomly breaking ties. However,

Regression was able to solve all problems when using the StiffPlan heuristic; al-

though, this is not surprising given that StiffPlan explicitly uses a stiff plan. The Eu-

clideanDist and GraphDist heuristics perform quite well but still have failure cases,

such as in Figure 3-6. There, both heuristics prioritize removing the top of the

structure, which is designed to provide tensile forces to hold the cantilevered el-

ements [Lee18], causing the red vertices to deform significantly.

3.8 Results

Figure 3-7: Left: the success rate of each algorithm (except ForwardCheck) and
heuristic pair subject to only the stiffness constraint. Center: the success rate of each
algorithm and heuristic pair. Right: the average runtime in seconds of each algo-
rithm and heuristic pair with a timeout of 1 hour (3600 seconds).

We experimented on 41 extrusion problems with up to 909 elements (the duck

problem in Figure 3-1). See the extended manuscript1, for a picture of each prob-

lem. We experimented using all combinations of our 3 algorithms (Progression,

ForwardCheck, andRegression) and 4heuristics (Random, EuclideanDist,GraphDist,

and StiffPlan). We performed 4 trials per algorithm, heuristic, and problem, each

with a 1 hour timeout. We used PyBullet [Cou15, CB16] for collision checking, for-

ward kinematics, and rendering. Because each element can only be in one pose,

we preprocess the structure by computing a single, static axis-aligned bounding
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box (AABB) bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) [Eri04, KIS+12] for use during

broadphase collision detection with each robot link. We implemented PlanMo-

tionusingRRT-Connect [KJL00], SampleIK using IKFast, an analytical inverse kine-

matics solver [Dia10], and PlanConstrained using Randomized Gradient Descent

(RGD)[YG07, Sti10]. See https://github.com/caelan/pb-construction for im-

plementations of our algorithms. All the tested problem instances are available at

https://github.com/yijiangh/assembly_instances.

Figures B-1, B-2, and B-3 display the extrusion problems that we considered.

For each problem, we ran one trial of Regression+StiffPlan and recorded the extru-

sion sequence it produced. For successful trials, elements are colored by their index

in a extrusion sequence, where purple elements are printed first and red elements

are printed last. All elements in the structure are black an unsuccessful trial. Some

problems are the result of a linear transformation, such as a rotation or scaling, ap-

plied to the same original frame structure. Other problems are discretized version

of the same object but with varying degrees of topological complexity.

Figure 3-7 displays the success rate (Center) and the average runtime (Right)

for each algorithm. We assign a runtime of 1 hour for trials that failed to find a

solution. The EuclideanDist, GraphDist, and StiffPlan heuristics outperform Random,

regardless of the algorithm. The improved performance for both Progression and

Regression indicates that the heuristics provide both stiffness and geometric guid-

ance. ForwardCheck is able to solve more problems than Progression, indicating

that it is able to avoid some dead ends. However, ultimately Regression performed

the best in terms of both success rate and runtime. The best performing heuristic

was StiffPlan followed closely by theEuclideanDist. Our best-performing algorithms

are able to solve around 92% of the problems and have an average runtime of about

15 minutes. Figure 3-8 displays the runtime of each trial per problem size when

each algorithm uses the EuclideanDist heuristic. Although ForwardCheck is able

to solve more problems than Progression, it comes at the expense of longer run-

times.

We experimented on two extrusion problems considered by Choreo [HGM18].
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Figure 3-8: The runtime of each algorithm when using the EuclideanDist heuristic.
The x-axis ticks denote the distribution of problem sizes.

Choreo solves the “3D Voronoi” and “Topopt beam (small)” problems in 4025

and 3599 seconds whereas Regression-EuclideanDist solves the problems in 742

and 2032 seconds. Our planner outperforms Choreo despite the fact that Choreo

had access to additional, human-specified information (Section 3.2). We validated

our approach on three real-world extrusion problems. See https://youtu.be/

RsBzc7bEdQg for a video of our robot extruding each structure. The largest of the

three is the Klein bottle (Figure 3-1), which took about 10 minutes to plan for and

6 hours to print.

3.9 Conclusion

We investigated 3D extrusion planning using a robot manipulator. Here, structural

constraints are often at odds with geometric constraints. Our algorithmic insight

was to use backward search to plan geometrically feasible trajectories and to use

forward reasoning as a heuristic that guides the search through structurally-sound

states. Future work involves extending our approach to general-purpose construc-

tion tasks.
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Chapter 4

Unified sequence and motion

planning for robotic additive

construction of bar structures

In this chapter, we generalize the planning algorithms that we developed in the last

chapter on extrusion planning to demonstrate how to solve a variety of additive

assembly planning problems using the same search strategy. As a result, we obtain

a unified approach for modeling and solving sequence and motion planning for

generic robotic assembly problems that involve a repetitive robotic action pattern 1.

4.1 Introduction

Robotics-based fabrication promises to substantially improve construction in the

built environment, offering benefits such as speed, quality,material efficiency, worker

safety, and eventually cost reduction. In addition, robotic additive construction

opens up new fabrication possibilities beyond automating manual processes, lead-

ing to an expansion of design possibilities and formal expressions. Recent years

have started to see these decades-old promises finally come to fruition, primarily

in the form of impressive prototypes, proofs-of-concept, and demonstrator projects
1A version of this chapter has been published in [HGT+21].
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at the "pavilion" scale, showcasing the potential of robotic fabrication and assem-

bly in architecture. However, key challenges still remain to be tackled before the

impact of these technologies are broadly felt on real construction sites. This paper

addresses one such challenge: automatedmethods for planning and programming

the robotic systems thatwill assemble building systems. In particular, this paper fo-

cuses on a broad class of building structures, bar structures, which are composed of

discrete linear elements and used broadly and in great variety in the built environ-

ment. Trusses, frames, and more complex structural hierarchies involving beams

and columns are all examples of bar structures, and can use a range of materials

such as metals, timber, precast concrete, plastics, etc.

3D bar structures can have complex geometries and topologies, for reasons re-

lated to aesthetics, structural efficiency, material availability, or site constraints. Be-

cause of this complexity, robotic assembly, i.e. using industrial robotic arms to pick

and place structural elements, is an attractive construction approach due to the dex-

terity and geometric range of industrial robots; there is the potential to precisely

and efficiently construct highly tuned structures designed in response to a range

of priorities and constraints. However, because of this design complexity, the chal-

lenge of robotically assembling such structures is high, and one can not typically

fall back on rules of thumb or previous solutions [EGK17, SAE+16]. Previous work

has demonstrated great potential for additive construction of bar structures using

robots with many degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) [GMW14, WKB+16], but also sig-

nificant hurdles: planning the sequence and motion of these robots must simulta-

neously account for collision avoidance in dense bar networks and structural stiff-

ness during construction. These computational challenges, coming from both the

high DOFs of the machine and the large-scale structural behavior of the partially

constructed structures, distinguish robotic additive construction from other layer-

based additive manufacturing techniques. While transitioning between a volumet-

ric digital design model and machine code for a 3-axis gantry machine is relatively

straightforward, searching for a feasible construction sequence and trajectories for

robotic arms is much less obvious, and thus requires a different planning strategy
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and new design methodologies.

Recent previous research has proposed scalable planning algorithms to address

these constraints in the context of robotic spatial extrusion [GHLPM20], finally em-

powering solutions to large robotic planning problems without the use of human

intervention. However, more generalized assembly planning for additively assem-

bled structures has not been addressed.

In this paper, we generalize previous work on extrusion planning [GHLPM20]

to demonstrate how to solve a variety of additive assembly planning problems us-

ing the same search strategy. In particular, we use the concepts of an action template

and plan skeleton, which together describe a sequence of robot’smotion primitives in

these two different applications. Formalizing additive construction methods such

as extrusion and assembly planning through the lens of a plan skeleton allows us

to use the same planning algorithm to solve a range of construction problems ef-

ficiently, improving automation of additive construction planning in general. We

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through simulation and real-world

construction examples.

4.2 Related work

Automating the construction of bespoke, irregular bar structures usingprogrammable

robots has been studied in the rapidly advancing field of architectural robotics in

the past two decades, specifically due to a robot’s capacity for performing pre-

cise spatial movements. Spatial extrusion and robotic assembly are the two main

types of methods that use a robot to directly distribute (by extruding or position-

ing) individual, often standardized linear elements in positions designated by the

structure’s design. Existing pilot studies have demonstrated the great potential

of deploying this technology to the scale of a building [EGK17, HL14, HWT+15,

TAH+18], allowing both formal variations [SRJG17, YMYZ16] and structural ef-

ficiency [SAE+16, TMG+18]. However, much of this early work adopts a trial-

and-error method for planning, by manually conjecturing a construction sequence
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and end effector workspace poses for the robot. Software packages exist to sup-

port these methods by performing point-wise kinematics checks [BBC11, Sch12] or

configuration-to-configuration motion planning [GPR+18, SC18]. However, these

tools currently require a sub-optimal manual planning process because they can-

not reason about the construction sequence and trajectories simultaneously. This

manual requirement limited earlywork to bar structureswith repetitive topological

patterns.

Several sequence andmotion planning algorithms have been proposed to robot-

ically extrude bar structures with arbitrary geometry and topologies. Early work in

this direction addressed planning for a free-flying hotend end effector [HZH+16,

WPGM16, YHL+16]. By rigidly committing to a partial ordering on the construc-

tion sequence, these algorithms are incomplete. Gelber et al [GHB18] presented a

complete forward search algorithm for a 3-axis 3D printer that constrains the defor-

mation of the structure but does not address higher-DOF systems. Choreo was the

first extrusion planning system that uses a robotmanipulator tomake robotic extru-

sion planning for arbitrary topologies possible [HGM18]. However, Choreo sep-

arates the extrusion planning into separate sequence and transit planning phases,

which can prevent the discovery of a feasible solution in certain cases. Additionally,

to make the sequence planning tractable, Choreo requires a user-specified ordering

on elements to guide the search algorithm.

In most prior work in robotic assembly, the construction of bar structures has

also followed a layer-based approach, simplifying particularly the sequence plan-

ning and reachability challenge such that it can be intuitively solved [AKGK16].

Recent projects have demonstrated robotic assembly for more complex geometries

[SAE+16, HKK+17], but motion planning has remained a key challenge, addressed

by pre-defining the robot’s path through a trial and error process. To construct

large-scale differentiated space-frame structures, recent research has focused on

integrating motion planning and sequence definition into the design process. One

approach to addressing the duality of sequence- and motion-planning is to define

the sequence of a spatial assembly simultaneously with the geometry generation,
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within the design process. Parascho et al. [PKC+18] propose a constructive system

relying on tetrahedral configurations, which, if assembled in the order that the bars

are generated, provides local structural stability and support during construction.

While this method removes the sequencing challenge from the fabrication process,

it still relies on motion planning algorithms to identify collision-free trajectories,

which are not guaranteed to be readily found. In order to find such trajectories, a

trial-and-error process was needed to iterate through multiple design possibilities

that alter both the sequence and the geometry, making the design and planning

process very time-consuming.

In the robotic planning literature, task and motion planning (TAMP) involves

planning both high-level objectives as well as low-level robot motions required to

complete amulti-stepmanipulation [GLPK18b, SFR+14, Tou15]. For extrusion and

assembly problems, the high-level decisions involve the construction sequence, and

the low-level motions are the trajectories for motion primitives, like extrusion, pick,

place, transit and transfer. Although TAMP includes a much broader class of prob-

lems than extrusion and assembly for construction, a key challenge in extrusion

and assembly problems is that they often require manipulatingmanymore objects,

which, as a result, leads to substantially longer planning horizons. Solutions to

most TAMP benchmarks involve fewer than 30 high-level actions while many con-

struction problems may require assembling several hundreds of elements [Lag16].

Readers are referred to Garrett et al. [GCH+21] for an extensive review of the work

in this area.

Some notable works consider construction sequencing with a structural stabil-

ity constraint but in the absence of a robot manipulator. Beyeler et al. [BBW15]

proposed a backward search algorithm to find stable deconstruction sequences of

masonry structures. Deuss et al. [DPW+14] presented a divide-and-conquer al-

gorithm to compute cable-assisted, self-supporting construction sequences for ma-

sonry structures. Connecting such approaches with robotic assembly constraints

is more challenging algorithmically but necessary to support automated robotic

assembly planning. The research goal of this paper’s work is to build upon exist-
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ing material systems and knowledge from the architectural robotics literature and

algorithmic insights from the robotic planning literature, to develop generalized

planning algorithms that automate the tedious task of programming robots to ad-

ditively construct various bar structures.

4.3 Robotic additive construction

In this work, we provide a unified formulation of robot-enabled additive construc-

tion. Although we focus on spatially extruded systems and bar assembled sys-

tems, our framework can be applied to other additive construction tasks if an ap-

propriate set of primitives are specified. This formulation allows us to describe and

solve problems involving different kinds of systems using the same high-level algo-

rithms. In this section, we show that, at a high-level, the same constraints are in play

during both extrusion and assembly. Because of this, we only need to implement

several manipulation-specific motion primitives to plan in different construction

settings. We first describe two types of constraints: structural (Section 4.3.2) and

robot-involved geometric constraints (Section 4.3.3). We use the concepts of action

templates and plan skeletons as modeling abstractions that represent motion prim-

itives in different applications. Then, we develop planning algorithms that are able

to find feasible construction and robotic motion plans for any plan skeleton, which

in turn results in a plan for the underlying bar structure construction task (Section

4.4).

4.3.1 Bar systems

A bar system can be described as a collection of 𝑛 linear elements 𝐸. Each linear

element corresponds to a bar. Each element can be connected to one or more other

elements. In spatial extrusion, these linear elements are solid plastic cylinders and

are connected exactly at the endpoint of the linear element (Fig. 4-1-left). At the

connection point, an extra sphere of extruded plastic is applied to form a ball joint-

like connection among elements after solidification. In bar assembly, elements can
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be connected anywhere along the boundary of the element (Fig. 4-1-right). In this

case, extra adhesive material is applied between elements to form a rigid connec-

tion, such as welding metals, glue, etc. We assume that the connectors can transfer

moment and torsional load to give the partially constructed structure the ability to

cantilever, which is a reasonable assumption given the rotational stiffness of these

joints. We assume that the robot does not exert additional external forces on the

structure, and thus each partial structure only experiences forces induced by self-

weight. Because of this, structural constraints only involve the partial construction,

but geometric constraints involve the interaction between the robot and the struc-

ture it is building.

Figure 4-1: Connection examples between bar elements; left: two extruded plas-
tic bars are connected exactly at their shared end point [GHLPM20]; right: Point-
welded connections between steel bars [Par19].

For a bar system, we define a construction sequence to be an ordering of the ele-

ments that dictates the sequence forwhich they added to the structure. In the scope

of this work, elements are not allowed to be removed and later re-introduced once

they are placed. Furthermore, we do not allow extra scaffolding elements to be

introduced. We call such a construction process a monotonic additive construction

process because the structure only grows over time.

A construction sequence is valid if every partial structure along the sequence

satisfies both the structural constraints that limit the deformation of the partial con-

struction and the geometric constraints induced by the behavior of the robotic ma-

nipulator. Such geometric constraints ensure that the robot stays collision-free with
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the partial construction, as well as restricting its trajectory to follow certain motion

primitives.

In the following sections, we will describe the details of the structural con-

straints and robotic geometric constraints. We shall see that through the lens of

action templates and plan skeletons, we can unify the treatment of both extrusion

and assembly planning under the same framework, and reduce their implementa-

tion as a switchable module in our general backward state-space search algorithm.

4.3.2 Structural constraints

In this paper, we focus on deformation-based stiffness constraints as the key struc-

tural criterion. A stiffness constraint requires that a partially constructed struc-

ture’s maximal nodal deformation is below a given tolerance. Each bar element

experiences a self-weight load due to gravity, which causes the structure to bend.

Excessive deformation is undesirable since it leads to connection failures for sub-

sequently constructed elements. The deformation of all nodes is calculated us-

ing a first-order linear elastic finite element analysis (FEA) of a 3D frame struc-

ture [MGZ99], and the norm of the 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 translational deflections at each node is

compared to a maximum permitted tolerance. For extruded structures, the central

axes of the extruded elements are directly used as linear beam elements. For as-

sembled structures, there are two types of structural members, both modeled with

linear beam elements: (1) bars which represent the rods and (2) connectors which

represent the welded or glued connection between two bars [Par19].

4.3.3 Geometric constraints

The second key type of constraint involves the geometric interaction between the

robot, the environment, and each partially constructed structure. First, the robot

must always respect common motion constraints such as staying within its joint

limits as well as avoiding collisions with itself, the environment, and the currently

assembled elements. In addition, different types of motion primitives impose ad-
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ditional task-space constraints on the robot. In this section, wewill examine several

motion primitives and discuss the constraints they induce in extrusion and assem-

bly problems.

We introduce the following terminology to discuss different motion primitives

using the same language. Let action template be a parameterized robot skill that

describes a type of robot motion. Additionally, let a plan skeleton be a sequence of

action templates [GCH+21]. For extrusion and assembly, each plan has a corre-

sponding plan skeleton that follows a known repetitive pattern and has a known

fixed length. Through formalizing the robot’s skill primitives and corresponding

action templates, we identify constraints for different primitives and unify our al-

gorithmic treatment of both extrusion and assembly planning.

In an extrusion process, the robot only has two skill primitives: extrude and

transit. The robot alternates between performing extrude primitives, where the

robot is extruding material, and transit primitives, where the robot is moving to

another element instead of extruding. The plan skeleton for extrusion is an al-

ternating sequence of the transit and extrude templates (Fig. 4-2 -left). Detailed

descriptions of the constraints involved in these action templates and the primitive

planners involved can be found in Garrett et al. [GHLPM20].

In an assembly process, the robot repetitively performs the following four skill

primitives in order: (1) transit, (2) pick, (3) transfer, and (4) place. Unlike extrusion,

where materials are distributed directly out of the hotend end effector, assembly

involves re-positioning ready-made elements. Typically, the elements are initially

placed on a material rack and must be picked up; however, in some applications,

a human operator instead manually lifts and positions new elements in the robot’s

gripper. The pick and place primitives attach and detach the element, and the tran-

sit and transfer primitives move between each pick and place. The pick and place

primitives both have two sub-procedures, approach and retreat, which move the

robot in and out of contact with the element being manipulated.
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Figure 4-2: The plan skeleton for extrusion (left) and assembly (right). On each
iteration 𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛} of the plan skeleton, a new element 𝑒(𝑖) ∈ 𝐸 is constructed
where 𝑒(𝑖) is selected by a planner.
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In a pick primitive, the robot approaches an element on the material rack (pick-

approach in Fig. 4-3), grasps it, and moves it out of contact with the rack (pick-

retreat in Fig. 4-3). The parameters for the pick action template include: (1) the

partial structure 𝑃 that specifies the elements that the robot must not collide with,

(2) the element 𝑒 being picked up, (3) a grasp pose 𝑔 that describes the relative

transformation between the robot’s end effector and the element when attached,

and (4) a pick trajectory 𝜏pick−𝑒, which is the concatenation of the pick-approach

and pick-retreat trajectories.

In a place primitive, the robot inserts the element into the structure (place-approach

in Fig. 4-3), detaches it, andmoves out of contact with the structure (place-retreat in

Fig. 4-3). Because the held element during an insertion motion is in the close vicin-

ity of the assembled elements, the place-approachmotion usually requires the path

of the grasped element to involve both translation and rotation. In contrast, the

place-retreat motion is often just a translational motion that moves the end effector

out of contact with the element after detachment. With the exception of the place

trajectory parameter 𝜏place−𝑒, the place action template shares the same parameter

values as its corresponding pick action template, including the partial structure 𝑃 ,

the element 𝑒, and the grasp pose 𝑔.

The robotmoves between two configurations using the transit and transfer prim-

itives. In a transit primitive, the robot’s end effector is empty. However, in a trans-

fer primitive, the robot is grasping an element at the relative pose specified by the

grasp pose parameter 𝑔 of the adjacent pick and place action templates. Transfer

primitives impose two additional constraints that (1) the grasped element remains

rigidly attached to the robot’s end effector and (2) the grasped element does not

collide with the robot nor the currently built structure. As a result, the grasped

element can be seen as a temporary component of the robot, and because it only

increases the volume occupied by the robot, it decreases the collision-free configu-

ration space of the robot. The transit action template’s parameters include (1) the

partial structure 𝑃 , (2) the place trajectory 𝜏place−𝑒′ from the previous construction

step, (3) the pick trajectory 𝜏pick−𝑒 from the current construction step, and (4) a tran-
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Figure 4-3: Motion primitives for assembling a single bar element.

sit trajectory 𝜏transit−𝑒. The transfer action template’s parameters are (1) the partial

structure 𝑃 , (2) the grasped element 𝑒, (3) the grasp pose 𝑔, (4) the current pick

trajectory 𝜏pick−𝑒, (5) the current place trajectory 𝜏place−𝑒, and (6) a transfer trajectory

𝜏transfer−𝑒.

The plan skeleton for assembly is a repeating sequence of the four action tem-

plates in order: transit, pick, transfer, and place (Fig. 4-2-right). Within each iter-

ation, a planner must select the partial construction 𝑃 , assembled element 𝑒, and

grasp pose 𝑔 as well as valid robot trajectories. Similar to extrusion, because of pa-

rameter dependence, although the transit and transfer action templates come before

pick and place in the plan skeleton, their parameters are determined later during

planning.

Transit and transfer primitives can be implemented using any standard motion

planner, such as the rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm [LaV98]. Ad-

ditionally, any constrained motion planner can be used to find collision-free paths

for the pick and place primitives [BSK11, KMK19b, Sti10].
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4.4 Planning for robotic construction

In Section 4.3, we observed that both extrusion and assembly require a planner to

(1) find a structurally feasible construction sequence for the bar elements and (2)

compute robotic motions for the corresponding action primitives while construct-

ing each element. In this section, we will describe state-space planning algorithms

for additive robotic construction. Additionally, we will describe why searching

backward helps the algorithmavoid geometric deadends, which improves the plan-

ner’s performance. Finally, we will explain the impact of different search heuristics

on a planner’s performance.

One common planning strategy is to hierarchically decompose (1) selecting the

construction sequence and (2) planning robot motions into two separate sequen-

tial planning problems [HGM18]. In this strategy, the robot is not considered at

all when planning the construction sequence in step (1), and the construction se-

quence is fixed when planning robot motions in step (2). However, excluding geo-

metric constraints from the construction sequence planning can often lead to con-

struction sequences that are infeasible for a robot to construct, causing the planner

to fail [HGM18]. Instead, by jointly planning the construction sequence and robot

motions, we can develop planning algorithms that are complete, i.e. are guaranteed

to find a correct solution if one exists.

4.4.1 State-space planning algorithms

State-space planning algorithms search over possible sequences of world states.

Here, a state represents the status of a step in the construction process. A state

includes (1) the partially constructed structure (2) the robot’s current configura-

tion, and (3) any values pertaining to active constraints imposed by the current

motion primitive, such as the constant orientation of the end effector for extrude

motions and the rigid grasp pose of an element for transfer motions. Because both

the discrete constructed structure and the continuous robot configuration are simul-

taneously parts of the state, the state is hybrid. Furthermore, the set of possible
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states is infinitely large, whereas the set of states when only considering sequenc-

ing is finite.

A state-space planning algorithm can either search forward in time starting from

the initial state or backward in time from a goal state. In the context of construction,

a forward search starts from the unbuilt structure and sequentially adds elements.

Thus, it can be seen as exploring different ways of constructing the structure. In

contrast, a backward search starts from the completed structure and sequentially

removes elements, thus deconstructing the structure. Wediscuss the trade-offswhen

moving forward versus backward in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.2 Backward search

Forward search is themost intuitiveway to search because it mimics howplanswill

be executed in the real world. However, our previous work on robotic extrusion

planning found that forward search encounters many dead ends, states that do not

lead to any plan, due to geometric constraints [GHLPM20]. For example, a state

in the forward search might have the outer layer of the structure constructed with

the interior remaining. Because the outer layer prevents the robot from reaching

any element in the interior without colliding, the search cannot progress from this

state. However, in a backward search, elements are removed instead of added, so

the search could instead peel-off the exterior in order to reach the interior. As a

result, we found that searching backward can significantly reduce the number of

states explored to find a plan and thus dramatically reduce the computation time.

Fig. 4-4 illustrates an example of how the backward state-space search algo-

rithm operates. The backward search starts from the completed structure state at

the top rectangle (Fig. 4-4-a) and works its way downward towards the initial un-

built state at the bottom (Fig. 4-4-d) through intermediate partially constructed

states, which are circles. The partially constructed structure 𝑃 is illustrated right

next to each state. Every time the algorithm selects the next element to remove, it

must evaluate the new partial construction’s structural feasibility (Fig. 4-4-b) as
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well as geometric constructability (Fig. 4-4-c). Specifically, it is geometrically con-

structable if the motion primitive planners for the action templates in Section 4.3.3

succeed in finding trajectories. To proceed towards the next state, the algorithm

must choose an element among the candidate elements that have not yet been re-

moved, according to a ordering induced by the heurstic function ℎ(𝑒) (illustrated

as a normalized number 0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 1 next to each transition arrow between states

in Fig. 4-4). If there is no feasible successor state, the algorithm encounters a dead

end, and it will backtrack to the previous state, undoing the previous deconstruction

action, to explore other options from there.

Figure 4-4: An example search tree for our backward state-space search algorithm.

We visualize the behavior of the backward search algorithm through the flow

chart in Fig. 4-5. We use a priority queue to sort states according to the pair

(|𝑃 |, ℎ(𝑒)), which consists of the number of remaining elements and a heuristic
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value ℎ(𝑒) defined on element 𝑒. The priority queue is sorted in an ascending order

by first considering element with lower |𝑃 | and ℎ(𝑒) values. Minimizing the num-

ber of remaining elements results in a greedy search that attempts to complete the

plan as quickly as possible, akin to a depth-first search. At the start of each itera-

tion, the element with the lowest number of remaining elements is popped, where

the heuristic value ℎ(𝑒) is a tie-breaker. This ensures that the search always prefers

progressing towards removingmore elements. The yellow-shaded diamond box in

Fig. 4-5 signifies the structural constraint evaluation. The blue- and green-shaded

diamond boxes correspond to the geometric constraint evaluations for extrusion

and assembly. Both constraint evaluations are computationally expensive, because

they rely on physical simulation and primitive-specific motion planning. Thus, the

total efficiency of the algorithm depends on the number of states that are visited

and checked, which can grow enormously if the search encounters dead ends.

Following this principle, the proposed backward search algorithmhas its search

direction designed to address geometric constraints, and its heuristic function tai-

lored for the structural constraints. For the geometric constraints, removing an el-

ement increases the collision-free configuration space of the robot, since there are

fewer collision bodies in the workspace. Thus, the robot is most geometrically con-

strained at the beginning of the backward search, limiting which elements can be

initially constructed.

Although backward search makes geometric planning easier, it comes at the

expense of making the structural constraints more difficult to satisfy. At the be-

ginning of a backward search, there are many elements that can be prematurely

removed without violating the structural constraints. However, as the search pro-

gresses, there are fewer options for supporting the structure, making the search

more likely to reach a structural dead end. Thus, we propose a heuristic function

that can bias the search to adhere to a structurally feasible construction sequence

as much as possible while still satisfying the robot-related geometric constraints.
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Figure 4-5: A flowchart describing our backward state-space search algorithm.
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One intuitive heuristic is to remove elements based on their distance to the

ground, where elements farther away from the ground are removed first. This

heuristic is motivated by human builders’ common construction practices. When

building self-supporting structures, builders typically construct elements in a layer-

by-layer fashion, in an order opposing gravity. This strategy originates from the

physical reasoning that elements that are lower in the layer contribute to support

the elements above them. Such heuristic functions can be seen as applying "soft"

partial ordering constraints that steer the search. If the heuristic guides the search

into a dead end, the algorithm will simply backtrack to previous states, thus pre-

serving completeness. This is in contrast to the hard partial-ordering constraints

used in prior work [HZH+16, WPGM16, HGM18].

Although effective in many practical situations, this distance-based heuristic

might still lead to unnecessary state explorations in some special cases, such as

when a structure is hung from the ceiling. To overcome some of these disadvan-

tages, we propose a heuristic that directly takes into account the structural con-

straints. This heuristic performs a forward search for a valid construction sequence

considering only structural constraints (i.e. ignoring the robot) that is then used to

bias the overall backward search to remain as close as possible to this construction

sequence. More precisely, it precomputes a valid construction sequence 𝑆 using

a greedy forward search and returns the negated index 𝑖 of element 𝑒 in the se-

quence. Namely, if 𝑆[𝑖] = 𝑒 then its heuristic value ℎ(𝑒) = −𝑖 (recall that an ele-

ment with lower heurstic value will be removed first). Previous work has showed

that this heuristic (StiffPlan) outperforms the distance-based heuristic (Euclidean-

Dist) [GHLPM20].

4.5 Case studies

This section presents case studies of applying our planning algorithm to various ex-

trusion and assembly problems. We present results demonstrating assembly plan-

ning for a 7-DOF robot system, with an IRB 4600 robot mounted on a 4-meter-long
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ABB IRBT 4004 linear track (Section 4.5.1). A summary of these assembly case

studies can be found in Table 4.1. More extensive studies on extrusion problems

can be found in previous publication [GHLPM20].

Design name # Elements Connection
type

Deformation
tolerance (mm)

Dimensions
(m)

Planning
time (min)

Short Arch
Fig. 4-10-row 1 39 double-tangent 5 1.1 x 2.5 x 1.4 2.6

Tall Arch
Fig. 4-10-row 2 42 double-tangent 3 0.9 x 1.7 x 1.4 5.3

Column
Fig. 4-10-row 3 39 double-tangent 5 1.0 x 2.7 x 1.3 3.3

Hydra
Fig. 4-10-row 4 42 double-tangent 5 1.0 x 1.8 x 1.5 5.2

TopOpt Vault
(assembly, Fig. 4-11-left) 68 ball joint 3 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 6.7

TopOpt Vault
(extrusion, Fig. 4-11-right) 76 ball joint 1.5 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.35 4.4

Table 4.1: Overview of the assembly case studies for our additive construction
method. The planning time results are for a consumer-grade laptop.

We implemented transit and transfer primitives using RRT-Connect [KJL00].

We used IKFast, an analytical inverse kinematic solver, to initialize the extrude,

pick, andplace primitives [Dia10] andRandomizedGradientDescent [Sti10, YG07]

to plan full paths. We use PyBullet [Cou15] for collision checking, forward kine-

matics, and visualization during motion planning. An open-source Python imple-

mentation of our algorithm is available at https://github.com/yijiangh/coop_

assembly.

4.5.1 Assembling double tangent bar systems

Spatial structures made of bar elements are particularly efficient solutions for span-

ning structures. We therefore focused on designs that showcase the advantages of

spatial structures through their structural potential. Traditionally, space-frames are

designed as a layer-based system with a regular grid of diagonals between hori-

zontal elements. By utilizing robotic assembly, we can free up the design of space

frames to allow for different geometric configurations that may result in free-form

shapes.
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Among the six case studies tested in this paper, we chose to physically demon-

strate our methodwith the construction of an arched truss (called Short Arch here),

consisting of 39 elements, to address a multitude of challenges that are inherent to

the robotic assembly of spatial structures. An arching geometry presents a partic-

ularly challenging structural case, due to the different support conditions during

and after construction. Traditionally, arches are built from both supports inwards

as cantilevering structures (or using additional support) until they are connected

in the middle to form a self-stable structure with two supports. Other assembly

sequences are possible, but will strongly influence the structural behavior during

construction and might lead to either the necessity of temporary supports or over-

sizing of the members to ensure structural integrity at every step of assembly. As

a result, the assembly sequence plays a particularly crucial role in the stable con-

struction of arching structures.

The ShortArch - alongwith the Tall Arch, Column, andHydra designs - uses the

double-tangent system proposed in Parascho et al. [PKC+18] and is based on reg-

ular tetrahedra (Fig. 4-6). This system presents a number of geometric constraints

that need to be fulfilled (each bar needs to be connected to the structure in at least

two points at every end) and results in complex nodes where only two elements

connect at any single point. The bars’ double tangent connections often necessitate

a rotational insertionmovement by the robot arm to avoid collisions, making it par-

ticularly difficult for the planning of the place motion primitive. As such, we chose

to test the proposed construction planning algorithm on a design that combines the

sequence challenges resulting from structural stability and robotic reachability.

4.5.1.1 Short Arch prototype

If a purely geometric planning process were used (e.g. robot only, not consider-

ing structural behavior), the structure would accordingly have been constructed

from one support towards the other, following a pre-defined sequence ensuring

local stability of the tetrahedra. However, the cantilevering of the entire structure

before reaching the second support would result in large deformations and poten-
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Figure 4-6: Short Arch; left: the completed structure; right: a detailed view of a
joint.

tial connection failures. By using our planner, a custom sequence could be found

which follows the construction practice of the arch-like structure from both sup-

ports. While this sequence is not optimal with regards to structural mechanics, it

does provide a compromise that ensures structural stiffness and, at the same time,

enables the required complex collision-free insertion trajectories to be found.

The generated construction plan for the Short Arch was tested in a physical pro-

totype using the robotic setup described above (as shown in Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7).

We constructed the ShortArch structure at a one-to-one-scale using 3/4-inch Sched-

ule 40 (26-mm diameter) PVC pipes joined by epoxy putty (material descriptions

given in Table 4.2). The four bottom-most bars of the structure were affixed to

wooden blocks connected to a plywood base, according to the structural modeling

of these elements as rigid fixities.

Material Details

PVC Pipe
Diameter: 26 mm
Wall Thickness: 2.9mm
Length: 629-945mm

Epoxy Putty Oatey Fix-it Stick

Table 4.2: The materials used in the physical prototype of arched truss.

Epoxy putty was chosen as an adhesive due to its relatively quick setting time

(about 20 minutes) and its high viscosity, allowing it to serve as a filler material
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Figure 4-7: Short Arch; left: full sequence and trajectories displayed; right: a transfer
and place motion for a particular bar.

for the tangent connections between elements and to bridge gaps caused by any

combination of inaccuracies due to tolerances between the simulated and physi-

cal robot, as well as material deformation. The physical assembly process revealed

the expected displacements during construction that are accounted for in our plan-

ning method’s FEA simulation: the entire structure deflects upon release of each

new element by the robot after joining to the structure. While this was predicted by

our planning process, the amount of deflection was often different than predicted,

likely due to a combination of inaccuracies of the robotic setup and material mod-

eling. We observed that in many cases, this effect was self-reinforcing: larger than

expected deflections caused larger than expected gaps in subsequent bars, requir-

ing larger epoxy joints that therefore deflected more. This geometric nonlinearity

of the deformation was not captured in the FEA simulations, which were based on

linear elastic assumptions. Future implementations of this approach could replace

the linear elastic FEA with a nonlinear solver.

The maximal deformation tolerance for checking the structural constraint was

set in the planning algorithm to be 5mm, though in themajority of cases the real de-

formation was within the range of 30mm. A larger deformation of approximately

30mm occurred between the placement of bars 19 and 20 of the construction se-

quence (see frames 19-20 in Fig. 4-8). Although these were the steps predicted to

have a relatively large deformation (Fig. 4-9), structural joint deformations caused
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amore dramatic displacement. This discrepancy between our structural simulation

and the real behavior during construction can be attributed to material modeling

inaccuracy, robotic imprecision, and the interrelated compounding effect described

above. Additional sources of error may include the observed material creep of the

epoxy putty, which led to large deformations overnight after the initial curing of

thematerial. Finally, the spring and joint stiffnesses of the bar-putty interfaces were

likely not modeled with complete accuracy.

Figure 4-8: Construction timelapse collage for the Short Arch.

Despite this unexpected behavior, the resulting misaligned joints were able to

be fixed in place using additional epoxy putty, and the spatial positioning of each

bar by the robot helped to prevent a catastrophic compounding of misalignments

in the overall structure. Further refinement of material stiffnesses in the structural

simulation and attention to robotic precision would improve the fidelity of the pre-

dicted displacements.

Construction plans for the other three double tangent bar case studies were also

generated using our algorithm (although they were not built), as shown in Fig.
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Figure 4-9: FEA-simulated deformation history of the in-progress structure over
the construction sequence of the short arch. The two called out steps show the
deformation reduces once a bridging element is placed between the two sides of
the construction. The deformation in the called-out steps is magnified 50 times for
clarity.

4-10. See supplementary materials for timelapse videos of the real construction

experiment. Note that in the video, the place-approach motions were executed

twice, with the first attempt as a dry-run to help identify the positions to apply the

epoxy putty.

4.5.2 Topology-optimized vault

Finally, to further demonstrate the benefits of a general-purpose robotic planner

for additive construction, we show planning results of extrusion and assembly of

the same design, a topology optimized vault structure, constructed with different

materials at different scales (Fig. 4-11), presented in a previous paper [GHLPM20]

in detail for the extrusion case (see Table 4.1 for key data). It is noteworthy that

the construction sequences for the two versions are quite similar (but not identi-

cal), but the motion paths are completely different. In the extrusion version, the

collision-free space is slightly larger, since the robot is not holding the next bar to

be placed. Additionally, the material is lighter, making it easier to meet the struc-

tural constraints. The difference inmotion is also due to the difference in scales and
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motion primitives between extrusion and bar assembly.

Figure 4-10: Planned construction sequences (indicated by labeled steps) for the
four double tangent assembly case studies.

4.6 Conclusions, potential impact, and future work

This paper has presented a newly unified approach for planning additive construc-

tion of bar structures that are made by either spatial extrusion or discrete assembly.

By extending previous research, we have leveraged a rigorous state-space search
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Figure 4-11: Planned trajectories for extrusion left and assembly right of the same
design at different scales.

algorithm to jointly find feasible construction sequences and motion plans auto-

matically. In order to efficiently plan in the presence of both geometric and struc-

tural constraints, the algorithm performs a backward search to find geometrically

feasible trajectories and uses forward reasoning as a heuristic to guide the search

through structurally-sound states. Wehave demonstrated the effectiveness and ver-

satility of this approach on six diverse case studies, five of which are newly pre-

sented in this paper and involve bar assembly construction methods. A human-

scale physical prototype further tests the method, with a successful result built us-

ing the sequence and motion plan generated by our algorithm.

One key advantage of our planning tool is the potential for adaptability to new

construction processes, demonstrated here by the application on both extrusion

and assembly, thanks to the flexible plan skeleton formulation. With the growing

popularity and accessibility of digital fabrication, we are witnessing the develop-

ment of newmethods for construction at an ever-growing pace. In order to propose

a relevant planning tool for these processes, it is crucial to consider flexibility with

regard tomaterial processes and robotic tasks. We aim to address this by generaliz-

ing our approach andmaking the adjustment to new fabricationmethods as easy as

possible. Our approach can be extended to new robotic construction systems sim-

ply by defining the plan skeleton and associated action templates. In the future,
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we imagine being able to provide similar sequence and motion-planning tools for

applications with multiple machines, or those beyond additive processes, such as

material manipulation, disassembly, or reconfiguration.

The automated nature of our approach also suggests directions for future work

regarding design methods. In its current iteration, the method leads to an intuitive

design setup, in which a designer does not need to consider fabrication constraints

or stability during construction, but can input any design and check its feasibil-

ity through the proposed algorithm. However, in developing the work presented

in this paper, we sometimes encountered structures with configurations that were

difficult, if not impossible, to build. This was often due to the bars not being reach-

able at all by the robot, which can be a consequence of dimensions, position and

orientation of the bars. While our method simplifies the construction of buildable

structures (and quickly identifies whether structures are buildable by given robotic

setup)we believe that the next step is to achieve a closer integration of the sequence

and motion planning into the design process that currently precedes these calcula-

tions. Rather than discussing the hierarchical position of the sequence planning -

either as a part of or after the design process - we imagine it fully incorporated into

the design process itself. The current algorithm runs in minutes on a consumer-

grade laptop, which suggests the possibility for real-time construction feasibility

feedback for designers. This could be harnessed to avoid post-processing problems

and geometric deadends, either in manual design methods, optimization-assisted,

or generative methods. For example, we imagine that our method can be incor-

porated into sequence-based design processes, by providing feedback on motion

planning and structural stability at every construction step. This would expand

our method by adding the possibility of using the sequence to inform the geome-

try, as an alternative to using the geometry to define the sequence.
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Chapter 5

The new analog: A protocol for

linking design and construction

intent with algorithmic planning for

robotic assembly of complex

structures

The works presented in the previous two chapters solved the sequence and motion

planning (SAMP) problems that have a repetitive robotic action pattern. How-

ever, many robotic assembly processes benefit from having a more flexible, non-

repetitive action pattern, e.g. processes that require the robot to alternate between

transporting elements and manipulating multiple tools. As we will reveal in this

chapter, such planning problems pose new formulational and solving challenges

that prevent the usage of the search strategies we have developed for SAMP. This

chapter aims to address these challenges by proposing two strategies: (1) a new

interface concept that allows designers to formulate a robotic process in a straight-

forward and flexible way and (2) an automated solving technique to solve a long
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chain of robotic movements effectively 1.

5.1 Introduction

An emerging trend in architectural construction is to use industrial robotic arms

for discrete-element assembly tasks. This approach is used for different material

systems, such as timber, steel, masonry, fiber, plastic, and can be applied on differ-

ent scales, ranging anywhere from interior finishes to structural elements. These

projects take advantage of the precision and accuracy of robot to create non-repetitive

(i.e. irregular) assemblies that have complex architectural expression or high struc-

tural efficiency, which are difficult to assemble manually [GMW14].

Non-repetitive robotic assembly Programming robots to build non-repetitive as-

semblies requires a very different paradigm from what is typically considered in

industrial robotics, where the robot performs repetitive tasks in a production line

and programmers can manually program and optimize a routine (often referred to

as teaching). In the context of creating non-repetitive architectural assemblies, it

is desirable to have general-purpose and flexible robots that can quickly adapt to

evolving designs and construction concepts. In a high variation assembly, where

the assembly movements do not have similar pick-and-place patterns or where the

workpiece varies substantially in geometry, the time required tomanually program

or dry-run each individual motion can often be longer than the execution process

itself. Still, it is important to validate that all the robotic motions are feasible during

the design stage of an architectural scheme.

In this chapter we focus on the most difficult and crucial component of vali-

dation: ensuring robot reachability and collision-free motion. Unlike a Cartesian

robot (such as a 3D printer or a laser cutter), most robotic arms have six or more

degrees of freedom (DOF) and their movements cannot be easily validated with-

out performing full robotic motion planning for all of the involved steps. In fact,

1A version of this chapter has been published in [HVG+21].
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validation planning is so detailed such that, upon completion, the robotic execution

trajectories are produced as a by-product. This nontrivial process requires formu-

lating the assembly process as a planning scene, which defines the involved robots,

tools, constraints and collision objects, and developing planning algorithms, often

referred to as planners.

Task andmotion planning Within the robotics planning literature, there are pre-

dominantly two types of planners: (1) task planners plan discrete decisions such

as the order in which to perform various types of robot and tool motions and (2)

motion planners plan a trajectory for a single robotic motion. Recently, researchers

in architecture-scale digital fabrication have started to use planners to generate

instructions for robotic assembly. However, the currently available motion plan-

ning tools for the architectural community (such as compas_fab [RCP+18], moveit!

[SC18]) are only able to plan trajectories connecting two configurations. In order

to apply these tools to multi-step manipulation, which involves several movements

(e.g. picking up an object, transferring it to a different location, and inserting the

object into a hole), the user needs to perform many motion planning calls, while

ensuring the overlapping configurations are the same.

In the robotics literature, each movement is referred to as an action template

[HGT+21]. An action template contains three types of parameters, which can be

assigned manually or automatically: (1) discrete parameters (e.g. which object to

pick or place), (2) continuous parameters (such as poses and grasps of the mov-

able objects), and (3) continuousmotion paths. Chainingmultiple action templates

together results in a plan skeleton - a high-level description of a multi-step manipu-

lation process [GCH+21].

Repetitive vs flexible plan skeletons Robotic processes such as material extru-

sion or pick-and-place assembly sometimes have repetitive plan skeletons. For ex-

ample, in spatial extrusion, the robot alternates between two actions: (1) extrude

and (2) transit. For pick-and-place assembly, the robot repetitively performs four
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actions in order: (1) transit, (2) pick, (3) transfer, and (4) place. In these situations,

both a construction sequence and corresponding robotic motions can be planned

together automatically[HGT+21].

However,many architectural assembly processes requiremore flexible plan skele-

tons. Some examples of this includewhen a tool-change is needed to accommodate

different workpiece geometry or if the assembly actions change depending on a

variable propriety of the workpiece. In these cases, the designer traditionally must

manually create case-specific planning software in order to bridge the gap between

this custom behaviour and the standard motion planners.

In our view, this approach wastes human time and expertise. Process design-

ers bring high-level intentionality and knowledge about fabrication and assembly

processes that should be communicated to planning systems without the need for

low-level or case-specific programming. An alternative approach could take inspi-

ration from other complex planning problems in robotics. In general, planning for

non-repetitive plan skeletons that involve both high-level actions (e.g. tool-change)

as well as low-level robotic motions (e.g. linear and free-space movements) is a

sub-class of task and motion planning (TAMP) from the robotics planning liter-

ature [GCH+21]. While many algorithms have been developed by the robotics

community to automatically plan for both actions and motions, the formulation of

such problems requires domain-specific expert knowledge that can be unfamiliar to

many users. We believe this expertise gap will be closed by empowering designers

and engineers to formulate their problems using a protocol that bridges between

high-level intentions and low-level planning algorithms. Such a formulation can be

seen as a new digital version of the traditional, analog architect-engineer-contractor

conversations of relevance suited for the new era of digital fabrication.

Contribution This chapter presents the formalization of general-purpose robotic

assembly planningwith non-repetitive plan skeletons. Ourmethod uses abstracted

actions arranged in a flowchart to enable designers to easily describe complex, non-

repetitive assembly processes. The other benefits include:
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• The process description is decoupled from the implementation of automatic

solvers and motion planners.

• The process description is fully parametric (e.g. geometry, joints, neighbour

relationships and number of elements). Different architectural schemes can

be evaluated without reformulation.

• It establishes a protocol between architectural design, process design and plan-

ning, allowing better separation of work and promoting collaboration be-

tween different expertise.

• The formulation is compatible with non-sequentialmotion planning, allowing

difficult motions to be planned first. Process designers can easily control the

planning priority based on experience and intuition, which can dramatically

improve planning efficiency.

• The outputted trajectories frommotionplanning can bedirectly used for robotic

execution.

We use a recently published spatial timber assembly process [LAT+21] as a case

study to demonstrate the benefit of the proposed flexible planning framework. In

particular, this assembly process has multiple grippers and fastening tools, a non-

repetitive plan skeleton, and requires manipulation of long timber elements in a

dense, congested environment. This allows us, a team of architects and engineers,

to use the plan skeleton formulation as a protocol to effectively collaborate and to

perform this case study. Themethod and planning results are validated by the real-

world robotic construction of a spatial frame structure (4.8 x 3.0m footprint, 3.4m

tall) comprised of 40 pieces of 100x100mm profile timber elements (Figure 5-1).

5.2 Challenges and related work

Early work in assembly andmanipulation planning Automatic assembly of me-

chanical parts or structures is among the first few envisioned applications of indus-
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Figure 5-1: Image showing the final timber element being assembled in our case
study. Three distributed clamps can be seen in the background already attached
to the structure by the robotic arm. The assembly process is modeled with our
flowchart and solved using our solver. Two linear and one free motion trajectory
are used to bring the element from pickup to the clamps, shown here as overlaid
white curves.

trial robots [AM83]. Investigations into generating assembly sequences that allow

humans or robots to assemble mechanical parts based on design CAD files dates

back to 1980s [DMS90, Wil92, DFW87]. This line of work focuses on low-level con-

straints such as mutual blocking relationship during assembly, but ignores the ge-

ometric constraints introduced by robot manipulators.

Manipulation planning problems in which the goal is not just move the robot

without collision but also to operate on the objects in theworld have been addressed

from the earliest days of motion planning to this day, for example [LP81, ASL90,

SLCS04, SK08, HNTH11, KB15, GLPK15]. However, the lack of open-source imple-

mentations of these algorithms and a proper modeling interface to connect them

with practical design and construction problems makes their usage rare in archi-

tectural digital fabrication projects.
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Figure 5-2: Plan skeleton for repetitive assembly processes: brick wall assembly
(left) and 3D extrusion (right)

Earlywork in architectural robotics Anumber of architectural projects have used

industrial robots to create bespoke spatial assemblies [EGK17, HL14, HWT+15,

TAH+18]. However, many of these early works adopt a trial-and-error method

for planning the actions and robotic motions, often by manually (1) assigning a

fixed plan skeleton, (2) guessing a construction sequence, (3) guessing robot tar-

get configurations. Although existing software packages can support these basic

operations through performing point-wise kinematics checks [BBC11, Sch12] and

configuration-to-configuration motion planning [GPR+18, SC18], applying a strict

ordering on the actions and solving linearly for trajectories can lead to a "stuck"

situation in a dense, congested environment. For example, grasp poses or config-

urations that are feasible in the earlier steps might lead to infeasible situations in

the subsequent actions. This leads to a highly inefficient solver that requires a lot

of manual backtracking.

Sequence and motion planning In assembly problems that have a fixed plan

skeleton, such as single-robot spatial extrusion and pick-and-place assembly, the

robot repetitively performs certain action primitives in a fixed order (Fig. 5-2).

The plan skeleton thus has a fixed length and pattern, which removes any chal-

lenge of high-level action planning. In these cases, the planning problems can be

reduced to Sequence And Motion Planning (SAMP) problems, where the planner

only needs to fill in the construction sequence, i.e. which element to assemble at

each step, and the robotic motions. Algorithmic investigation of SAMP began in

the robotic extrusion of bar structures with arbitrary geometries and topologies.
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Early work along this direction addressed sequence planning for a disembodied

end effector, ignoring the robot arm [HZH+16, YHL+16, WPGM16, GHB18]. One

recent example is Choreo, which plans both the assembly sequence and robotic

motions for extrusion processes [HGM18]. However, Choreo separates planning

into separate sequence and transit phases, which can prevent it from finding so-

lutions to feasible problems in some cases. Recent research has proposed scalable

planning algorithms to solve large SAMP problems effectively without the use of

human guidance [GHLPM20, HGT+21]. However, it is hard to generalize these

specialized search algorithms to general assembly domainswithout a pre-assigned,

fixed plan skeleton. This limits the problems that these algorithms can address to

a small category that is overly simplified, compared to more realistic construction

processes.

Task andmotionplanning Task andmotion planning (TAMP)bridges both sym-

bolic reasoning of actions to achieve goals and geometric reasoning in search of a

collision-free robotic motions [GCH+21]. Research in this area seeks to combine

discrete task planning from the artificial intelligence (AI) community [GNT04]

and continuous motion planning from the robotic community [LaV06] to allow

reasoning on both levels simultaneously [GLPK18b, SFR+14, Tou15]. In order to

solve a broad class of TAMP problems, [GLPK20] proposed PDDLStream, a mod-

ular, domain-agnostic planning language for formulating robotic problems with

symbolic task definitions. By using logical predicates to describe system states and

symbolic operators to represent actions, PDDLStream and its solvers can automat-

ically reason about the order of actions, while also planning valid robotic motions.

However, PDDLStream modeling requires the users to formulate their planning

problem in the format of symbolic states and actions, which is rarely used in the ar-

chitectural community. In contrast, working directly with representations of high-

level assembly and construction actions is more relevant to those working in archi-

tectural robotics. The missing gap is not one of solvers, but one of the challenge of

problem formulation.
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This chapter aims to help bridge the gap by demonstrating the TAMP-based

plan skeleton formulation process with a realistic and complex case study, bringing

robotic construction closer to the problem encoding used by the TAMP solvers,

and thereby enabling flexible, efficient planning for a wide range of complex and

realistic structures.

5.3 Formulating a constructionprocess into a plan skele-

ton: a flowchart interface

In order to simplify the formulation of an assembly process for a wider user group,

this chapter proposes the use of a two-step construction planning process, by first

arranging high-level actions in a flowchart and then breaking down the actions into

lower-levelmovements. This flowchartmethod is particularly intuitive for a designer

to use and the result can be compiled automatically into plan skeletons and subse-

quently used to plan motions for the entire assembly process. An overview of the

design to execution workflow is shown in Fig. 5-3.
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Robot / Tools / 
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Assembly Description
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Formulation (Flowchart)
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Figure 5-3: Generalized design, validation, and execution workflow for robotic as-
sembly processes envisioned by the authors. The "Design Validation / TAMP" por-
tion is highly automatic. Images are symbolic references to our case study.
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5.3.1 High-level actions

The actions in our formulation are user-defined, high-level abstractions of robotic

manipulations skills. Each action consists of one ormore atomicmovements that can

involve a combination of robots and tools. For example, the brick stacking process

in Fig. 5-2 consists of two high-level actions: PickBrickFromStorage and Place-

BrickToStructure. The two actions can be repeated to assemble as many elements

as required for a given assembly sequence. During each iteration, only the param-

eters specific to that step need to be changed, for example, the location to pickup

and place a specific brick.

In order to illustrate how actions play an important role in more complex sce-

narios, we will extend our discussions based on a prior spatial timber assembly

process [LAT+21] (Fig. 5-1). This process utilized a group of distributed robotic

clamps and grippers as well as a single 6-DOF industrial robotic arm inversely-

mounted on a 3-DOF gantry. The process is designed to automatically assemble

timber structures consisting of linear timber elements connectedwith carpentry lap

joints. While in the previous publication [LAT+21] only used the robot for picking

and placing the elements and had human operators to place the clamps, the case

study in this chapter presents an updated version of the process, tested physically,

by using the robot to automatically perform all the actions. Of particular interest

for TAMP is that a variable number of robotic clamps are used during each step to

apply large assembly forces while the robotic arm manipulates and supports the

weight of a timber element in space.

Conditional statements Although a different number of clamps are needed for

each step, the flowchart method can still be applied by adding extra conditional

statements to create inner loopswithin each step. In our case study, an iterative loop

is added (Figure 5-4.b) for the robotic arm to perform as many PickClampFrom-

Storage and PlaceClampToStructure actions as necessary. Similarly, another con-

ditional loop is added (Fig. 5-4.c) for the robotic arm to detach all the clamps after

they have been used. On the other hand, conditional statements can also be used
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in the flowchart to trigger different actions based on specific properties of that step.

In our case study, a conditional statement (Fig. 5-4.d) allow for automatically de-

ciding whether to perform PlaceElementWithoutClamps or PlaceElementWith-

Clamps depending on whether clamps are used for that element.

No
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All Clamps
Placed?

Process
Starts

Process
Complete

No

Yes

All Clamps
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Number of
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Figure 5-4: The flexible planning skeleton of the case study expressed as a
flowchart, showing loops (a, b, c in orange) and conditional statements (d in red)
that are evaluated for each element.

The use of a flowchart allows a process designer to focus on arranging high-level

actions and defer their implementation details to a later stage. Combined with the

use of conditional statements, the high-level actions reduce unnecessary specificity

during process design and reduce code redundancy when later implemented. As

a counterexample, it would be possible to list out all possible clamp and no-clamp

scenarios in our case study as sequential scripts. However, this implementation

would be very hard to maintain, reuse, and alter.

5.3.2 Low-level movements

The second step after creating the flowchart is to break down each action into a

sequence of low-level movements. The movements refer to the primitive skills that

a robotic system or the tools can perform. They should be formulated to be highly

atomic for maximum modularity and reusability across different actions. The list
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below shows three common types of movements. In practice, custom movements

can be formulated for a specific robotic setup (see Section 5.6).
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Figure 5-5: Movement decomposition of action PlaceElementWithClamps in our
case study. Please refer to the legend of Fig 5-6 for the color coding of movements.
Drawings on the right (a - f) shows an example of the planning scene after each
Movement. Red arrows indicatemovements caused by the robotic arm, blue arrows
indicate tool movements. Note that step (d) is a custom movement that requires
robot arm and clamps to move synchronously.

• Robotic Movement - actions of the robotic system that requires a motion

planner for computing trajectory. During a roboticmovement, tools andwork-

pieces that are attached to the robot move together with the robot. It is pos-

sible to impose additional constraints on the robot, such as constraining the

end effector to follow a linear path in 3D workspace (linear robotic move-

ment). If no additional constraints are imposed, the movement is referred to

as a free robotic movement. Section 5.4 provides more information onmotion

constraints.

• Tool Movement - discrete actions executed by tools that are either stationary

or attached to the robotic system, such as opening or closing a gripper, locking

or unlocking a tool changer, or turning an electric spindle on or off. These
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types of movements do not require computing a trajectory for the robot but

may change the shape of a tool or change the attachment status of aworkpiece

or a tool (whether they are attached to the robot).

• ManualMovement - any other type ofmovements that are not executed auto-

matically, such as a human manually fixing elements, making structural con-

nections, or inspecting the structure. If these movements change the state of

the objects in the scene, it is important to update the corresponding planning

scene for the motion planner. Instead of executing machine code, Manual

Movements simply trigger an Operator Stop and wait for human confirma-

tion.

The decomposition of an action into movements require a level of granularity

that is determined by the motion planners at hand, specifically, the motion con-

straint (see Section 5.3.4). For example, we cannot have a free motion and a linear

motion combined as a single movement because they require two different plan-

ners to solve them. On the other hand, a free motion can be subdivided into several

smaller chuck of concatenated free motions.

Fig. 5-5 shows the decomposition of one of the Actions ( PlaceElementWith-

Clamps) used in our case study. Note that a custom-formulated "Synchronized

Robot & Clamp Movement" is used to model the synchronized movement unique

to our case study. This movement requires a corresponding planner (in our case,

similar to a linear motion planner) for motion planning.

5.3.3 Compiling a flowchart into a plan skeleton

The final step before performing motion planning is to compile the flowchart into a

plan skeleton. A plan skeleton is a sequential list of movements (Fig. 5-6), each with

an associated packet of information passed to the motion planner. The compiler

is a piece of software that is created by the process designer to combine assembly

description, assembly sequence, process description (flowchart, actions and move-
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ments) with a specific robotic setup. A typical compiling process involves the fol-

lowing tasks:
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Figure 5-6: Diagrammatic output of the compiler: a full plan skeleton for one con-
struction step (5th element in the sequence) in our case study, showing the 69Move-
ments created from 12 Actions. Images (a-h) on the right shows the state of the
planning scene at selected moments. Red arrows indicate the general movement of
the active tool before the state.

1. Gather the assembly sequence: Depending on the type of assembly, the se-

quence can be manually specified (our case study) or automatically com-

puted from the assembly description using heuristics (e.g. a brick wall).

2. Gather the sequence for other loops within each construction step: For ex-

ample, in our case study, we have two additional inner loops within each
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construction step regarding the sequence of attaching and detaching clamps.

These are automatically assigned based on available tools.

3. Evaluate the conditional statements: All the conditional statements in the

flow chart can be evaluated from the assembly sequence and properties in

the assembly description. The flowchart will therefore turn into a linear se-

quential list of Actions.

4. Gather action-specific parameters: Actions may contain parameters that are

computed from the assembly description, such as the target frame for the

robot or tool to reach or the grasp pose. These parameters can either be con-

stant (for example, always holding a brick on its center from its top face) or

variable (for example, in our case study, holding a timber element along var-

ious locations and directions along its longitude axis).

5. Decompose actions into movements and gather movement-specific param-

eters - Movements may contain parameters that are copied from its parent

action (e.g. target frame, tool id) or computed directly from the assembly

description (e.g. allowed collision pairs between the workpiece and its to-be-

connected neighbors, see Section 5.3.4).

5.3.4 Planning constraints for motion planners

The primary purpose of compiling a high-level flowchart into a plan skeleton is to

convert a multi-stepped planning problem into atomic motion planning tasks that

an off-the-shelf motion planner (MP) can individually solve. In general, motion

planners search for a robotic trajectory within a feasible configuration space (de-

scribed in joint positions) defined by constraints.

• Joint Limits - In general, an MP will stay within the joint limits of the robotic

system. This limit is typically non-changing.

• Robot Collision - The MP will prevent the robotic system (including any at-

tached tool and grasped workpieces) from colliding with itself or the station-
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ary environment. Extra allowable collision pairs can also be specified for the

MP to ignore expected contacts. Note that the environment and the expected

contacts may change from step to step due to the progression of the assembly

task.

• Motion Constraint - Constraints can be specified by the process designer to

achieve amore controlledmotion. For example, a linear movement constraint

requires the tool tip to stay on a linear path in the workspace. In our case

study, only free and linear movements are used. However, other constraints

such as twisting and rotational motion constraints exist [BSK11].

• Targets - TheMP requires start and end targets to be specified as input. These

targets can be defined as a loosely constrained tool pose (also called a tool

frame) or a prescribed robot configuration (joint position). Typically, a tool

pose is specified and the MP can freely sample a valid robot configuration

by internally calling an inverse kinematics (IK) sampler. A fixed, rigid robot

configuration can be used in cases where a specific configuration is preferred

by the designer, such as tool change positions andworkpiece pickup positions
2 .

Fixed constraintwithin onemovement By convention ofmost existingMPs, these

planning constraints are fixed within one planning call. Our movement formu-

lation thus also follows this convention and will not allow changing constraints

within one movement. However, many assembly processes (including our case

study) require changing the allowable collision pairs, such as during a tool change

or when grasping a workpiece. In order to overcome the limitation, it is possible

to add a linear movement shortly before making contact (e.g Fig 5-5.b) and shortly

after breaking contact (e.g Fig 5-5.f) to specify different allowable collision pairs.

2The exact positions of these targets often depends on the physical setup and are often acquired
bymanually jogging the robotic system to alignment and then reading out the robotic configuration
to achieve maximum repeatability. This technique is used throughout our case study for all the tool
storage positions and the element pickup positions.
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Moreover, the linear motion constraint can be beneficial for creating a predictable

trajectory for such operations.

5.4 Plan skeleton solver

A single motion planning task can be solved using our movement formulation by

passing the robot description, tools descriptions, object geometries (meshes), and

planning constraints to a corresponding MP (based on the required motion con-

straint). However, a more involved solver is needed to solve all the sequentially

coupled movements in a plan skeleton. Specifically, the "intersection" between two

adjacent movements trajectory must share a common robot configuration to ensure

joint-space continuity during execution. Therefore, a solver needs to pass the end-

ing robot configuration of the previous motion as the starting target for the next

MP task.

5.4.1 Linear sequential solver

A simple method of solving all the movements in a plan skeleton is to solve indi-

vidual movements in a fixed linear sequence. Starting from the first movement, a

trajectory is planned by calling the corresponding MP. The robot configuration at

the end of this trajectory is propagated as the starting target constraint for plan-

ning the next movement (Fig. 5-7). This is repeated for all the robotic movements

(skipping over non-robotic movements) until all the movements are planned.

Due to the stochastic nature of MPs and the underlying IK samplers, a planning

request may fail to find a solution within a reasonable time (i.e. timeout). In this

case, the cause of the failure may lie in the planning result of previous movements.

Specifically, the randomly sampled ending robotic configuration of the previous

movement can create an unfavorable starting constraint for the current movement.

Therefore it is necessary for the solver to adopt a backtracking or restarting mecha-

nism for rewinding the plannedmovements and allow for another randomattempt.
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Figure 5-7: Diagram showing data flow for planning one movement within a plan
skeleton. Note that the robotic configuration of the planning result is used for plan-
ning the next movement, this constraint ensures motion continuity.

5.4.2 Nonlinear solver

Unfortunately, the seemingly intuitive sequential planning strategy is highly inef-

ficient at solving plan skeletons with scattered fixed robot configurations (e.g. for

tool change and workpiece pickup) and with scattered difficult movements (e.g.

narrow passages when manipulating long timber elements in congested environ-

ment). The backtracking or restarting method in a sequential solver will result in

a lot of wasted effort solving the easier portion of the plan, only to be backtracked

by a difficult movement.

One example of narrow passage manipulation can be seen in Fig 5-8. It shows

two possible robot configurations after the robotic arm brings a clamp to the joint

using free movement. However, one of them cannot proceed further due to an im-

minent collision. The second described difficulty, related to a fixed robotic configu-

ration, can be seen in the tool changes in our case study. There, a free movement is

used to bring the robot close to the tool storage and then a short linear movement

is used to bring the robot to a predetermined fixed configuration. When solved lin-
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early, the probability of the free movement to sample a configuration close enough

to the fixed configuration is too low for the linear MP to bridge. In our case study,

the success rate of solving the movements of a single element using a linear solver

is practically zero (see results in Section 5.5).

imminent
colliosion

a b

Figure 5-8: Comparison between a good and bad state after the robotic arm trans-
fers a clamp to the structure (a freemovement), before the final approachingmove-
ment (a linear movement). Due to the stochastic nature of the IK sampler, any
good or bad scenarios are equally likely to happen. (a): The robotic arm body is
sandwiched between the structure after its previous movement (red arrow). The
linear MP for the next movement cannot find a collision free path. (b): The robotic
arm holds the clamp in a different configuration that is possible for next movement
(green arrow).

In order to overcome this problem, we introduce a non-linear solving method

(Fig. 5-9.a) based on a priority heuristics that describe the "difficulty" of a move-

ment. In general, movements with more constraints are more difficult to plan,

sincemore constraints leads to smaller feasible robot configuration space [KMK18].

Similarly, movements with more, larger attached objects or collision objects have

smaller collision-free robot configuration space, thus harder to plan. These heuris-

tics allows the solver to plan difficultmovements first, thereby failing quickly before

spending time on the other movements. The starting robotic state constraint prop-

agation works essentially the same way as the sequential planner, but it propagates
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both forward and backwards to neighboring movements. This intuition essentially

allows the backtracking algorithm to eliminate unsuitable configuration candidates

earlier and can substantially improve success rates.
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Figure 5-9: a: Nonlinear algorithm for solving plan skeleton based on a priority
heuristics. b: Movement priority heuristics used in our case study, higher scores
are considered more difficult and are planned earlier.

Case-study specific priority computation The priority heuristics used in our case

study can be seen in Fig.5-9b. We first use the general rule of thumb to classify

movements that have more constraints (motion constraints and start configuration

constraints) to be more difficult. In addition, the process designer can assign a pri-

ority flag (a Boolean value) to specific movements of an action to denote higher

priority. The inclusion of designer intuition into our heuristics allows a process de-

signer to help the solvermaking informeddecisions. We also found that it is natural

for a process designer to speculate which movements are the most constrained and

thus most difficult to plan a motion for.
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5.5 Software implementation and runtime results

In order to validate our method and to generate trajectories for executing the case

study, we implement our algorithms and solvers using Pybullet [CB16] as a sim-

ulation platform, which takes care of collision checking, forward kinematics, and

visualization during motion planning. Robot and tool description are based on

Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) and meshes (.obj and .stl). Assembly

description, robotic configuration and geometry classes are extended from the com-

pas framework [Vmo21]. Flowchart, action-movement decomposition and com-

piler are implemented by the authors in Python, without the graphical visualiza-

tion or user interface described in Fig. 5-4 or Fig. 5-6. Timber element geometry and

robotic tool geometry are parsed from objects modeled in Rhinoceros 6 [Rob22].

Assembly sequence and assembly directions for individual element are specified

manually using an interactive script within the Rhinoceros 6 canvas.

Our free motion planner implements the RRT-connect algorithm [KJL00]. Our

linear motion planner implements Randomized Gradient Descent [YG07, Sti10],

with Trac-IK as its gradient-based IK solver [BA15]. The three extra DOF of our

robots is handled by first sampling the gantry position within a sphere near the

target end-effector pose, and then using IKFast [DK08] (an analytical IK solver) to

obtain all the configurations for the 6-DOF robot arm. Both MPs comply with the

standard interfaces described in the compas_fab [RCP+18] API, the robotic fabri-

cation package extending the compas framework.

To compare the effect of linear and nonlinear solving, we perform 40 random

trials on solving a sequence ofmovements for a particular timber element (5th in the

sequence, the same construction step as shown in Fig. 5-6). For the linear sequential

solver, we include forward (plan from the firstmovement to the end) and backward

order (plan from the last movement to the start). The results shows that when fixed

robot configuration constraints are included (for tool-change), the linear sequential

solvers cannot solve the problem at all (Fig. 5-10.a.1). In contrast, the nonlinear

planner can solve the problem with a 32.4% success rate. Fig. 5-10.a.2 shows the
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average time of successful and failed trials. In addition to the rollout experiment

above, we perform 10 random trials of running the planner until success or timeout

(1800 seconds) with automatic random restarts. Fig. 5-10.a.3 shows the planner’s

average solving time. The dots represents the individual data from the random

trials.

To further compare the solvers, we remove the robot configuration constraints

and perform the same experiments as above. The result (Fig. 5-10.b.1) shows that

the nonlinear planner still have higher success rate (27.0%) than the linear sequen-

tial solvers (16.2%, 10.8%) . The nonlinear solver also has a lower averaged plan-

ning time until a solution is found (Fig. 5-10.b.3). Finally, comparing Fig. 5-10.a.3

and Fig. 5-10.b.3, it is interesting to see that the nonlinear planner solves the prob-

lem faster when robot configuration constraints are included. The fixed configura-

tions provide useful hints for the solver because these configurations are conjured

manually to be in a ’non-stretched’ position and tested to be collision free.

(1) (2) (3)

(a) Fixed robot configuration constraints (used in tool changing) are included.

(1) (2) (3)

(b) Fixed robot configuration constraints (used in tool changing) are ignored.

Figure 5-10: Comparison between linear and nonlinear solver for solving 45 robotic
movement for the 5th timber element.
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Fig. 5-11 shows the planning time for all the elements along the construction

sequence using the nonlinear solver. The variation in planning time roughly cor-

responds to the difficulty of planning in different construction steps. A timelapse

video of the real-world construction experiments can be found in the supplemen-

tary material.

Figure 5-11: Computing time for nonlinear solver to solve movements for each of
the 40 timber elements used in our case study. Element index indicates its place in
the construction sequence.

5.6 Extending our formulation for practical issues in

construction

The following sections aim to show the compatibility of our process formulation

method in coping with various practical situations that arise in the presented case

study. Beyond the case study, our formulation method can be further applied to

other architectural assembly scenarios. More examples can be found in Section 5.7.

5.6.1 Inclusion of temporary scaffolding

Certain assembly processes require the addition of scaffolding in the middle of the

process to temporarily support the structure. Using our formulation, both robotic

and manual manipulation of scaffolding can be easily incorporated into the Action

Flowchart (Fig. 5-12). It can also be used to remove workpieces. This allows all
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of the collision objects in the scene to be correctly modeled and avoids unexpected

collisions during execution.

During the construction of our case study, we used manual carpentry clamps

and aluminum profiles for temporary structural support. We initially assumed

that their geometries were small enough to not cause collisions and therefore did

not model them. However, collisions happenedmultiple times, causing substantial

disruption to the process and proving that temporary scaffold modeling is neces-

sary.

Process
Starts

Process
Completei = 0

Increment i

Yes

No
i < N

PickElement

PlaceElement

No

Yes
Is Structure

Stable?

AddScaffoldElement

Yes

No

Is any 
scaffold

redundant?

RemoveScaffoldElement

Figure 5-12: Addition of AddScaffoldElement and RemoveScaffoldElement
(highlighted in bold) to a generic pick and place flowchart. This is compatible with
our case study flowchart in Fig. 5-4.

5.6.2 Executing paths with controlled collision

Many different industrial robotic arms now support compliant movement modes

that assist alignment or provide contact forces. Depending on the manufacturer,

performing such commands may require parameter values such as SoftDirections

and PayloadInformation for each motion segment. Using our flowchart formula-

tion method, we programmed these parameters as optional parameters in the cor-
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responding robotic movements for execution with our ABB controller. The one-to-

one relationship between the low-level movement formulation and the execution

code allows parameters to be passed seamlessly from the designer to the machine

during execution.

5.6.3 Online visual alignment

One of the actions in our case study requires the robotic arm to dock with and

detach a clamp from the structure. This is a challenging movement as the clamp

may have moved during the clamping process and deviate from the programmed

position. By adding a camera at the robot flange next to the tool changer, we are

able to detect the misalignment based on a captured image. Because the correction

amount is small, we implemented it as a Cartesian offset instead of re-planning the

motion. In our PickClampFromStructure action formulation (Fig. 5-13), we have

added two special movements: AcquireDockingOffset to direct the camera to ac-

quire the correction image, and apply the offset for subsequent movements and

CancelDockingOffset to remove it after the dock and detach procedure is com-

pleted.

5.7 Other formulation examples

In this section, we provide two examples of using our flowchart interface to for-

mulate non-repetitive robotic assembly processes published by other researchers.

Figure 5-14 describes a multi-robot assembly process where some robots are used

as temporary support. It is a generalized description from the two-robot steel tube

assembly process by [Par19]. This is different from the scaffolding approach de-

scribed in Section 5.6.1, because the robots can take turns to support and transfer

elements. Figure 5-15 describes a robotic fiber winding process by [DEKW+20]

where a robotic arm interfaces with a Cartesian machine.
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Figure 5-13: Visual alignment and docking procedures implemented by two special
movements: AcquireDockingOffset and CancelDockingOffset. Left: movement
decomposition of action PickClampFromStructure in our case study. Photos on
the right shows the state after corresponding movements (a,b,c,d,f) are executed.
Arrows indicate the movement of the robotic arm (red in a,c,d) and the clamp jaw
(blue in f)

5.8 Conclusions and future work

This chapter contributes a new protocol for architectural and construction pro-

cess designers to communicate intent and knowledge to robotic task and motion

planners. This protocol allows for complex, realistic construction robotics applica-

tions with non-repetitive assemblies to make use of efficient, state-of-the-art plan-

ning methods that offload low-level efforts from human designers. The method

is demonstrated computationally and physically on a real-world case study. Key

contributions and directions for future work are given briefly below:

Interface for designers The computational fabrication field does not yet have a

good interface to perform task and motion planning for general-purpose robotic

assembly. This chapter has presented a new interface concept that will allow de-
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Figure 5-14: Construction process flowchart for multi-robot assembly processes.
This is a generalized version of the process presented in [Par19].

signers to formulate and solve planning problems even with non-repetitive action

patterns easily. The proposed flowchart-based visualization allows designers to

formulate their problems visually using computational logic that understandable

both by humans and computers. At the moment, our work did not implement a

graphical user interface for manipulating the flowchart. Therefore, designers have

to be well versed with Python code to adjust the flowchart logic.

However, we speculate an interactive icon-dragging interface that can be mod-

eled after the visual programming platform Grasshopper [Rob22]. The major in-

put form the architectural designer will be: (1) the geometry of the parts to be

assembled (2) the position of the parts after they are assembled. (3) assembly

sequence and assembly direction (can potentially be automatic). The process de-

signer should be able to input (1) digital representations of available robots and

tools, including their geometry, kinematics, actions and capability. (2) Assembly

flowchart. In our demonstration, the architectural designer and the process de-

signer role is filled by two person. However, future work can study whether this

separation is useful or necessary. At the moment, the compiler is created specifi-
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Figure 5-15: Construction process flowchart for spatial fiber winding based on pro-
cess presented in [DEKW+20].

cally for our choice of tools (clamps and gripper) and parts (wood elements with

half-lap joints. Future work should study how this can be generalized such that

changing tools or part definition does not require adjustments to the compiler.
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Extensibility Onekey advantage of our formulation is its flexibility. In addition to

the timber case study, the examples provided in the appendix demonstrate its versa-

tility on a range of robotic construction problems. However, for repetitive assembly

problems, our formulation only provides a generalized description framework but

does not offer additional computational benefits (see Sequence and Motion Plan-

ning in Section 5.2). In future work, the method can be adapted to work on multi-

robot, multi-element planning using the plan skeleton formulation. Our method

is compatible with asynchronous multi-robotic movements (multiple robot agents

operating at the same time), mobile robotic movements (e.g. robots with a non-

holonomic mobile base [DSG+16]), or even non-discrete robotic movements (e.g.

3D printing [MBD20b]), as long as specialized motion planners are provided. For

us, the creation of these planners falls onto the domain expert in planning.

Towards full TAMP Another compelling next step is to open up the parameters

that are set by the designers when compiling a flowchart into a plan skeleton (Sec-

tion 5.3.3). In this work, the construction sequence and the grasp pose are provided

by the architect, using their intuition. But these values can be filled in by a auto-

matic planning algorithm as well, which needs the planner to solve for both sym-

bolic parameters (e.g. the construction sequence) as well as geometric parameters

(e.g. grasp poses, robot trajectories).

Finally, our flowchart-based formulation is designed for offline, pre-planning

purposes and currently do not support change of design after the fabrication has

started or adaptive online re-planning beyond a complete re-computation. An in-

teresting future direction is to investigate how to dynamically re-plan given incre-

mental changes of design or certain scene observations.

As construction robotics advances from boutique examples to real-world de-

ployment, the thoughtful combination of automation andhuman expertise becomes

increasingly important. Themethods presented in this chapter represent a key step

towards this future.
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Chapter 6

Constructability-driven design

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate how automated planning techniques can be used

to inform design decisions. Systematically considering performance early in the

design process typically requires the development of quantification, calculation,

and computer simulation of the desired performance metric. While PDE-based

complex physics simulation tools have been used to derive various building per-

formances [Bro19], formulating and computing construction-related performances

need a different set of computational algorithms and tools to capture the sequen-

tial mechanical behaviors involved. As the first work that attempts to characterize

construction performance and use it to inform design, we focus our attention on a

simplified yet challenging type of assembly process: monotonic construction of dis-

crete bar structures without scaffolding, where elements are added to the partial

construction one-after-one. Following the motivations discussed in Section 2.1.4,

We aim to equip designers with computational tools for answering the following

questions in the conceptual design stage:

• Is this design buildable?

• What’s the best way to build it?

• Are there other design options that are easier to build?
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By adapting and extending the state-space search algorithmdeveloped inChap-

ter 3, we devise computational means to (1) find a feasible construction sequence,

(2) quantitatively compare different sequences, and (3) find the optimal sequence.

In this work, the construction performance considered is entirely based on the

structural behavior during construction. Future work could also include additional

constraints like a constraint that ensure enough operational space for operators, etc.

(see discussions in Section 6.6). The proposed automated search routine allows us

to find high-performing construction sequenceswhen the design complexity grows

beyond human capacity to figure out the sequence by hand. Furthermore, we can

endow a design with a constructability score by summarizing the performance of

its high-performing construction sequences. The efficiency of the search algorithm

enables us to iterate through a design catalog and choose the one that performs best

in terms of construction efficiency.

6.2 Related work

Construction scheduling Research interest in automatically generating and opti-

mizing construction schedules has been around since the early 1960s [NS+72]. This

line of research aims to schedule the job tasks and required resources while satisfy-

ing the precedence constraints and resource conflicts among tasks and optimizing

for overall construction time and cost. Much research efforts have gone into using

different algorithms to solve several variants of this problem. Interested readers

are referred to [FNRK15] for a review of these efforts. However, most previous

research focuses on the scheduling of overall project progress instead of the assem-

bly sequence of individual elements. Until recently, a few works start to investigate

optimizing assembly sequences of individual elements [WYS18, FRK14, HPDC22].

The proposedmethods use variants of the genetic algorithm to optimize the assem-

bly sequence anduse several geometric rules to ensure the partial construction’s sta-

bility. Thesemethods, due to the stochastic nature of the gradient-free optimization

algorithms, do not scale to structures with hundreds of elements and do not have
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optimality guarantees. Furthermore, the geometric rules can only serve as a proxy

for detailed physics simulation and thus the obtained result has no guarantee of

the stability of the computed construction sequence. The algorithmic framework

proposed in this chapter can be easily adapted to solve problems in these contexts.

Assembly planning Widely used in automated manufacturing and robotics, as-

sembly planning is the process of creating detailed instructions to combine separate

parts into a final structure. The goal of assembly planning is to find sequences of

operations to assemble the parts (assembly sequencing [Jim13]), determine the mo-

tions that bring each part into its target pose (assembly path planning [GM15]), and

propose the usage of additional resources such as formwork, supports, and fixtures

to assist the assembly process. Most of the literature in this domain considers only

geometric constraints: an assembly plan is defined as valid if there is no collision

when assembling each part. Assembly planning problems can be classified into

two categories: (1) finding one valid assembly plan for a given design, (2) finding

a desired assembly plan to satisfy some objectives of the assembly process such as

reducing the usage of fixtures, overall assembly time, etc.

Finding an assembly plan requires identifyingmovable parts and part groups at

each intermediate assembly state, often leading to a combinatorial search problem

with very large branching factors. This search is challenging for two reasons: (1)

When expanding search nodes, the evaluation of whether the new sub-assembly is

assemblable geometrically is not straightforward; (2) the branching factor is large.

Wilson [Wil92] invented Directional Blocking Graphs and Non-Directional Block-

ing Graphs to solve the sub-assembly assemblability evaluation problem. To limit

the large branching factor, the idea of assembly-by-disassembly has been widely used

in the literature, where an assembly plan is obtained by disassembling the com-

pleted assembly into parts and then reversing the order and path of disassembly.

The advantage of this strategy is that it can drastically reduce the solution space

to be searched since parts are constrained the most geometrically in the completed

stage [HLW00, GHLPM20]. Due to the challenges outlined above, most of the lit-
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erature in assembly planning focus on sequential and monotonic assembly that only

allows one part to move at each step and parts are not allowed to be removed once

added to the sub-assembly. This work also falls into this category, but we focus on

the physical constraint instead of the geometric constraint and explore the connec-

tion between the design variation and assembly plans.

Going beyond finding only one valid assembly sequence, assembly planning

can be formulated as an optimization to find the desired assembly plan. Typical

optimization objectives include minimizing assembly complexity (e.g. the short-

est assembly path, simple assembly motion), minimizing the usage of additional

resources (e.g. fixtures or supports to maintain the stability of partial assemblies

[DPW+14]), and maximizing parts visibility for creating visual assembly instruc-

tions [APH+03, HPA+04].

To find an optimal assembly plan, we need to enumerate and evaluate all pos-

sible assembly plans and select the best-performing one based on the chosen ob-

jective. Although this is possible for assemblies with a few elements, e.g. by us-

ing AND/OR tree data structure [DMS90], the complexity grows exponentially

with the number of parts involved. Due to this reason, various practical algorithms

have been proposed to find suboptimal sequences, e.g. using a greedy algorithm

[DPW+14, MSY+15], a heuristic search [APH+03], or an adaptive sampling fol-

lowed by user editing [KKSS15].

Going beyond the context of mechanical product assembly, some works con-

sider the assembly planning of architectural structures with a structural stability

constraint. [BBW15] proposes a backward search algorithm to find stable decon-

struction sequences of masonry structures. Divide-and-conquer algorithms have

been proposed to first decompose the discrete structure into element groups and

then use these groups as a partial ordering to accelerate the construction sequence

search in both cable-assisted masonry construction [DPW+14] and robotic spatial

extrusion [HZH+16]. Recently, [BAP22] uses graph rigidity theory to identify sta-

ble assembly and disassembly sequences for dual robot construction without scaf-

folding.
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Assembly-aware design Works in assembly-aware design attempt to connect the

design and the assembly sequence by not just searching assembly plans but also

varying parts geometry and/or layout. This is an emerging direction with only a

fewworks in the literature. This designmethodology has been explored in the con-

text of designing masonry shell structures that require less formwork during con-

struction [KKS+17] and electromechanical devices where each part can be inserted

with multi-step translational motion [DMC18]. [WMW+20] proposes a topology

optimization formulation that simultaneously optimizes the structural density lay-

out and the fabrication sequence for additive manufacturing.

6.3 Evaluating construction sequences

In this section, we first detail the assumptions that wemake on the considered type

of structural systems and construction process (Section 6.3.1). Then, we discuss the

structural constraints and objectives for evaluating a given construction sequence,

which is the foundation for the proposal of constructability scores in the next sec-

tion. The overview of the entire design workflow can be found in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: Overview of the proposed constructability-driven design workflow.
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6.3.1 Assumptions on the structural system and construction pro-

cess

In this work, we focus on a broad class of building structures, bar structures, which

are composed of discrete linear elements and used broadly and in great variety in

the built environment. A bar system can be described as a collection of 𝑛 elements,

where each element corresponds to a bar. Each element can be connected to one or

more other elements. In this work, we assume that all elements are connected by

rigid connections, which can transfer moment and torsional load to allow the par-

tially constructed structure to cantilever, even if the primary structural action in the

final structure is dominated by axial forces, as in truss systems. While the structure

can be designed and sized according to specific nominated loads in its completed

stage, we only consider forces induced by self-weights during the construction.

For a bar system, we define a construction sequence to be an ordering of ele-

ments that dictates the sequence in which they are added to the structure. In the

scope of this work, elements are not allowed to be removed and later re-introduced

once they are assembled in place. Furthermore, no scaffolding element is allowed

to be introduced. We call such a construction process a scaffolding-free, monotonic

process because the structure only grows with time. The scaffolding-free assump-

tion makes the problem easier to solve mathematically, and also has construction

advantages in terms of simplicity of logistics. Future work could integrate scaf-

folding through further algorithmic development (see Section 6.6 for more discus-

sions).

6.3.2 Structural constraints andobjectives on construction sequences

In this work, we consider structural constraints that are related to displacement or

stress to check if a certain sequence is feasible. These structural considerations can

be quantified by bounding a physical number obtained from physics simulation at

each construction step. For bar-based structures with rigid joints, a stiffness-based

simulation that often involves applying finite element methods is more relevant
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than the stability-based simulation that checks the force equilibrium of an assembly

consisting of rigid parts (see Section 2.4.1 for more discussions). Mathematically,

the constraint on a construction sequence is can be expressed by the following equa-

tion:

𝑔(𝜓(1 : 𝑘)) ≤ 𝑡, ∀𝑘 ∈ [1, · · · , 𝑛]

where 𝑔 is a function that performs the structural analysis on a partial construction

and outputs the considered physical number (e.g. the maximum displacement or

stress). 𝜓[1 : 𝑘] is the partial construction specified by the first 𝑘 steps of the nom-

inated sequence 𝜓. An objective function defined on a construction sequence can

be expressed as a function that maps any sequence to a real number:

𝑓(𝜓) : {𝜓} → R

A sequence planning algorithm aims to find a feasible sequence under constraints,

or find the optimal sequence among a set of found feasible sequences under a pre-

scribed objective metric.

Displacement The displacement constraint requires that a partially constructed

structure’s maximal nodal displacement is below a given tolerance. Each bar ele-

ment experiences a self-weight load due to gravity, which causes the structure to

bend downwards. Excessive displacement is undesirable since it leads to align-

ment issues or material failure in the construction process. In this work, the dis-

placement of all nodes is calculated using a first-order linear elastic finite element

analysis (FEA) of a 2D or 3D frame structure. The norm of the 𝑥, 𝑦(, 𝑧) transla-

tional displacements at each node is compared to the given maximum permitted

tolerance.

In Figure 6-2 illustrates different construction sequences for a 2D steel bridge

with a span of 20 meters, rigidly supported at the four points on its horizontal

boundary. The cross-sections of the steel elements are optimized for the gravity

load and the in-service point loads of 10 kN per node, applied at the upper chord
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of the structure. In this case, a maximal displacement of 10 cm is set (shown as

dashed line in Figure 6-2). In the maximum displacement constraint formulation,

a feasible construction sequencemust have themaximumdisplacement at each step

bounded below this number. We can further plot the maximal nodal displacement

against the construction steps. This plot, called construction profile, shows us the

evolution of the physical attribute that we care about throughout the construction

and is an essential tool for us to quantify construction performance. Figure 6-2

demonstrates that the same design, under the same displacement tolerance, can

have feasible construction sequences with very different construction profiles. We

need to formulate a metric to compare these sequences, so we can find the optimal

sequence for a design with respect to the metric.

Depending on one’s needs, there are many formulations for evaluating a con-

struction sequence. The simplest of all is optimizing for the worst step during the

construction, i.e. using the maximum value of the graph to represent the corre-

sponding sequence. Mathematically, this corresponds to having the objective func-

tion equal to the constraint function: 𝑓(𝜓) = 𝑔(𝜓[1 : 𝑛]). Such worst-case partial

constructions are displayed in the cropped-out boxes for the two sequences in Fig-

ure 6-2. There are other formulations for evaluating a sequence based on its con-

struction profile, for example, the Dirichlet energy that measures the smoothness

of the displacement evolution and the integration of the graph that measures the

total accumulated max displacement. The specific choice of this measure is left to

the users. For simplicity, we focus on the maximum formulation in the rest of this

work.

Stress Load-induced stress can be another physical aspect that one might con-

cern about during construction. Excessive stress can lead to material failure that

is catastrophic to the construction process. Thus, bounding the maximum stress

throughout the construction is critical for the safety and the success of the con-

struction process. Similar to the displacement constraint, the maximum stress can

be calculated through FEAby taking themaximumof each element’smaximal Von-
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Figure 6-2: Two different construction sequences and their construction profiles (a
graph tracking the considered physical attribute) for a 2D bridge design under the
displacement constraint. The construction sequence is shown using a color map,
with dark purple built first and yellow built last. The dashed line shows the set
maximum permitted displacement tolerance (10 cm). Each point on the construc-
tion profile graph corresponds to a partial construction and the y-value of the graph
is obtained from physics simulation. The cropped-out images show the construc-
tion steps that have the maximum displacement, color-coded by the displacement
value from white to pink. With the maximum objective formulation, the sequence
on the left has the objective value of 0.73 cm and the sequence on the right 7.99 cm.

Mises stress across its length. Figure 6-3 shows two feasible construction sequences

under the stress constraint for the same 2Dbridge design shown in last section, with

a stress tolerance set to be 10 kN/cm2. We can apply all the sequence objective for-

mulations thatwe discussed above for the displacement constraint over to the stress

constraint.

6.4 Formulating and computing constructability scores

The last section shows that under certain constraints, a designmight havemany fea-

sible construction sequences. Resting on this framework of construction sequence

evaluations, we aim to derive a definition of constructability score for a design to

quantitatively answer the construction-related questions we raised for conceptual

design in Section 6.1. We propose two types of constructability scores, one focused

on feasibility and the other focused on optimality.
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Figure 6-3: Two different construction sequences and their construction profiles for
a 2D bridge design under the stress constraint. The construction sequence is shown
using a colormap, with dark purple built first and yellow built last. The dashed line
shows the set maximum permitted stress tolerance (10 kN/cm2). The cropped-out
images show the construction steps that have the maximum stress, color-coded by
stress (red compression, blue tension). With the maximum objective formulation,
the sequence on the left has the objective value of 4.36 kN/cm2 and the right 9.31
kN/cm2.

The constructability score is computed by summarizing its set of feasible con-

struction sequences for the chosen constraint. Due to the vast, combinatorial search

space involved in the sequencing problem, algorithmic planning techniques are

needed to find the desired construction sequences for a given design. The poten-

tial search space contains all the permutations of the elements, which contains the

factorial of the total element number 𝑛 and is far beyond the reach of manual ex-

ploration. Even for a simple 2D bridge design like the one shown in Figure 6-2,

nuanced details in the construction sequence can have a huge impact on the overall

profile. For example, the order of building the upper and lower chord of each cell

panel in the bridge can lead to a sequence objective value that is 10 times lower than

the other. These nuances in sequencing are very hard for a human to reason about

manually, both intuitively and physically.

We adapt the state-space search proposed in Chapter 3 to find sequences. As

shown in the previous chapters, forward state space search is more effective than

backward search when only considering the structural constraints. In this case,
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a state includes only the partially constructed structure, and the transition action

is simply adding an element. Thus, the set of possible states is large but finite,

containing permutations of all the elements. The computation of a performance

metric for a given design should satisfy the following requirements:

1. The simulation for computing the performance score should be determinis-

tic, meaning that if we simulate the same design multiple times, the same

performance score should be obtained.

2. The simulation should terminate in a reasonable amount of time. Ideally, it

should also give users the option to terminate early with an approximated

result.

This section details the technical modifications we make to the forward state-space

search algorithm to satisfy these requirements. While computing the feasible con-

structability score requires small adaptions to the original search algorithm, com-

puting the optimal score requires searching for the optimal construction sequence,

for whichwe propose two new algorithms. A flowchart of the algorithms proposed

for finding the feasible and optimal scores can be found in Figure 6-4.

6.4.1 The feasible constructability score

The feasibility score is proposed to answer the first questionwe asked in Section 6.1:

"Is this design buildable?". In such cases, we only care about whether a feasible se-

quence exists or not. The planning algorithm is expected to terminate as soon as it

finds a feasible solution without wasting time on any further exploration while be-

ing algorithmically complete meaning that it must find a solution if such one exists.

Thus, a feasible constructability score can be simply defined by a binary value re-

turned from the planner: 0when a feasible sequence exists, and 1when none exists.

The only modification that we need to do to the original forward state-space search

algorithm is to remove the randomness involved in its tie-breaking process when

multiple candidate elements share the same heuristic value (see Section 3.5.3). By
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Figure 6-4: A flowchart describing the adapted forward state-space search algo-
rithm, with versions for both feasibility and optimality. The two newly proposed
algorithms for finding optimal sequences are highlighted in gray boxes.
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doing so, we make the search routine deterministic. In this work, we simply use

the lexicographic order of the element indices for tie-breaking.

6.4.2 The optimal constructability score

To answer the other questionswe raised in Section 6.1: "what’s the best way to build

a design?" and "Are there other design options that are easier to build?", we define

an optimality score that is based on the best-performing construction sequence con-

cerning the chosen objective that we discussed in Section 6.3.2. Mathematically, the

optimal score can be defined as:

𝐹opt(𝑋) = 𝑓(𝜓*), 𝜓* = argmin
𝜓

𝑓(𝜓)

where 𝐹opt is the optimal constructability score function that is defined on a design

𝑋 . 𝜓* is the optimal sequence that minimizes objective function 𝑓 .

In response to the requirements in Section 6.4, we propose two universal tech-

niques for limiting the branching factors and twonew state-space search algorithms

for finding the optimal construction sequences. First, we use a branch-and-bound

technique to prune worse-performing branches and a cache to reuse FEA simula-

tions. Second, we propose the two-link pruning heuristic to avoid wasting explo-

ration time in search branches that will lead to worse-performing sequences. Then,

we propose two search algorithms, one based on finding an optimal sequence by

applying the feasible search with iteratively tightened tolerances and the other one

based on a diversity-driven search. The iterative feasible search algorithm is guar-

anteed to find the optimal construction sequence with convergence criteria to ter-

minate itself, but its applications are limited to the case when the sequence con-

straint and objective are the same functions (e.g. when both 𝑓 and 𝑔 compute the

maximum displacment). In contrast, the diverse search algorithm works for any

sequence constraint and objective formulations, but cannot terminate itself until

reaching the user-specified timeout. Finally, we end this section with a remark on

the two proposed algorithms.
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6.4.2.1 Branch pruning techniques

Branch-and-bound and caching To accelerate the search, we need to prevent the

search from exploring branches that we know a prior that will lead to worse-per-

forming sequences. Weuse thewell-knownbranch-and-bound technique [NKK84]

that compares the performance score of the sequence𝜓𝑃 from a partial construction

𝑃 with the best-performing sequence found in the solution pool Ψ. If 𝜓𝑃 performs

better than the best score found so far, we add it to the search queue and continue,

and otherwise, the search node is discarded. To save the computational overhead

from duplicated FEA simulations on the same partial construction 𝑃 , we maintain

a global cache of the performance score of 𝑃 for reuse whenever possible.

Two-link pruning rule To further limit the branching factor, we propose a simple

graph-based heuristic that uses an ad-hoc connectivity rule to prune less viable suc-

cessors in the search. Given a partial construction𝑃 and the new candidate element

𝑒 that is connected to 𝑃 in the final construction, we check if 𝑒 is connected to 𝑃 only

via a node of valence two (Figure 6-5-(3)). If so, 𝑒 is pruned and will not be added

to the search queue as a successor. Otherwise, it will be added as a successor as

usual. Intuitively, we are limiting the search from exploring a partial construction

that has two successive cantilevering elements, which are known to be not stiff and

lead to higher displacement and stress. This can be seen as a type of look-ahead by

using a heuristic without involving the extra computational overhead that usually

comes with a forward-checking algorithm for early dead-end detection (see Sec-

tion 3.6.1). This heuristic is also used in [GHB18] in accelerating the planning of a

feasible free-form printing sequence. However, while this heuristic is effective em-

pirically and easy to be implemented, using it might cost the planning algorithm

to lose its completeness, since it strictly prunes certain worse-performing branches

that might still be feasible. For example, for the dendriform structures that only

have a few grounded nodes that are later branched out (Section 6.5), the two-link

pruning rule is too strict and prevents the planner from finding any feasible result.

Thus, specifically for these types of designs, we add an exception that if the candi-
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date element 𝑒 is connected to the built element 𝑒′ in the partial construction via a

valence-two node, 𝑒 is still considered viable if the other node of 𝑒′ is grounded (Fig-

ure 6-5-(4)). Because of the easiness of implementing such branch pruning heuris-

tic, the users can use adapt similar domain-specific strategies to help the planner

explore the search space more effectively.

valence-3 node valence-2 node

grounded 
node

design-specific exceptionTwo-link pruning rule

both nodes connected

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Figure 6-5: Illustrations of the two-link pruning rule. The solid lines represent the
partial construction𝑃 and the dashed lines represent the candidate element 𝑒under
consideration. (1-2) 𝑒 is a valid successor for 𝑃 since 𝑒 is connected to 𝑃 via two
nodes or a node with a valence bigger than two; (3) 𝑒 is not a valid successor for 𝑃
since 𝑒 is connected to 𝑃 via a valence-two node; (4) a design-specific exception for
the dendriform structure in Section 6.5: 𝑒 is connected to 𝑃 via a valence-two node,
but is deemed as a valid successor because its connected element’s other node is
grounded.

6.4.2.2 Iterative feasible search for finding the optimal sequence

When the sequence constraint and objective function are the same, we are essen-

tially solving an optimization problem of the following form:

min
𝜓,𝑡

𝑡

s.t. 𝑔(𝜓[1 : 𝑘]) ≤ 𝑡, ∀𝑘 ∈ [1, · · ·𝑛]
(6.1)

where 𝜓 is the construction sequence and 𝑡 is the construction tolerance. A similar

formulation is commonly used in the optimization literature for finding a feasible

initial guess [NW99]. In this work, we use a bisection search to iteratively tighten

the constraint tolerance 𝑡, and in the inner loop, we use the feasible search discussed

Section 6.4.1 with the two branch-pruning techniques covered in Section 6.4.1. The

algorithm is terminated when the lower and upper range considered by the bisec-
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tion search is smaller than a user-specified tolerance 𝜖. This algorithm is guaranteed

to find the optimal 𝑡 in a finite number of iterations, assuming the timeout for the

inner-loop feasible sequence search is large enough.

6.4.2.3 Diversity-driven search for finding the optimal sequence

When the sequence objective and the constraint functions are different, we are solv-

ing an optimization problem of the following form:

min
𝜓

𝑓(𝜓)

s.t. 𝑔(𝜓[1 : 𝑘]) ≤ 𝑡, ∀𝑘 ∈ [1, · · ·𝑛]
(6.2)

where 𝑡 is a fixed constraint tolerance.

In such cases, the iterative algorithm proposed in the last section cannot be ap-

plied, since the feasible search cannot only find one feasible sequence under the

tolerance, and it does not use any information of the objective function. We need

to change the search algorithm so that it can find multiple, high-performing se-

quences. However, there are two main challenges: (1) how to prevent the search

algorithm converge to previously found solutions and (2) how to bias the search to

get out of local minima effectively.

In thiswork, we propose a diverse search technique to address the first challenge

above, while the second challenge remains unsolved. In general, diverse search

techniques usually involve using previously found solutions to bias or deflate the

search away from existing solutions (see, e.g. the deflation technique in nonconvex

optimization [TH22]). Simply letting the search continue by exploring the remain-

ing search queue after the first feasible solution is found will leave the search con-

verging to similar solutions. This is because the search explores the search node

ordered in a depth-first manner (see Section 3.5.3 for details in queue ordering),

the restarted search will get stuck at local minima, wasting most of the time explor-

ing the permutations of a small set at the rear of the found sequence. This means

that the algorithm only explores a limited set of solutions with potentially similar
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performance scores in the given timeout. To find a more diverse set of solutions,

we propose to restart the search by clearing the queue whenever a new solution is

found and replace the heuristic functions that we proposed in Section 3.5.3 with a

new, diversity-driven heuristic function:

ℎ(𝑒, 𝑃,Ψ) = − 1

|Ψ|
∑︁
𝜓∈Ψ

∑︁
𝑒𝑘∈𝑃

⋃︀
{𝑒}

|𝜓(𝑒𝑘)− 𝜓𝑃 (𝑒𝑘)| (6.3)

where Ψ is the collected construction sequences so far. 𝑃 is the partial construc-

tion of the current search node, and 𝑒 is the candidate element considered. Here, a

construction sequence 𝜓 = [𝑒1, · · · , 𝑒𝑛] is viewed as a mapping function 𝜓 : 𝑒 → N

that maps an element to its index in the sequence. Intuitively, this heuristic func-

tion is computing the weighted average of the accumulated permutation difference

between the uncompleted sequence 𝜓𝑃 and each found sequence 𝜓 ∈ Ψ. This

diversity score penalizes new sequence 𝜓𝑃 from having too many local permuta-

tions compared to the found sequences and thus encourages the search to prioritize

search nodes that lead to more diverse solutions. The absolute value in the second

summation in Equation (6.3) computes the difference between 𝑒𝑘’s ordered posi-

tion in the sequence 𝜓𝑃 and its ordered position 𝜓, for each element 𝑒𝑘 in the partial

construction 𝑃
⋃︀
{𝑒}. This formulation for computing a distance measure between

two permutations is also called the Position distance [SS07]. There are many other

distance measures for comparing permutations that are widely used in stochastic

local search literature for comparing two solutions [SS07, SRP05, ZSB14]. Experi-

menting with other permutation distances is left as future work.

6.4.3 Remarks

The practical usability of the optimal score proposed in this section depends on

whether the used search algorithm can find the optimal sequence within a certain

amount of time. The two optimal search algorithms proposed in the last section

are targeted for different types of problems and have their advantages and limita-

tions. In Section 6.5.2, we show empirical results comparing these two algorithms
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in finding the optimal sequence for a given design.

The iterative search algorithm can only solve the problems that have the same

objective and constraint functions. However, while limited to a specific type of

problem, the algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal sequence in finite steps. In

Section 6.5, empirical results show that the algorithm can find the optimal solution

quite effectively. For example, for a structure with 214 elements, the algorithm can

return the optimal solution within 12 minutes.

In contrast, the diverse search algorithm can work for arbitrary combinations

of objective and constraint formulation, e.g. minimizing the accumulated stress

while ensuring the maximum displacement is under a tolerance. But such gener-

ality comes at the cost that the algorithm loses the ability to converge to the op-

timal solution in finite steps. Like many other heuristic algorithms proposed for

complex combinatorial optimization problems, e.g. the Traveling Salesman Prob-

lem [ABCC11], the proposed diverse search algorithm for finding an optimal se-

quence is suboptimal, meaning that it can only find a relatively good solution in

the given amount of time, without any guarantee on whether the solution is a lo-

cal optimum or not. Because of the combinatorial nature of the problem, we do

not yet have a convergence criterion for finding local minima for terminating the

search early, like the KKT conditions used in many gradient-based optimization

algorithms [NW99]. In the proposed algorithm, the tolerance used for the struc-

tural constraint, the heuristic function used for finding the first feasible solution,

and the timeout are the only three parameters that the users can control to improve

the quality of the found sequences. An important consequence of having a sub-

optimal search algorithm on the optimal constructability score is that the search

might get stuck in different local minima for different designs, so the correspond-

ing optimal scores are all higher (worse) than the true values in different degrees.

The magnitude of such discrepancies are likely not even for all designs considered,

thus the computed performance score can favor certain designs, which we cannot

estimate a priori. Thus, improving the search algorithm’s optimality or finding a

way to compute a lower-bound of optimal sequence score is an important direction
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for improvement of the currently proposed algorithm (see Section 6.6 for detailed

discussions).

6.5 Results

We demonstrate our proposed strategies on a parametrically designed, high-per-

forming, small-scale double-layer roof structure (Figure 6-6). This structure con-

sists of 214 elements and 62 nodes, with a physical dimension of 167 cm × 151 cm

× 77 cm (length, width, height). Note that this roof structure is scaled down to

the size of a dining table or desk. The design loads considered for the completed

structure are point loads of 4 N per node, applied at the nodes on the rooftop. The

cross-sections are optimized for these designed loads by using the cross-section op-

timizer of Karamba3D [Pre13]. The structure is conceived to be built with cellulose

tubes, the material properties of which can be found in Table C.1 in the appendix.

After the cross-section optimization, the completed structure is expected to have a

total mass of 2.16 kg and a service displacement of 0.28 cm. For future benchmark-

ing purposes, the detailed design data is presented in Appendix C.

Figure 6-6: Overview of the double-layer roof design.

While the structure’s service mechanical behavior in its completed stage can be

predicted using standard FEA tools, the in-construction behavior is much harder
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to estimatewithout the physically constrained automated planning techniques pro-

posed in this chapter. The design is complex enough that it is hard for a designer to

have an intuition on whether this design can be built without scaffolding or not. In

this section, we demonstrate two use cases: (1) comparing construction sequences

found by various configurations of the search algorithm (Section 6.5.1) and (2)

comparing design options using the optimal constructability score (Section 6.5.3).

In addition, we provide an empirical comparison for the two search algorithms for

finding optimal sequences in Section 6.5.2. For the structural constraint and objec-

tive, we focus on constraining and minimizing the maximum displacement in all

experiments. All the experiments presented in this section are performed by an

IronPython implementation inside the GHPython environment in Grasshopper3D

[Rob22]. The structural analysis used for checking the structural constraint and

objective is based on Karamba3D [Pre13]. All experiments were performed on a

consumer-grade laptop, without any parallel or GPU acceleration.

6.5.1 Comparing construction sequences

In this section, assuming we want to bound the maximum displacement by 0.8 cm,

we show three sequences found by the sequence search algorithm under various

configurations. Key search statistics are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Statistics of three construction sequences found by three search config-
urations. The first two rows are run with the feasible search using the Euclide-
anDist heuristic (see Section 3.5.3.2 for details about EuclideanDist). The optimal
sequence is found by the iterative feasible search algorithm with a starting toler-
ance of 1.7 cm, full search statistics of which are given in Section 6.5.2.

Sequence Score (cm) Displacement
tolerance (cm) Timeout (s) Num. state

evaluation
Num. structural
constraint failure Runtime (s)

an infeasible sequence infeasible N/A 180 214 0 0.19
a good sequence 0.6 0.6 180 615 401 15.2

the optimal sequence 0.24 1.7 N/A 9354 8029 147.5

An infeasible sequence As a baseline, we start with an infeasible sequence found

by a forward state-space search without checking the structural constraint (Fig-

ure 6-7). The obtained sequence seems like a viable solution at the first glance
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since it is computed using the EuclideanDist heuristic, i.e. ordering the elements

by the z coordinate of the midpoint of each element, which is a widely used, in-

tuitive heuristic used in many construction practices. However, the displacement

construction profile reveals that the sequence is not feasible, and has about 40 steps

in the sequence with maximum displacements above the specified tolerance. Thus,

this proves that the quantitative analysis of construction sequences using the con-

struction profile is important for revealing the detailed structural behavior during

construction. In practice, such construction profiles have been used for examining

and predicting the process of bridge constructions with non-standard scaffolding

systems [FSC+12].

Figure 6-7: An infeasible sequence found by the search algorithm without consid-
ering the structural constraint. The construction sequence is color-coded with pur-
ple built first and yellow built last. The construction profiles on the right (top dis-
placement, bottom stress) show that the maximum displacement of the sequence
is above the given tolerance of 0.8 cm.

A good sequence Next, we look at a good sequence found by the same search

algorithm as before, with the only difference that the structural constraint check-

ing with a displacement tolerance of 0.6 cm is included. The displacement pro-

file illustrated in Figure 6-8 shows that the maximum displacement is successfully

suppressed under the given tolerance, although with the compromise of increased

maximum stress during construction.
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Figure 6-8: A good sequence found by the search algorithm with a maximum dis-
placement tolerance of 0.6 cm. The displacement profile (right-top) shows that the
obtained sequence remains under the given tolerance throughout the construction.
The stress profile (right-bottom) shows an increase in the maximum stress, com-
pared to the sequence shown in Figure 6-7.

The optimal sequence Finally, we look at the optimal construction sequence that

minimizes the maximum displacement (Figure 6-15), computed by the iterative

feasible search algorithm in Section 6.4.2.2. A step-by-step illustration of the se-

quence is shown in Figure 6-15. The construction profiles suggest that the max-

imum displacement of the sequence is 75% below the infeasible sequence while

maintaining the same maximum stress value. This result demonstrates the power

of the proposed automated search technique - it is capable of finding the best-per-

forming construction sequence that is otherwise impossible to obtain. Detailed

statistics of the iterative search algorithm for finding this sequence are discussed

in the next section.

6.5.2 Comparing the two algorithms for computing the optimal

sequence

In this section, we compare the two optimal search algorithms by having them com-

pute the optimal sequence to minimize the maximum displacement for the double-

layer roof design.

First, the iterative feasible search performs 7 search iterations to find the optimal

sequence in 147.5 seconds. The search statistics per iteration are given in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6-9: The optimal sequence found by the iterative feasible search algorithm.
Amaximum displacement tolerance of 1.7 cm is used as the initial tolerance for the
optimal algorithm. The construction profile shows a 70% reduction of maximum
displacement over the given tolerance. The sequence is illustrated step-by-step in
Figure 6-15.

We can observe that when the search terminates fast when the tolerance is either

too high or too low. When the tolerance is high, the search finds a feasible solu-

tion without encountering many constraint failures. When the tolerance is low,

the search terminates early because no search branch can satisfy the stringent con-

straint. When the tolerance is approaching the optimum, the search time increases

because the search encounters more constraint violations along the way. Notice

that iteration 7 has the most structural constraint failures while having a relatively

small runtime, thanks to the FEA caching techniques. A histogram of the obtained

sequences is shown in Figure 6-10 and the color-coded sequences with their dis-

placement profiles are shown in Figure 6-11. Figure 6-11 shows that the obtained

sequences are visually similar especially viewed from a color-coded perspective,

but their performances are very different. This further confirms the strength of the

search algorithm in effectively exploring nuanced differences in the sequences to

improve the performance.

The diverse search algorithm is given a one-hour budget for computing the best-

performing sequences that it can find. The search statistics are presented in Ta-

ble 6.3. Since the algorithm does not have convergence criteria to terminate itself,

it used the entire hour, resulting in 20 sequences. The score distribution of these
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Iters Displacement
tolerance (cm)

Num. of
state evaluations

Num. of structural
constraint failures

Min. remaining
elements

max. num. of
backtracking Runtime (s) Objective value

1 0.85 283 69 0 0 8.7 0.84
2 0.43 588 374 0 0 11.6 0.43
3 0.21 1153 1092 208 6 3.5 infeasible
4 0.32 985 771 0 0 20.8 0.32
5 0.27 1331 1117 0 0 25.7 0.27
6 0.24 1211 997 0 0 23.4 0.24
7 0.23 3803 3609 207 7 5.6 infeasible

Table 6.2: Detailed search statistics of the iterative feasible search algorithm, with
a starting displacement tolerance of 1.7 cm. At each iteration, the feasible search
algorithm is given a 180-second timeout.

Sequence score distribution found by
the iterative feasible search for the original design

Sequence score distribution found by
the diverse search for the original design

Figure 6-10: Score histograms for the found sequences of the two optimal search
algorithms.

sequences is shown in Figure 6-10. The histogram shows that the found sequences

all have similar performances around 0.94. Compared to the true optimum value

of 0.24 found by the iterative feasible search algorithm, this shows that the diverse

search failed to make much progress in minimizing the maximum displacement.

Compared to the score value of 0.95 from the baseline sequence obtained by search-

ingwithout checking the structural constraint (Figure 6-7), the best sequence found

is scored 0.94, only improved by 1%. However, the eight top-performing sequences

shown in Figure 6-12 reveal the diversity of sequences uncovered by the algorithm.

These results show that the diverse search algorithm works well for uncovering a

diverse set of sequences but performs poorly at optimizing the score.

Putting the two algorithms together, Table 6.3 shows that the iterative feasi-

ble search outperforms the diverse search in both solution quality and total run-

time. This echoes with a general observation in optimization: constraint satisfac-

tion alone is much easier than constrained optimization. As a result, if we want to
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Figure 6-11: The feasible sequences found by the iterative feasible search.

Figure 6-12: Top 8 sequences out of the 20 sequences found by the diverse search.

minimize the maximum displacement or stress, the iterative feasible search algo-

rithm should be used.

6.5.3 Comparing design options

Finally, we use the iterative feasible search to compute the optimality constructabil-

ity score to compare design options. Figure 6-14 shows the three designs we con-

sider, including the original design as above and two design variations generated

using the parametric design model. Table 6.4 shows the statistics for running the

optimal search on the three design instances. The step-by-step illustrations of these

optimal sequences are shown in Figure 6-15 (original design), Figure C-1 (variation

1), and Figure C-2 (variation 2). Design variation 1 and 2 both havemore grounded

elements supporting the roofs, and are both heavier than the original design. De-

sign variation 1 dominates the other two in terms of the optimal constructability

score, and it also has the lowest maximum stress value. However, this easiness of
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Table 6.3: Search statistics comparing the two proposed optimal search algorithms.
Both algorithms are run with a displacement tolerance of 1.7 cm, the EuclideanDist
heuristic, and a one-hour timeout.

Search
algorithm

Num. of
state evaluation

Num. of structural
constraint failure

Num. of
solutions found

Sequence score
average

Sequence score
std.

Sequence score
minimum Runtime (s)

Iterative feasible
search 9354 8029 7 0.42 0.22 0.24 147.5

Diverse
search 36429 11929 20 0.95 0.003 0.94 3600

construction comes at the cost of its having more elements and consuming more

materials, which is a trade-off to be considered by the designers.

Looking at the histograms of the computed sequences obtained by the optimal

search algorithm (Figure 6-13), we see that the original design and design variation

1 havemore feasible sequenceswith lower scores than design variation 2. Although

not explored in detail here, these histogramsmight suggest anotherway to evaluate

the construction robustness of a given design - a more robust design should have

more feasible sequences at the lower range in the score spectrum.

Design Iters Num. of
state evaluation

Num. of structural
constraint failure

Num. of
solutions found

Sequence score
average

Sequence score
std.

Sequence score
minimum Runtime (s)

Original
design 7 9354 8029 5 0.42 0.22 0.24 147.5

Design
variation 1 8 516787 503215 5 0.35 0.21 0.18 701.39

Design
variation 2 7 817633 727922 4 0.42 0.26 0.2 561.1

Table 6.4: Search statistics of running the iterative feasible search algorithm on the
three design options. All three instances are run with a displacement tolerance of
1.7 cm, the EuclideanDist heuristic, and a one-hour timeout.

Sequence score distribution found by
the iterative feasible search for the original design

Sequence score distribution found by
the iterative feasible search for the design variation 1

Sequence score distribution found by
the iterative feasible search for the design variation 2

Figure 6-13: The score histograms for the sequence found by the iterative feasible
search algorithm on the three design options.
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Figure 6-14: Comparing three design options using the optimal constructability
score.
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Figure 6-15: The optimal construction sequence for the original design (see Fig-
ure 6-9), found by the iterative feasible search algorithm.
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6.6 Limitations and remaining challenges

In this chapter, we have demonstrated how to use automated planning techniques

to support constructability-driven design. However, many technical challenges

remain before we can connect the newly proposed constructability scores with a

broader set of design space exploration techniques and go beyond the scaffolding-

free construction typology.

First, we have only demonstrated evaluating a discrete design catalog under the

optimal constructability score for minimizing maximum displacement. For prob-

lem instances that have different functions for structural constraint and objectives,

the only proposed algorithm that supports these types, the diverse search, does

not perform well in optimizing the objective and takes a long time to terminate.

The diversity heuristic used in the diverse search knows nothing about the perfor-

mance and thus the restarted search relies on the branch-and-bound technique to

bias toward a better-performing solution, which can only make slow progress in

improving the objective. The unreliability and slowness of this optimal search rou-

tinemean that including the optimal constructability score in a formal optimization

loop is technically not feasible at this moment. Future directions might include (1)

accelerating the search routine while maintaining bounds for optimality and (2)

richer feedback from the planner to the outer-loop optimizer to more efficiently

guide the optimization. A more detailed discussion on these can be found in Sec-

tion 7.3.3.

Second, while only structural constraints and objectives are discussed and ex-

perimented with in this chapter, the search algorithm is modularized and can be

easily extended to include other constraints. These constraints include, for exam-

ple, operational-space constraints that ensure that there is enough space for either

human or robot operators to assemble the element, or collision constraints that en-

sure the existence of collision-free robotic assembly motions. However, including

these additional constraints exacerbates the computational overhead involved in

the search. Advances in optimal search algorithms discussed in the last paragraph
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remain the key to devising search algorithms that can support these additional con-

straints while maintaining computational tractability.

Finally, while scaffolding-free construction eliminates anywaste thatmight come

from the scaffolding system, such a "minimalist" construction process might not be

practical for many structures. Introducing a few scaffolding elements might dra-

matically stabilize the partial construction and thus increase the robustness of the

process. However, planning for a minimal set of scaffolding elements poses an

extra layer of complexity to the planning algorithm. Planning for an optimal con-

struction sequence with a minimal set of scaffolding elements requires new ways

to evaluate the construction plan, as well as new planning algorithms to compute

such plans. Achieving this is important for broadening the impact and relevance

of the constructability-driven design paradigm proposed in this chapter.

6.7 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a new way to characterize construction performance

that can be used to inform design decisions. Through the use of various automated

planning techniques, designers can quantifiably compare various construction se-

quences for a given design and have an automated way to compute optimal con-

struction sequences. This is important because construction sequences are hard

to evaluate with intuition and optimal construction sequence is impossible to find

manually due to the vast combinatorial search space.

The approaches presented here extend the state-space search algorithm pro-

posed in Chapter 3 to support searching for a feasible and optimal construction

sequence for the assembly of scaffolding-free bar structure under certain structural

constraints and objectives. The specific contributions developed in this chapter are

as follows:

• Quantifying construction sequence’s performance: We present several for-

mulations for evaluating sequence performance that involves the structure’s

material and mechanical behavior during construction.
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• Constructability score formulation: We present two formulations of con-

structability score, one for feasibility and the other for constructability, to a

given design by summarizing the performance of the set of its construction

sequences.

• Computing the optimal sequence: We present two new optimal search al-

gorithms for finding optimal construction sequences, and provide empirical

results to discuss their pros and cons.

• Constructability-driven design space exploration: We present several case

studies to illustrate how we can use the proposed constructability score to

inform design decisions on a discrete design catalog.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis has presented formal planning techniques to automate the program-

ming process for robotic assembly (and more generally systematic assembly) of

building structures. Previous chapters havemotivated the problem, reviewed back-

ground literature, and presented algorithmic planning strategies for a broad class

of assembly problems. In this final chapter, we conclude by summarizing the con-

tributions of this thesis (Section 7.1), highlighting potential impacts (Section 7.2),

discussing directions for future work (Section 7.3), and reflecting on the disserta-

tion as a whole (Section 7.4).

7.1 Contributions

The key findings of this thesis are summarized as follows:

• Formulating assembly problems formally can help us devise novel, scalable

and efficient search algorithms to fully automate the planning process (Chap-

ter 3 and Chapter 4). The proposed algorithm, for example, can find the ex-

trusion sequence and detailed robot motions for truss models of 300 elements

in 10 minutes.

• The planning of complex, multi-tool assembly processes with non-repetitive

plan skeletons benefits from a versatile pipeline to convert the high-level de-
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sign and construction intents to a plan skeleton, uponwhich an effective solv-

ing technique can be applied (Chapter 5). This enables automated planning

of robotic motions for a multi-tool robotic timber assembly process that in-

volves 2400 robotic actions within 4 hours of computational time, which has

not been shown possible before.

• Using automated planning tools to formulate and compute a new type of

construction-related performance measure is demonstrated in a scaffolding-

free assembly setting. We show how we could use this constructability mea-

sure to evaluate and drive the exploration of design options (Chapter 6).

Detailed contributions from each chapter are summarized as follows. First, we

present a comprehensive survey spanning work from six different fields in Chap-

ter 2. We provide a specific in-depth historical presentation of work in construction

robotics, with an emphasis on the second, ongoing wave of development that takes

a design-centric instead of a productivity-centric approach. After 13 years since the

start of modern research in architectural robotics, we present the first attempt in the

field to categorize major works according to their fabrication processes. From this

taxonomy, we derive insights from existing research trends and identify a univer-

sal need for better planning tools. Then, we provide a technical review for related

works in adjacent fields of performance-driven structural design, design for man-

ufacturing, computer graphics, and automated planning.

In Chapter 3, we present a rigorous formalization for solving sequence and mo-

tion planning in the context of robotic spatial extrusion. We reveal the key planning

challenges is, throughout the printing process, satisfying both stiffness constraints

that limit the deformation of the structure and geometric constraints that ensure the

robot does not collide with the structure. We show that, although these constraints

often conflict with each other, a greedy backward state-space search guided by a

stiffness-aware heuristic can successfully balance both constraints. The proposed

algorithm is the first sequence andmotionplanning algorithm that is scalable, prob-

abilistically complete, and without the need for human intervention. An empirical
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benchmark on 40 simulated extrusion problems, along with three real-world veri-

fications, is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

In Chapter 4, we present a generalization of this extrusion planning algorithm for

jointly finding an assembly sequence and robot motion plan for the assembly of bar

structures.

In Chapter 5, we tackle assembly processes that have a non-repetitive pattern

of robotic primitive behaviors, going beyond the sequence and motion planning

problems that we covered in the previous two chapters. Our investigation is mo-

tivated by the necessity of robotic modeling and planning for a recently published

timber assembly process that utilizes distributed robotic clamps to press together

interlocking joints. In addition to pick-and-place operations, the robot needs to

move numerous tools within the construction scene. To facilitate an agile process

for connecting architectural design, construction process design and task and mo-

tion planning, we introduce a flowchart-based specification language that allows

various designers to describe their design and construction intent and knowledge.

Then, a sequence of compiling and solving techniques are introduced to convert

such high-level intentions to a computable plan skeleton and finally solved by call-

ing motion planners. The proposed workflow has been validated by a large-scale,

real-world robotic construction experiment. We also showed how other recently

published robotic assembly processes can be formulated using our flowcharts to

demonstrate their generalizability.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we demonstrate how the proposed algorithmic planning

techniques can be incorporated into a design space exploration workflow. We pro-

pose a way to measure constructability and show how we can use this measure as

a performance score to drive structural design space exploration.

7.2 Potential impacts

In building algorithmic planning techniques, we hope to equip users with a power-

ful way to program the robots for assembly tasks. This automated planning work-
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flow offloads tedious human programming work that is required by existing plan-

ning methods, and can generate programs that are guaranteed to work both in

terms of collision and structural constraints in a short amount of time. The pro-

posed planning strategies can be readily deployed to power robotic assembly of

bespoke building components in a pre-fabrication factory setting where the uncer-

tainty of the environment is low. In on-site robotic construction settings, assem-

bly plans generated by these long-horizon planning algorithms are also valuable

as baseline plans, upon which the adaptive, feedback-driven sensing and control

strategies can make local modifications to increase the robustness of the execution.

On the design side, planning algorithms can be used to open up a new type

of performance-driven design. When augmented by algorithmic planning, robotic

constructionprovides additional benefits of being a predictable constructionmethod

that we can accurately evaluate and predict the feasibility, time and resources. This

means that designers can use these measures as guiding principles in the early de-

sign stage and make critical design decisions to address potential issues and opti-

mize performance that is related to construction.

7.3 Limitations and future work

Moving beyond the contributions of this thesis, this section summarizes the limi-

tations of current work and highlights promising future directions.

7.3.1 Robust robotic assembly

Robustness of the technology is one of the most important aspects of any technol-

ogy transfer from academia to industry. In all the real-world robotic verifications

presented in this thesis, the planning is performed offline before execution, and the

plan is executed in an open-loop fashion. The success of the plan relies on the as-

sumption that the world goes exactly "as planned", and all the physical modeling

(geometry or material-wise) is precise (see Section 1.3 for details on the assump-

tions). However, uncertain factors like fabrication errors and imprecise material
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modeling are inevitable in the real world and can cause a mismatch between the

simulation and reality (for example, as in Section 4.5.1.1). Thus, equipping the

robotic system with the ability to self-correct in a closed loop fashion is the key

to increasing the robustness of the automated assembly process. Much progress

has been made towards short-horizon, robust planning and control that empha-

sizes system dynamics [Gif18] and sensorial tracking and estimation [San18]. As

we have discussed in Section 1.3, we envision that the long-horizon construction

planning approach presented can be used as a blueprint-like baseline upon which

the close-loop sensing and control strategies can make online adjustments. When

the deviation from the baseline plan is too big, a new long-term plan can be re-

computed, adjusting to the sensed information. Such an online replanning strategy

has been demonstrated in a household preparation setting in the TAMP research

[GPL+20]. Looking at the R&D history of now nearly mature robotic solutions for

piece picking and palletizing1, a demonstration of such integration on offline plan-

ning and online vision and control system is a crucial step toward a safe and robust

industrial deployment of robotic assembly.

The connection detail between elements is a crucial aspect of assembly design

that has a huge impact on the success of the automated assembly process. In Chap-

ter 4, the connections are made by human operators. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate

using a robotic arm to cooperatewithmultiple robotic clamps for automated timber

assemblywith integral joints. An important next step is to demonstrate robotic join-

ing strategies that support a wider variety of materials and corresponding suitable

joint types, for example, using robots for welding steel elements and for screwing

and connecting plates for timber elements. Existing works provide in-depth in-

vestigations in specific robotic joining techniques, e.g. in-place connection details

by robotic wire and arc additive manufacturing [Ari22], but their integration with

an assembly process has not been demonstrated. Achieving such integration re-

quires support from both advanced vision systems to accurately locate the points

1See, for example, the automated solutions provided by companies like XYZ Robotics(https:
//en.xyzrobotics.ai/) and Mujin (https://mujin-corp.com/).
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for operations and adaptations in the planning algorithms to support multi-robot

coordination. If the assembly robot and the joining robotmove sequentially, the for-

malization and solving techniques proposed in Chapter 5 can be applied to model

and solve such planning problems. An even more optimized process would in-

volve the two robots working simultaneously, but the involved multi-agent path

planning problems are much harder to solve, which are subject to active investiga-

tions [HOD+21, CLH+22].

7.3.2 Robotic assembly with dynamic scaffoldings

In this thesis, we have mostly investigated assembly without scaffolding elements,

with the exception in Chapter 5 where designers manually plan out where and

when to add supporting elements. This means that we are relying on the planning

algorithm to find a good assembly sequence so that the partial construction can

support itself and thus eliminate any waste related to the scaffolding. However,

allowing the introduction of a few scaffolding elements might dramatically stabi-

lize the partial construction and thus increase the robustness of the process. The

inclusion of scaffolding in the process poses two new planning challenges. First,

once added to the structure, scaffolding elements become additional collision ob-

jects in the workspace, which further crowds the already tight collision-free space

for the robot to maneuver. Thus, a good assembly strategy would be to have a

dynamic scaffolding system that is introduced in precise steps in the assembly se-

quencewhenneeded and removedwhen the partial construction can stabilize itself.

This strategy is similar in spirit to the cable-assisted, self-supporting construction of

masonry structures proposed in [DPW+14]. Second, since the number and poses

of scaffolding elements are not known a priori, the planning horizon, i.e. the to-

tal number of actions to be performed, is unbounded and the branching factor in

the search is infinite because the scaffolding elements’ poses are continuous vari-

ables. As argued throughout this thesis, while existing TAMP systems have dis-

played abilities to solve small problems with such characteristics, adaptions will be
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needed to specialize these systems so that they can scale to the complexity involved

in construction domains.

7.3.3 Intelligent design feedback and optimization

In Chapter 6, we have demonstrated that our work in automated planning can be

incorporated into a design evaluationworkflow. However, due to the inherent com-

plexity of finding a near-optimal construction sequence, the optimal constructabil-

ity score evaluation of a design with 200 elements might take minutes to hours

(especially when using different functions for the objective and constraint). The

slowness of this evaluation means that including it in a formal optimization loop is

technically not feasible at this moment. Future directions might include (1) accel-

erating the search routine while maintaining bounds for optimality and (2) richer

feedback from the planner to the outer-loop optimizer to more efficiently guide the

optimization.

First, as the number of elements involved in the structure grows, an element-

by-element search strategy will not suffice at some points due to the complexity

of the problem. A divide-and-conquer search strategy can be useful, where the

structure is first decomposed into groups and then the planner can search in mul-

tiple hierarchies. Searching in decomposed groups can be seen as imposing a par-

tial ordering constraint on the resulting sequence. This idea has been explored in

[DPW+14, HZH+16], but it remains an open question on how to devise a decom-

position algorithm that is complete for both structural and collision constraints. In

addition, finding an optimal sequence is crucial for having a reliable optimal con-

structability measure. Devising machinery to estimate how far a given sequence is

away from optimality is an important, yet challenging and unexplored direction.

A potential direction is to investigate a continuous relaxed formulation of the com-

binatorial problem, which can be used to compute a lower bound of the optimum

of the original problem. These relaxed formulations might lead to convex prob-

lems that can be solved to the optimality using convex optimizationmachinery, see,
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for example, SDP relaxation for many classic combinatorial optimization problems

[Goe97].

Second, when computing the constructability measure, the planner can return

much richer information to the optimizer instead of a single number for the perfor-

mance score. This extended information includes, for example, the partial struc-

ture when the planner first backtracks and the multiple suboptimal sequences the

planner has foundwhen searching for the optimal one. Furthermore, due to the po-

tential nonlinearity of the parametric design model and the inherent combinatorial

nature of the sequencing problem, the objective landscape of the constructability

score is unlikely to be continuous (let alone smooth). Thus, most of the gradient-

based optimization algorithmswill not be applicable for such problems. Designing

specialized optimization algorithms that can take advantage of the extended infor-

mation from the planner to more efficiently guide the design space exploration is a

direction that has great practical relevance. Achieving this means that we arrive at

smart planning tools that not only compute construction plans but can also provide

design diagnosis and propose design alternatives.

7.4 Concluding remarks

Driven by the need to use resources more responsibly in the built environment,

designers today are equipped with increasingly powerful computational means to

design and explore high-performing structural solutions. Such design capabilities

call for a new construction paradigm that can produce complex geometries pre-

cisely, quickly and cheaply. Construction robotics has the potential to deliver such

promises, but it is important to have an efficient, automated way to offload the

most labor-intensive step in this design-to-fabrication process, the programming

of robots to achieve the construction tasks.

This thesis shows that algorithmic planning techniques can eliminate unneces-

sary human programming labor, generate feasible assembly plans, and stay versa-

tile for various construction tasks. We hope that these planning tools, along with
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the new principles of construction-driven design, can encourage wider adoption of

efficient structures in practice, and thus pave our way toward a more sustainable

future for the built environment.
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Appendix A

Theoretical results

In this appendix chapter, we state and prove the theoretical claims made in Chap-

ter 31.

A.1 Regression polynomial complexity

First, we analyze the complexity of Regression for geometry-only extrusion problems

(section 3.7.1). Note that it is possible to achieve a better complexity of 𝒪(|𝑇 ||𝐸|)

using an algorithm that caches collisions.

Theorem 1. Regression will solve any feasible geometry-only extrusion problem in poly-

nomial time.

Proof. Each colliding pair ¬Safe(𝜏𝑒, {𝑒′}) induces a partial-ordering constraint that

element 𝑒′ must be extruded after element 𝑒 in order to safely execute trajectory 𝜏𝑒.

By equation 3, removing element 𝑒′ weakly decreases the size of the set of partial-

order constraints for each trajectory 𝜏𝑒. Because we assume feasibility, there exists a

total ordering 𝜓 of𝐸 and a corresponding sequence of trajectories 𝜋 from 𝑇 that re-

spect collision constraints. As a result, for every set of unprinted elements 𝑃 ′ ⊆ 𝐸,

the element 𝑒′ = 𝜓[𝑖] ∈ 𝑃 ′ that has the largest index 𝑖 = max𝜓[𝑗]∈𝑃 ′(𝑗) in 𝜓 is guaran-

teed to have a safe trajectory 𝜏𝑒 ∈ 𝑇 . Each of the |𝐸| iterations requires considering
1A version of this chapter has been published in [GHLPM20].
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at most |𝑇 | trajectories and checking collisions with at most |𝐸| elements. As a re-

sult, the complexity of Regression is 𝒪(|𝑇 ||𝐸|2).

A.2 Probabilistic completeness

Because TAMP is decidable [DKLP16], extrusion planning is also decidable, mean-

ing that there exists complete algorithms that can correctly prove a problem is either

feasible or infeasible. However, becausewe use randomized sampling-based strate-

gies, we instead prove the weaker claim that our algorithms are probabilistically

complete. First, we build on our problem formulation in section 3.4.2. by identify-

ing a class of robustly feasible [KF11, GLPK18b] extrusion problems, problems that

admit a non-degenerate set of solutions making them amenable to sampling-based

planning. Define 𝜒(𝜏, 𝑃 ) to be the clearance of trajectory 𝜏 [KKL98] with respect

to printed elements 𝑃 as the greatest lower bound on the distance from any con-

figuration on 𝜏 to the boundary of the currently collision-free configuration space

𝜕𝑄(𝑃 ):

𝜒(𝜏, 𝑃 ) = inf𝜆∈[0,1]inf𝑞∈𝜕𝑄(𝑃 )||𝜏(𝜆)− 𝑞||. (A.1)

Let 𝜇(𝑋;𝒳 ) be a measure on subsets 𝑋 ⊆ 𝒳 such that 0 < 𝜇(𝒳 ;𝒳 ) < ∞. Let

𝑋 ⊆∅ 𝒳 =⇒ [∅ ≠ 𝑋 ⊆ 𝒳 ] ∧ [𝜇(𝑋;𝒳 ) > 0] denote that 𝑋 is a nonempty subset of

𝒳 with positive measure with respect to 𝒳 .

Definition 4. An extrusion problem Π = ⟨𝑁,𝐺,𝐸,𝒬, 𝑞0⟩ is robustly feasible for a

valid extrusion sequence �⃗� = [�⃗�1, �⃗�2, ..., �⃗�𝑚] (definition 1) if there exists sequence of

extrusion mode coparameter sets [Σ�⃗�1 , ...,Σ�⃗�𝑚 ] s.t.

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚}.Σ�⃗�𝑖 ⊆∅ 𝑋𝑜(�⃗�𝑖) (A.2)

and ∀�⃗� = [𝜎�⃗�1 , ..., 𝜎�⃗�𝑚 ] ∈
⨂︀𝑚

𝑖=1Σ�⃗�𝑖 . exists:

• a sequence start and end extrusion configuration sets [𝑇𝜎�⃗�1 , ..., 𝑇𝜎�⃗�𝑚 ] and [𝑇 ′
𝜎�⃗�1
, ..., 𝑇 ′

𝜎�⃗�𝑚
]
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s.t.

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚}.𝑇𝜎�⃗�𝑖 ⊆∅ 𝒯 (𝛼, 𝜎�⃗�𝑖) (A.3)

𝑇 ′
𝜎�⃗�𝑖
⊆∅ 𝒯 (𝜎�⃗�𝑖 , 𝛼) (A.4)

and ∀[𝑞𝜎�⃗�1 , ..., 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑚 ] ∈
⨂︀𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑇𝜎�⃗�𝑖

and ∀[𝑞′𝜎�⃗�1 , ..., 𝑞
′
𝜎�⃗�𝑚

] ∈
⨂︀𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑇
′
𝜎�⃗�𝑖
. exists:

– a solution (definition 3) comprised of 2𝑚+1 trajectories 𝜋 = [𝜏𝑡1 , 𝜏�⃗�1 , ..., 𝜏𝑡𝑚+1 ]

s.t.

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ...,𝑚} .𝜏�⃗�𝑖(0) = 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 , 𝜏�⃗�𝑖(1) = 𝑞′𝜎�⃗�𝑖
(A.5)

𝜒(𝜏𝑡𝑖 , 𝜓1:𝑖−1), 𝜒(𝜏�⃗�𝑖 , 𝜓1:𝑖−1) > 0 (A.6)

and 𝜒(𝜏𝑡𝑚+1 , 𝐸) > 0.

Breaking down the definition, equation A.2 requires the mode set Σ�⃗�𝑖 for each

extrusion to have positive measure with respect to the mode space for �⃗�𝑖. Equa-

tions A.3 and A.4 states that for each mode 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 ∈ Σ�⃗�𝑖 , the set of transition configu-

rations 𝑇𝜎�⃗�𝑖 from 𝛼→ 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 and the set of transition configurations 𝑇 ′
𝜎�⃗�𝑖

from 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 → 𝛼

both have positive measure relative to their respective spaces. Finally, equation A.6

states that there exists solutions 𝜋 where the transit trajectory 𝜏𝑡𝑖 between the pair

of transition configurations 𝑞′𝜎�⃗�𝑖−1
, 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 for transit mode 𝛼 has positive clearance and

the extrusion trajectory 𝜏�⃗� between each pair of transition configurations 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 , 𝑞
′
𝜎�⃗�𝑖

for

extrusion mode 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 has positive clearance. As a result, the motion planning prob-

lem 𝑞′𝜎�⃗�𝑖−1
→ 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 and the constrained motion planning problem 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 → 𝑞′𝜎�⃗�𝑖

subject

to manifoldℳ(𝜎�⃗�𝑖) are both robustly feasible.

We assume that PlanMotion is a probabilistically complete motion planner

and PlanConstrained is a problematically complete constrained motion planner.

Assume that SampleOrientation(�⃗�) randomly samples 𝑋𝑜(�⃗�𝑖) independently with

probability density bounded away from zero and SampleIK(𝑝, 𝑥𝑜) randomly sam-

ples the (𝑑−5)-dimensional space of kinematic solutions independently with prob-
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ability density also bounded away from zero. As a result, SampleIK can be used to

sample both 𝒯 (𝛼, 𝜎�⃗�𝑖) and 𝒯 (𝜎�⃗�𝑖 , 𝛼)when 𝑥𝑜 = 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 .

Theorem2. Progression is probabilistically complete for robustly-feasible extrusion prob-

lems.

Proof. We consider a sequence of 𝑚 events where each event involves both Sam-

pleExtrusion and PlanMotion succeeding given the set of solutions described in

definition 4. Because Progression is persistent (section 3.5.4), each search node will

be revisited in a finite amount of time. As a result, we can ignore the computation

in between each revisit. For the 𝑖th event in the sequence, SampleOrientation has

positive probability of sampling a mode coparameter 𝜎�⃗�𝑖 ∈ Σ�⃗�𝑖 . Likewise, Sam-

pleIK has positive probability of sampling transition configurations 𝑞𝜎�⃗�𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝜎�⃗�𝑖 and

𝑞′𝜎�⃗�𝑖
∈ 𝑇 ′

𝜎�⃗�𝑖
. Because PlanConstrained and PlanMotion are probabilistically com-

plete, for 𝑖 sufficiently large the probability that they identify a solution is positive.

As a result, for 𝑖 sufficiently large, the probability that both SampleExtrusion and

PlanMotion succeed on a given attempt, satisfying the 𝑖th event, is also positive.

Thus, the 𝑖th event will succeed in a finite number of reattempts with probabil-

ity one, and all 𝑚 events will succeed in a finite amount of time with probability

one.

Theorem 3. Regression is probabilistically complete for robustly-feasible extrusion prob-

lems.

Proof. We trivially apply the argument in theorem 2 but in the reverse direction

from 𝑖 ∈ {𝑚, ..., 1}.
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Appendix B

Simulated extrusion benchmarks

In this appendix chapter, we present the benchmarking results for extrusion plan-

ning in Chapter 31.

Figures B-1, B-2, and B-3 display the extrusion problems that we considered.

For each problem, we ran one trial of Regression+StiffPlan and recorded the ex-

trusion sequence it produced. For successful trials, elements are colored by their

index in a extrusion sequence, where purple elements are printed first and red el-

ements are printed last. All elements in the structure are black an unsuccessful

trial. Some problems are the result of a linear transformation, such as a rotation

or scaling, applied to the same original frame structure. Other problems are dis-

cretized version of the same object but with varying degrees of topological com-

plexity. All the tested problem instances are available at https://github.com/

yijiangh/assembly_instances.

1A version of this chapter has been published in [GHLPM20].
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Figure B-1: Extrusion Problems - 1. For successful trials, elements are colored by
their index in a extrusion sequence, where purple elements are printed first and red
elements are printed last. All elements in the structure are black an unsuccessful
trial.
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Figure B-2: Extrusion Problems - 2. For successful trials, elements are colored by
their index in a extrusion sequence, where purple elements are printed first and red
elements are printed last. All elements in the structure are black an unsuccessful
trial.
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Figure B-3: Extrusion Problems- 3. For successful trials, elements are colored by
their index in a extrusion sequence, where purple elements are printed first and red
elements are printed last. All elements in the structure are black an unsuccessful
trial.
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Appendix C

Optimal construction sequencing

benchmarks

In this appendix chapter, we provide the detailed data for the double-layer roof

design used in Section 6.5 for the convenience of future benchmarking purposes.

The material property of the cellulose used in the design is given in Table C.1. The

node geometry is given in Table C.2 and the element cross-sections, node connec-

tivity, and the optimal sequence (Figure 6-15) is given in Table C.3. In addition,

Figure 6-15, Figure C-1 and Figure C-2 present detailed, step-by-step illustration

for the optimal sequences computed for the original design, variation 1, and varia-

tion 2 in Section 6.5.3.

Table C.1: Material property of cellulose.

Young’s modulus
E (kN/cm2)

In-plane shear modulus
G12 (kN/cm2)

Transverse shear modulus
G3 (kN/cm2)

weight
(kN/m3)

Tensile strength
(kN/cm2)

Compressive strength
(kN/cm2)

207 82.8 82.8 12.7 4.34 4.34
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Table C.2: The node position data of the double-layer roof design in Figure 6-6.
Node #59, 60, 61 are grounded.

Node

indices
X (m) Y (m) Z (m)

0 0.253 -0.259 -0.133

1 0.446 -0.119 -0.381

2 0.472 -0.372 -0.133

3 0.705 -0.267 -0.133

4 0.643 0.141 -0.133

5 0.125 -0.035 -0.133

6 0.380 0.212 -0.133

7 0.267 0.467 -0.133

8 0.497 0.448 -0.381

9 0.681 0.625 -0.133

10 0.436 0.702 -0.133

11 0.863 0.446 -0.133

12 -0.285 0.272 -0.133

13 -0.081 0.413 -0.381

14 0.107 0.229 -0.133

15 -0.069 0.133 -0.133

16 -0.391 0.503 -0.133

17 -0.079 0.738 -0.133

18 0.092 -0.376 0.000

19 0.299 -0.543 0.000

20 0.564 -0.557 0.000

21 0.806 -0.440 0.000

22 0.859 -0.065 -0.133

23 0.992 -0.248 0.000

Continued on next page
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Table C.2 – continued from previous page

Node

indices
X (m) Y (m) Z (m)

24 1.078 0.006 0.000

25 0.893 0.191 -0.133

26 1.090 0.275 0.000

27 1.039 0.538 0.000

28 0.863 0.740 0.000

29 0.627 0.867 0.000

30 0.361 0.906 0.000

31 0.178 0.712 -0.133

32 0.091 0.916 0.000

33 -0.176 0.955 0.000

34 -0.331 0.747 -0.133

35 -0.437 0.917 0.000

36 -0.577 0.693 0.000

37 -0.579 0.425 0.000

38 -0.468 0.181 0.000

39 -0.262 0.012 0.000

40 -0.043 -0.142 0.000

41 0.654 0.031 0.000

42 -0.080 0.516 -0.133

43 0.057 0.510 0.000

44 0.595 0.716 0.000

45 0.225 -0.021 0.000

46 0.358 -0.032 -0.133

47 -0.064 0.174 0.000

48 0.649 0.372 -0.133

Continued on next page
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Table C.2 – continued from previous page

Node

indices
X (m) Y (m) Z (m)

49 0.703 0.360 0.000

50 -0.265 0.729 0.000

51 0.357 0.361 0.000

52 0.332 -0.293 0.000

53 0.802 -0.207 0.000

54 -0.203 0.477 0.000

55 0.276 0.736 0.000

56 0.026 0.783 0.000

57 0.144 0.192 0.000

58 0.459 -0.045 0.000

59 0.446 -0.119 -0.769

60 0.497 0.448 -0.769

61 -0.081 0.413 -0.769

Table C.3: The element cross-section, length, and node connectivity data of the
double-layer roof design in Figure 6-6. All tubes have a thickness of 0.16 cm. The
node id of each element maps in the list of nodes listed in Table C.2. The opti-
mal sequence shown in Figure 6-15 is listed in the last column, where each entry
corresponds to the element’s order in the sequence. For example, in the first row,
element #0 is the 3rd element to be built in the optimal sequence.

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

0 0.8 0.344 0 1 3

1 0.6 0.355 1 2 20

2 1.0 0.388 1 3 9

3 0.8 0.410 1 4 13

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

4 1.0 0.415 1 5 22

5 0.6 0.419 1 6 7

6 0.8 0.339 7 8 4

7 0.6 0.355 8 9 37

8 1.6 0.360 8 10 8

9 0.8 0.363 6 8 6

10 1.6 0.422 4 8 16

11 1.0 0.442 8 11 41

12 0.6 0.351 12 13 46

13 0.6 0.361 13 14 32

14 1.6 0.375 13 15 34

15 0.6 0.408 13 16 63

16 1.6 0.409 13 17 35

17 0.6 0.431 7 13 5

18 0.6 0.239 0 18 69

19 1.0 0.367 5 18 70

20 0.6 0.276 2 19 72

21 0.6 0.317 0 19 71

22 0.6 0.245 2 20 73

23 0.8 0.348 3 20 74

24 0.6 0.240 3 21 75

25 0.6 0.262 22 23 155

26 0.6 0.316 3 23 158

27 0.8 0.266 22 24 152

28 0.6 0.293 24 25 151

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

29 0.6 0.252 25 26 140

30 0.6 0.314 11 26 139

31 0.6 0.239 11 27 76

32 0.6 0.254 9 28 77

33 0.6 0.323 11 28 78

34 0.6 0.281 9 29 79

35 0.8 0.284 10 29 80

36 0.6 0.255 10 30 81

37 0.6 0.298 30 31 120

38 0.6 0.259 31 32 123

39 0.6 0.280 17 32 109

40 0.8 0.272 17 33 110

41 0.6 0.292 33 34 111

42 0.6 0.240 34 35 147

43 0.8 0.422 17 35 166

44 0.6 0.285 34 36 153

45 0.8 0.297 16 36 148

46 0.6 0.243 16 37 112

47 0.8 0.357 12 37 113

48 0.6 0.244 12 38 82

49 0.8 0.264 15 39 84

50 0.6 0.293 12 39 83

51 0.6 0.239 5 40 85

52 0.8 0.306 15 40 86

53 0.6 0.173 4 41 87

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

54 0.6 0.262 22 41 114

55 0.6 0.191 42 43 89

56 0.8 0.252 7 43 88

57 0.6 0.182 9 44 90

58 0.6 0.207 10 44 91

59 0.6 0.167 5 45 92

60 0.6 0.188 45 46 93

61 0.6 0.139 15 47 95

62 0.6 0.223 14 47 94

63 0.6 0.144 48 49 97

64 0.6 0.225 11 49 96

65 0.6 0.149 34 50 116

66 0.6 0.229 17 50 115

67 0.6 0.191 7 51 99

68 0.6 0.201 6 51 98

69 0.6 0.158 0 52 100

70 0.6 0.208 2 52 101

71 0.6 0.175 3 53 102

72 0.6 0.203 22 53 117

73 0.6 0.185 42 54 103

74 0.6 0.232 16 54 118

75 0.6 0.167 31 55 121

76 0.6 0.211 10 55 104

77 0.6 0.175 17 56 119

78 0.6 0.214 31 56 126

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

79 0.6 0.143 14 57 105

80 0.6 0.257 15 57 106

81 0.6 0.167 46 58 108

82 0.6 0.293 4 58 107

83 0.6 0.267 18 19 127

84 0.6 0.269 18 40 122

85 0.6 0.265 19 20 129

86 0.6 0.268 20 21 131

87 0.6 0.268 21 23 159

88 0.6 0.268 23 24 157

89 0.6 0.269 24 26 150

90 0.6 0.268 26 27 138

91 0.6 0.268 27 28 137

92 0.6 0.268 28 29 143

93 0.6 0.269 29 30 125

94 0.6 0.270 30 32 133

95 0.6 0.270 32 33 146

96 0.6 0.263 33 35 165

97 0.6 0.264 35 36 169

98 0.6 0.267 36 37 171

99 0.6 0.268 37 38 174

100 0.6 0.268 38 39 176

101 0.6 0.267 39 40 179

102 0.6 0.379 18 45 124

103 0.6 0.254 18 52 128

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

104 0.6 0.251 19 52 130

105 0.6 0.351 20 52 132

106 0.6 0.423 20 53 154

107 0.6 0.233 21 53 134

108 0.6 0.194 23 53 160

109 0.6 0.425 24 41 156

110 0.6 0.349 24 53 161

111 0.6 0.500 26 41 141

112 0.6 0.397 26 49 142

113 0.6 0.381 27 49 135

114 0.6 0.270 28 44 144

115 0.6 0.413 28 49 149

116 0.6 0.154 29 44 136

117 0.6 0.302 30 44 145

118 0.6 0.190 30 55 162

119 0.6 0.258 32 55 163

120 0.6 0.148 32 56 164

121 0.6 0.243 33 50 168

122 0.6 0.265 33 56 167

123 0.6 0.255 35 50 170

124 0.6 0.315 36 50 172

125 0.6 0.432 36 54 173

126 0.6 0.380 37 54 175

127 0.6 0.404 38 47 177

128 0.6 0.397 38 54 178

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

129 0.6 0.256 39 47 180

130 0.6 0.294 40 45 181

131 0.6 0.317 40 47 182

132 0.6 0.333 41 49 183

133 0.6 0.445 41 51 184

134 0.6 0.280 41 53 185

135 0.6 0.209 41 58 186

136 0.6 0.357 43 47 187

137 0.6 0.334 43 51 188

138 0.6 0.262 43 54 189

139 0.6 0.315 43 55 190

140 0.6 0.275 43 56 191

141 0.6 0.329 43 57 192

142 0.6 0.372 44 49 193

143 0.6 0.427 44 51 194

144 0.6 0.319 44 55 195

145 0.6 0.349 45 47 196

146 0.6 0.404 45 51 197

147 0.6 0.293 45 52 198

148 0.6 0.228 45 57 199

149 0.6 0.235 45 58 200

150 0.6 0.333 47 54 201

151 0.6 0.209 47 57 202

152 0.6 0.346 49 51 203

153 0.6 0.260 50 54 204

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

154 0.6 0.296 50 56 205

155 0.6 0.384 51 55 206

156 0.6 0.272 51 57 207

157 0.6 0.420 51 58 208

158 0.6 0.478 52 53 209

159 0.6 0.279 52 58 210

160 0.6 0.379 53 58 211

161 0.6 0.383 54 56 212

162 0.6 0.255 55 56 213

163 0.6 0.246 0 2 19

164 0.6 0.258 0 5 23

165 0.6 0.256 2 3 21

166 0.8 0.254 3 22 51

167 0.6 0.258 22 25 54

168 0.6 0.257 11 25 49

169 0.6 0.255 9 11 40

170 0.6 0.256 9 10 36

171 0.8 0.258 10 31 52

172 0.6 0.258 17 31 56

173 0.6 0.253 17 34 65

174 0.6 0.250 16 34 67

175 0.6 0.255 12 16 62

176 0.8 0.257 12 15 45

177 1.0 0.256 5 15 44

178 0.6 0.250 0 46 15

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

179 0.6 0.359 2 46 24

180 0.6 0.413 3 4 18

181 0.6 0.419 3 46 17

182 1.0 0.297 4 22 53

183 0.6 0.255 4 25 48

184 0.6 0.304 25 48 50

185 0.6 0.226 11 48 42

186 0.6 0.255 9 48 38

187 0.6 0.289 7 10 11

188 0.6 0.392 10 48 39

189 0.6 0.261 7 31 55

190 0.8 0.324 31 42 66

191 0.6 0.222 17 42 57

192 0.6 0.342 34 42 68

193 0.6 0.312 16 42 64

194 0.6 0.319 12 42 59

195 0.6 0.383 15 42 60

196 0.6 0.200 14 15 47

197 0.6 0.233 5 46 28

198 0.6 0.265 5 14 33

199 0.6 0.355 5 6 27

200 0.6 0.333 4 46 25

201 0.8 0.273 4 6 12

202 0.6 0.232 4 48 26

203 0.6 0.350 7 42 58

Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page

Element

indices
diameter (cm) length (m) node 1 id node 2 id optimal sequence

204 0.6 0.287 7 14 31

205 0.6 0.279 6 7 10

206 1.0 0.393 7 48 30

207 0.6 0.245 6 46 14

208 0.6 0.341 14 42 61

209 0.8 0.274 6 14 43

210 0.6 0.313 6 48 29

211 1.6 0.388 1 59 0

212 1.6 0.388 8 60 1

213 1.6 0.388 13 61 2
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Figure C-1: Optimal sequence for design variation 1 (see Figure 6-14), found by the
iterative feasible search algorithm.
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Figure C-2: Optimal sequence for design variation 2 (see Figure 6-14), found by the
iterative feasible search algorithm.
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